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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

1.1.1 On 18 November 1998, Cabinet decided that negotiations should proceed with certain
preferred bidders with a view to achieving affordable agreements for the procurement of
six armaments packages. Thereafter a Ministers' Committee (MC) was formed to
oversee a Negotiation Team (NT.) Following a later MC meeting an Affordability Team
(AT) was additionally established.' .

1.1.2 This document comprises an assessment by the AT ol') the non-military impacts of the
procurement decision in order that Ministers might make an appropriate final decision
about the scale and natur~ of the arms purchase. It examines the potential impacts of
different scales of purchase (or scenarios) on the fiscal, financial and economic position
of the country, focusing in particular on the risks that different purchase scenarios pos~ in
these areas. The document simUltaneously provides a report on ·the outcome' of the
negotiations as of 09 August 1999.

2. OVERVIEW OF PROCUREMENTS: NEGOTIATION OUTCOMES

2.1 Arms prices and costs

2.1.1 The total cq~t of the procurements comprises a number of elements including the tender
(contractt~~<".:~e,statutory and freight costs; project management costs, ECA premia and
escalation.

2.1.2 The latest all-in estimates of the costs for each of the 6 packages are summarised in the
table below. These costs are stated in real 1999 Ram:Js and include the costs of future

. Rand depreciation against hard curre~cies. . '

Equipment type Net % local Costs Aug 99
(Rm 1999, fwd fx rate)

Submarines (3) 5% 6088

Corvettes (4) 29% 7361

Maritime helicopters (MH) (4) 7% 967

Light utility helicopters (LUH) (40) 18% 2446

Lead-in fighter trainer (LIFT) (24) 9% 5469

LIFT & ALFA Tranche 1 (12 ~ 9) 5%. 8502

LIFT & ALFA Tranches i. 2,3 (24 & 28) 5% 19620

TOTAL -LIFT only 22331

TOTAL - Tranche 1 25364

TOTAL - Tranche 1, 2 & 3 36482

BAe tranching option

2.1.3 In response to a MC dfcision to defer the purchase of the Gripen, SAe have proposed a
"tranching" option for t~e supply of 24 Hawk and 28 Gripen. The option involves a single
purchase contraGt-,for the full amount (a uSase Price") of approximately R13 173 m, with



the aircraft -to be constructed and delivered in three batches. The SAG has the right -
within certain time limits - to cancel tranches 2 and 3 without paying any cash breakage
costs in cash. This offer is summarised in the following table. .

Tranche 1 Tranche 2 Tranche 3 Total

Equipment 12 Hawk 12 Hawk 19 Gripen --- 24'Hawk
9 Gripen 28 Grioen

Payment dates
first 2000 2002 2004
final 2009 2006 2011 -

Total orice* R6 565 m R1292 m R5 316 m R13 173 m

Unit cost
Hawk R213 m R108 m - R161 m
Gripen R445 ni - R280 m R333 m

Margin above I below
average unit cost
Hawk +35% -33% - -
Gripen +34% - -16% -

• For purposes of simplification, these prices are stated at R6.25 I USS1; net of escalation and forex
depreciatio.n; including ECA premium. ••.

2.1.4 The implication for the SAG is that the option to cancel involves a large implicit cost.
Exercising the cancellation option would effectively mean that g'overnmentwould pay a

--- ------------ premiUm-fOrtl-re-'gircraft·rrrtrarrche 1'of 340/0-:.-35%: This'equateS"to-a·totalofR1-73s-m:---····· .---- '-" .- -

The contract amounts should also be noted. _The contract price for the Hawk is R4 050
m; the contract price for the Hawk & Gripen tranche 1 is R6 565 m. Thus even if the SAG
decided to accept the tranche offer with the intention to cancel tranches 2 and3 it would
still be committed to total expenditure of over R2 500 m in excess of the Hawk-only
option.

2.2
2.2.1

Cash flows

The profile of cash flows associated with the proposed procurements has changed
considerably between March and August 1999. In particular, the payments which would
have to be ,made to suppliers have been smoothed and some payments have been
deferred. The consequent profile of loan repayments and interest costs has also shifted.
The latest profile is as follows: . '.



i 'i0 Package costs D Interest costs!

2.3 Non-defence industrial participation (NIP) and defence industrial participation (DIP)
benefits

2.3.1 The NIP and DIP commitments of suppliers as they currently stand are summarised
below. The table also shows the level of the commitments as at the November 1998
Cabinet report.

Package " NIP Total Performan'ce
DIP guarantee

Invest· Gross Local
ment exports sales

5% of contract price,
Corvettes 4375 16625 included 2899 fixed 1

10% of contract price
Submarines 6242 ' 10669 1629 1139 for both performance &

NIP Quarantee,fixed
10% of contract price.

LUH 1153 2926 720 1410 reducina
10% of contract price,

MH 658 2453 included 576 reducinq
10% of contract price.

L1FT1 " 2000 2500 4500 ,3125 'reducina '
10% of contract price.

LIFT & ALFA 12500 32500 included 9302 reducinQ
Total (incl ALFA) 24928 65173 I 2349 15326

Cabinet Nov 98 25336 56204 17861 11176



2.4 Loan packages

2.4.1 Following extensive negotiations in London and Johannesburg with the ECAs. banks and
exporters, the Finance Negotiating Team W?S able to achieve almost all of its negotiation
objectives. Concretely:"

• ECA finance now accounts for all the imported content and, most importantly, allows
down payments in respect of those goods to be made from thoseECA Loans. The
need for forex commercial loans has thus been eliminated;

• The non-UK Agencies have, to different degrees, matched the attractive'uptions that
were offered by the UK ECA, ECGD.

• As a result, the ECA Loans now include options to select different currencies "during
the delivery period, and with the exception of the German offer, th~re is an option to
choose floating interest rates during the delivery period, with the option to fix ~t
market rates during draw-down, and at the first repayment date the option to fix at the
CIR Rate agreed on Loan signature. The ability to fix the CIRR ahead of Loan
signature for the French and the Italian packages is now much more liberal, so that a
certain amount of hedging against an adverse rate movement is possible at no cost.

• The ECA premia can now be paid in instalments and financed from the ECA Loans
for all packages. In one case' (Italy) the ECA premium has been reduced;

• In the case of Germany an element of the finance (13% of contract value) is, now
available at CIR Rates rather than at market rate;

• The French have allowed 10 year repayments for the corvettes' Excocet missiles
rather than the maximum 5 years;

• Bank margins and fees have been reduced.

2.4.2 These concessions by the ECAsare largely unprecedented. The finance package finally
achieved has greatly pushed out the boundaries of ECA defence financing' and ,is
probably unique. The, terms now achieved with the EcAs and banks have substantially
improved the financing in terms of cash flow, exchange risks as well as producing
substantial savings for the borrower amounting to approximately US$ 101.09 million (over
R600 m.)

3. ELEMENTS OF ANALYSIS

3.1 Overview

3.1.1 . This sectio,n provides an overview of the main economic, fiscal and financial factors
which will be impacted by the procurement decision. The quantitative impacts. of the
procurement scenarios are described in Section 4.

3.2 Economic issues

3.2.1 Four key variables,' which together provide a succinct picture of the potential economic,
impacts of the procurements, are examined:

the growth rate (in percentage terms) of the real Gross Domestic Product (GDP);
the fiscal deficit, expressed as a percentage of the GDP, which provides the key
indicator of the government's financial position;
the deficit on the current account of the balance of payments, likewise expressed as
a percentage of GDP;
the number of jobs created (destr~yed.)



3.3 Fiscal issues

Accounting for expenditures
3.3.1 Expenditure on the budget is recorded w~en actual payments are made to foreign

suppliers in' terms of the arms contracts or to other local parties in respect of statutory
and similar costs. Interest costs need to be similarly recorded. Consequently, total
governmen~ expenditure will.comprise the sum of interest payments and expenditure on .
arms and related items as these expenditures occur. .

Additionalityassumption
3.3.2 Government can adopt a range of fiscal policy approaches to the additional expenditure

on the arms packages. A critical choice revolves around the degree to which the arms
expenditure is fldded to the existing expenditure envelope of government, or the degree
to which it is accommodated within the original macroexpenditure envelope. In respect of
the latter, the following has been assumed:2 .

Rm nominal 2000101 2001/02 2002/03 2003/04 2004105 2005106+

Available from Defence 52 868 . 982 913 1030 1157
budget

Available from elsewhere 300 600 1 800 3000 3000 3 000
in national budQel

. Potential impact on overall expenditure
3:3.3 A key indicator in the affordability exercise is the amount of expenditure which will be

added to the existing MTEF envelope. If the arms procurement causes government to
exceed its budget deficit targets. this is likely to be negatively perceived by the local and
international investment communities. It would appear that a small increase in the
budget deficit over and above the fiscal targets - in the order of 0.2% to 0.3% of GDP for
one to three years - might be reasonably easily absorbed by the financial markets.
However, if the deficit targets are exceeded by a larger margin and for a longer period -
say 0.5% of .GDP or more. and for four years or more - then the fiscal position of
government is likely to much more negatively assessed.

Potential impact on other departmental expenditure
3.3.4 The arms procurements are likely to impact on expenditure by other government

departments in two ways, both negative. Firstly, the additionality approach outlined above
explicitly 'assumes that certain. amounts of expenditure· will be shifted from other
government departments to Defence for the packages. Secondly I to the extent tliat the
overall pool of funds available to government is likely to grow in line with the growth in the
economy (less any fiscal contraction which may still occur), then any additional
expenditure on the defence packages will reducethe portion of these funds which would ..
otherwise have been available to other departments.

2 As noted in the body of the report, information became available aftercompletion of the modelling analysis to the effect
that the amounts available on the Defence budget for the packages are lower than assumed above. The difference is
significant in two of the years, being R621 million less in 2001/02 and R439 million less in 2002103:thereafter it is around
R100 million to R200 million lower. This means that (inter alia) the increase in the budget deficit as reported in the
modelling exercise is likely to understate the actual impact. :



3.4 . Financial issues

3.4.1 An analysis of the potential implications of the armaments procurements· on the financial
condition of the Republic - focusing on market and debt service capacity - was
commissioned from the Sovereign Advisory division of Warburg Dillon Read (London.)

3.4.2 In respect of market capacity,the assessment concluded:

• The impact on the capacity of the domestic market, even at high expenditure levels,
was unlikely to be severe.

• The procurements were likely to have some "squeeze out" impact on the officially
supported export credit market, but this could not be quantified.

• The foreign borrowings required to fund the procurements would significantly
increase the SAG's exposure to forex risks.

• The procurements could complicate SA's ability to raise funds on the international
bond markets, at least in the short term.

3.4.3· The impact of the procur~ments on SA's debt service capacity is quantified in section 4.
Two key indicators form the subject of analysis:

• Interest as a percentage of government revenue
• Stock of public sector debt as a percentage of GDP.

3.5 Risks

3.5.1 The proposed procurement is subject to a number of risks which impact directly on
affordability. Certain risks are directly related to the procurements and are modelled as
part of the later analysis. There are two such 'intriJisic· risks': non-materialisation of
NIP/DIP benefits and interest· rate -movements following the announcement of the
packages. 'Extrinsic' riSKSdo not form part of the analysis, but may create further
difficulties for government if the procurements are made .

. Non-materialisation of NIP/DIPbenefits

3.5.2 The intention of the NIP and DIP programmes is to offset or mitigate the negative effects
of the arms procurements. To the extent that these projects fail to deliver their expected
reSUlts, the negative economic effects of the procurements will be exacerbated.

Market reactions and interest rates

3.5.3 Interest rate risk relates mainly to the importance of government's fiscal targets in
establishing credibility in local and international markets and market reaction to a
significant and sustained breach of these targf?ts to fund non-productive expenditure.
The medium term impact of the need for government to ·fund the programme through
borrowing in the domestic·market also needs to be considered. .

Unsuccessful Defence budget restructuring

3.5.4 The Department of Defence has based its medium- and long-term expenditure planning
on a set of targets regarding the reduction in personnel levels. This frees up resources
for capital spending on both packages and non-package items. These targets may not
be achievable.

Adverse Rand:forex movements

3.5.5· The South African government is fully expo'sed to the depreciation of th.e Rand against
foreign currencies, which account for about 75% of the total purchase amount. There is
no effective means of hedging the currency risk inherent in the p~ocurements. There is. .



clearly a risk that currency depreciation could be more rapid than anticipated, either on
an ongoing basi~ or due to a sudden shock such as that precipitated by the 1998 Asian
crisis. Any deviations from these assumptions are for the account of government, with the
obvious implication that the costs of the packages and their financing could be
considerably higher than expected.

Lower underlying economic groWth
3.5.6 A further risk relevant to the affordability assessment is the risk of lower than expected

economic growth. The baseline assumption is that the economy will grow by an average
of about 3% per annum without the packages - this is a reasonably optimistic
assumption. If this growth does not materialise, there will be less government revenue to
fund the payments to which government is contractually committed. This will place
undue pressure elsewhere in the budget.

4.
4.1
4.1.1.

4.2
4.2.1

Cancellation costs
Particularly adverse, economic conditions may cause government to consider the
cancellation of some or all of the packages at some point into the contracts. The risks
and costs associated with cancelling the procurements after contract signature are
significantly higher than is usual.

Overview of scenarios

For the purposes of the affordability assessment, three spending levels were defined:
R25bn; R21bn;R16.5bn. ."

In addition. four risk scenarios - each of which can b'e related to any spending level-
were identified: a "base" case; an "adverse interest" case in which interest rates move up
more sharply .than hoped; an Iladverse NIP' case in which the NIP performance falls
sUbstantially short of the targets; and a Ilcombined adverse" case which aggregates the
t..•"o adverse effects.

Economic impacts of procurements

The analysis of the potential economic impacts of the procurements indicates three
central points. First, if the risks do not materialise, the arms expenditure programme has
a limited. though non-negligible, negative impact pn the macroeconomy. This is true even
for the highest (R25 billion) expenditure level. Indeed, under this favourable risk scenario
the difference in economic impact of the different expenditure levels.is not very great.

Second, there are two' distinct phases in the programme. During the first 4-5 years, the
impact is substantially negative'on' all the macroeconomic variables except for,
employment, whatever level of expenditure is analysed. and even for the best case risk
scenario at each expenditure level. During these years. the bulk of the imports for both
arms and NIP projects take place, the bulk of the fiscal expenditures are made (as well
as interest payments on the government's loan financing for the packages), and any'
interest rate impact arising from the programme takes effect. Both the fiscal and current
account deficits enhance the direct effect on the interest rate, so that the negative impact
on the overall economy is heightened. Only the employment impactduring this first phase
is positive. In the second phase of the project, starting from 2004 or 2005, the
macroeconomic impact of the programme itself is broadly positive, at least for the GDP
growth rate, and the fiscal and current account deficits. But the negative macro impact
during the first phase continues to exert downward inertia on the economy. so that the
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overall improvement is mitigated. In most scenarios, the macro va~iables remain worse
than their corresponding values in the baseline scenario.

4.2.3 Third, the materialisation of either one of the two risks analysed - a larger than expected
interest rate shock in reaction to the announcement, or the failure of the vendors to meet
a significant proportion of their NIP commitments - is likely to lead to the macroeconomic

. impact of the programme being significantly negative in comparisqn with the baseline
scenario. In other words, the higher the expenditure level the higher the risk of negative
economic impacts.

4.3

4.3.1

'Fiscal impacts

The addition.alexpenditure implied by the packages will consume a significant proportionl
of the additional fiscal resourcesavailable to government in the short and medium term
future. This is particularly so in the early years, and holds for all the expenditure levels
modelled. For example, in 2000101 the R16.5bn expenditure level will consume 73% of
the increase in government expenditure over that of 1999/00. For 2001/02 the figure is
34%.

4.3.2 The expenditures required for the arms packages are significant in relation to current and
desired spending levels of existing government departments. Under the R25 billion
scenario, for instance, the additional arms speflding is about the same as the current
budget of the Department of Housing, about 50% more than the current investment in
municipal infrastructure, and is roughly a third to half the budget of the Department of
Education. These ratios are proportionately lower for the R21 billion and R16.5 billion
scenarios. It should also be noted here that, aside from package expenditure, the ODD is
seeking an additional R1 billion for 2000101 over and above its existing MTEF allocation
in order to carry out the additional responsibilities that have been allocated to the
Department. .

4.4
4.4.1

Financial impacts

The analysis of the impact of the procurements on the SAG's interest burden and on the
public sector debt stock ratio indicates a similar conclusion to the economic impact
analysis. The higher the expenditure levels the worse the country's position as the risk
scenario increases. In fact, on the two indicators measured, only the R16.5bn
expenditure level allows SA to stay within internationally recognised safety levels on the
combined risk scenario. In the "adverse interest rate" scenario the situation is only a little
better, with R25bn expenditure clearly exceeding these levels and the R21bn scenario
only just keeping within them.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Conclusions

5.1.1 The proposed armaments procurements are distinguished from other government
procurements by four key characteristics. The sums involved are extremely large; they
involve fixed contractual commitments extending over long periods with high breakage
costs; they are heavily import-biased; and their costs are offset by a set of associated
activities (the NIPs) which cannot be guaranteed.

5.1.2 These characteristics create a set of important and unique risks for government. The
analysis of these risks suggests that as the expenditure level increases these risks
escalate significantly. In fact even expenditure of R16.5 billion may create a situation in
which government could be confronted by mounting economic, fiscal and financial
difficulties at some future point. Ultimately the decision about expenditure levels really
constitutes a decision about government's appetite for risk.
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5.2 Recommendations

5,2.1 The AT has refrained from recommending any specific procurement scenario to the
Ministers' Committee. The purpose of the analysis is to demonstrate the potential
impacts and implications of different expenditure levels. It is for Ministers to evaluate
these, assess the respective risks, and decide which level is appropriate. J

-------
• Ministers should decide on an expenditure ceiling and leave the negotiation of a

specific procurement combination to the Lead Negotiator and the Department of
Defence to finalise, subject to final Ministerial ratification.

• Simultaneous with the expenditure ceiling decision. the Ministers' Committee should
decide on the basic question of whether to purchase both Hawk and Gripen at this
point and, in particular, whether the "tranche option" offered by SAe should be
accepted.

• The Lead Negotiator should be charged with developing a strategy for the timing and
management of the announcement of the procurement decision in consultation with
bodies such as GCIS as a matter of urgency.
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1.1.1 On 18 November 1998, Cabinet decided that negotiations should proceed with certain
preferred biddr;:rs with a view to achieving affqrdable agreements for the procur~ment of
six armaments packa~es. Thereafter a Ministers' Committee (MC) was formed to
oversee a Negotiation Team (NT.) Following a later MC meeting an Affordability Team
(AT) was additionally established.

1.1.2 The mandate of the NT was to negotiate the best possible terms in three main areas:
technical; NIP/DIP and financial. The AT's mandate was to provide an assessment of the
non-military impacts of the procurements in order that Ministers might make an
appropriate final decision about the scale and nature of the arms purchases.

1.1.3 .. This document comprises that assessment. It examines the potential impacts of different
scales of purchase (or e?,penditure levels) on the fiscal, financial and economic position
of the country, focusing in particular on the risks that different purchase expenditure
levels pose in these areas. The following analysis proceeds on the basis of the terms
that the NT has been able to achieve in the negotiations to date. Some of these terms -
e.g. those related to cash flows and financing - are significant improvements on the
terms originally on offer (see, for example, Appendix G.) The price and other data reflect
the position as negotiated by mid-August 1999. Inevitably, there will be some changes as
negotiations are concluded.

.•.
1.2.1 .This docu·ment obviously needs to ·be .read in the Gontext of the documents previolJsly

produced on this matter, viz. uAffordability Assessment of Defence Special Package
Procurements" (November 1998), "Defence Strategic Packages: An Assessment of the
Potential Fiscal Impact" (March 1999), and "Defence Strategic Packages: An Assessment
of their Macroeconomic Impact ... n (March 1998.) The quality of the analysis in the
current document, however, is very significantly improved on that previously presented,
for four chief reasons:

• Time and resources have allowed the use of a macroeconomic model to simulate the
impact of both the costs and the benefits associated with these purchases. The
previous economic analysis was much cruder, and excluded a thorough assessment
of the effects of the NIP investments;

• It has been possible to clarify the treatment of these expenditures in the national
accounts, hence the impact of any level of expenditure on the national bLJdget;

• An .analysis of the impact of the procurement~/ funding requirements on South
Africa's financial condition hi3s been conducted (by Warburg DilIon Read, see
Appendix f.) .. .

• New data has become available. In part, this is because the negotiation outcomes
have changed certain important variables; in part· this is because updated and more
realistic fiscal information - e.g. on budgetary restructuring within the Department of
Defence - has emerged. .

1.2.2 The document begins with a brief overview of relevant negotiation outcomes. The heart .
of the affordability analysis follows. This proceeds by outlining three expenditure levels,
then explores the potential fiscal, financial and economic impacts of each, given different
risk assumptions. In fact,. the primary concern of the document is with risk: the central
objective of the analysis is to indicate to Ministers the potential fiscal, financial and
economic outcomes of these purchases as these may be affected by the risks associated
with them.
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2.1.1 . The total cost of the procurementscomprises a number of elements:

• Costs of the actual military equipment as procured from the suppliers (Le. the tender
or contract price);

• Statutory costs which consist of items such as freight, insurance and taxes, the
largest portion of which are incurred in South Africa; .

• Project management costs incurred by the Department of Defence and Armscor in
managing the procurements;

• Financing costs for deferring payments to suppliers so as to fit more closely an
optimum cas~ flow schedule;

• ECA premiums which are payable on all ECA-backed loans;
• Escalation on all of the above payments made in future years ..

2.1.2 The latest estimates of the costs for each of the 6 packages are summarised in Table 1
below. In each case, the amounts shown include all known costs as outlined in the
previous paragraph. Escalation has been applied to all cash flows described in the
previous paragraph,' and all foreign currencies have been converted to Rand at the
estimated foreign exchange rate prevailing at that time (see Table 6 for the forward curve
assumptions.) The results have been discounted back to real 1999 Rands to give an
actual Rand cost to government at today's prices.

"-Table 1: Total cost of packages. August 1999(Rm 1999)

Equipment type Net % local Costs Aug 99
(Rm 1999. fwd fx rate)

Submarines (3) 5% 6088

Corvettes (4) 29% 7361

Maritime helicopters (MH) (4) 7% 967

Light utility helicopters (LUH) (40) 18% 2446

Lead-in ~ghter trainer (LIFT) (24) 9% 5469

LIFT & ALFA Tranche 1 (12 & 9) 5% 8502

LlFT& ALFA Tranches 1, 2,3 (24 & 28) 5% 19620

TOTAL - liFT only 22331

TOTAL - Tranche 1 25364

TOTAL - Tranche 1. 2 & 3 36482

2.1.3 For Gomparative purposes, Table 2 shows the cost breakdown for each package based.
on latest available estimates, together with the cost estimates as per the reports
presented by DoD to Cabinet in November 1998 and the Department of Finance to the
Ministers Committee in March 1999.

2.1.4 The costs are shown in rea11999 Rands (1998 Rands in the case of the November 1998
report.) The first three columns of figures are based on a .sjmpli~ed average exchange



rate for the entire period of R6.25:$1. In other words, real dollar prices have been
converted at that rate to give real Rand prices. The last column of figures, however,
shows the more accurate August 1999 figures based on the conversion of all foreign
currency cash flows aC90rding to the estimated forward exchange rate at the relevant
period. The resulting nominal Rands have then been discounted back to real 1999 Rands
to remove the effect of inflation.



Equipment type Cabinet Report Outcome Aug 99
Nov 98 Mar 99

(Rm 1998, (Rm 1999, (Rm 1999, (Rm 1999,
R6.25:$1) R6.25:$1) R6.25:$1) fwd fx rate)

Submarines (3)
Tender price 4709 4226 4911
Statutory costs & project mgt 672 ~ 744 .. . "744
Financing preferred cash flow profile - 97 106
ECApremium 269 • "287 326 .

Total 5213 5650 5354 6088
Corvettes (4)
Tender price 5473 5469 5681
Statutory costs & project mgt 1 000 1214 1 214
Financing preferred cash flow profile - ·164 178
ECA premium 221 254 288

Total 6001 6694 7101 7361
Maritime helicopters (MH) (4)
Tender price 647 623 732
Statutory costs & project mgt 123 151 151
Financing preferred cash flow profile' - 39 45
ECApremium - 33 39

Total 788 770 846 967
Light utility helicopters (LUH) (40)
Tender price ..•.1 863 1803 1 938
Statutory cqsts & project mgt 382 442 442
Financing preferred cash flow profile - - -
ECA premium . 56 58 66

Total 2169 2301 2303 2446
Lead-in fighter trainer (LIFT) (24)
Tender price 4047 3902 4481
Statutory costs & project mgt 827 813 813
Financing preferred cash flow profile - - -
ECApremium - 151 175

Total 4728 4874 4866 5469
Advanced light fighter trainer (ALFA) (28) 10875 11154 - -
LIFT & ALFA Tranche 1 (12 & 9)
Tender price - - 6317 6998
Statutory costs & project mgt - - 1204 1204
Financing preferred cash flow profile - - - -
ECA premium . . - - 247 . 300·

Total - - 7768 8502
LIFT & ALFA Tranches 1, 2 & 3 (24 & 28)
Tender price 12612 16349
!?tatutory costs & project mgt 2585 2585
Financing preferred cash flow profile - -
ECApremium 561 686

Total 15758 19620

TOTAL - LIFT ONL Y 18899 20289 20470 22331

TOTAL-TRANCHE 1 - . I 23372 25364

TOTAL- TRANCHES 1, 2 & 3 29774 31 443 31362 36482
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2.1.5 The most significant source of the difference in prices between the last two columns is
that the actual Rand depreciation rate (6% to 8% p.a.) is expected to exceed the inflation
differential between South Africa and the US/EU (average of 2.5% to 3% p.a.). and so the
real cost of the procurements is higher than it would be if it was simply calculated at a
rate of R6.25:$ 1.

Aside from the foreign ex'change differences, it is evident that the underlying' prices of the
armaments have decreased in several cases, most notably in the case of the
submarines. In some cases, the March 1999 prices included the ECA premium and this
has been stripped out of the August 1999 prices. The amounts shown for ECA premiums
are the latest estimates, but these are likely to change as the loans are finalised.

2.1.7 On the other hand, statutory and project management costs have increased in mos.t
cases, and the cost of the submarines. corvettes and maritime helicopters now also
include the financing costs of adjusting the payment profile to suit the South African
government.

2.1.8 Finally, it should be noted that the escalation calculation is a simplification of the terms·
which will actually apply. Since escalation formulae have not been finalised with
suppliers, for current purposes annual escalation rates of 5% and 2.5% have been used
for Rand and foreign currency denominated cash 'flows respectively.

Assessment of BAe Hawk-Gripen tranching option

2.1.9 For reasons connected both to military planning and affordability, the MC meeting of 3
May 1999 decided to qefer the procurement of ALFA (Gripen) to a later (unspecified)
date. It was' als9 decided that the NT should explore the possibility of some ·option"
agreement which would allow SAe/Saab to 'supply Gripen to the SANDF at such future
time that this procurement was actually needed. This option should catalyse NIP and
DIP investment from these companies, but should not involve additional expenditures for
the South African Government.

2.1.10 In response to this position, SAe have proposed a "tranching" option for the supply of 24
Hawk and 28 Gripen. The basic dimensions of this offer are summarised in the following
table.
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Tranche 1 Tranche 2 Tranche 3 Total

Equipment 12 Hawk 12 Hawk 19 Gripen 24 Hawk
9 Gripen 28 Gripen

Payment dates
first 2000 2002 2004
final 2009 2006 2011

Total price* R6 565 m Ri 292 m R5 316 m .', R13173m

Unit cost
Hawk R2i3 m RiDS m - R161 m
Gripen R445 m R280 m R333 m

.-
Margin above / below
~verage unit cost -Hawk +35% -33% -
Gripen +34% -16% --

* For purposes of simplification, these prices are stated at R6.25 I US$1: net of escalation and forex
depreciation; inclusive of ECA premia.

2.1.11 It is important to note that BAe/SMB have not offered three separate contracts, one for
each of tranches 1, 2 and 3. The option involves a single purchase contract, for the full
amount (a ·Base Price") of approximately R13 173 m, with tne,aircraft to be constructed
and delivered in three ba~chesas indicated above. Th'e SAG, however, has the right -
within certain time limit.s~ to cancel tranches 2 and 3 without paying any cash breakage, .
costs in cash. In short, the SAG has been offered a contract for the total (24 Hawk plus
28 Gripen) procurement with an apparently ·cost-free" option to cancel 12 and 19 units
respectively. This is significantly different from a contract to procure, say, 12 Hawk and 9
Gripen with a cost-free option to order another 12 Hawk or 19 Gripen at a later date. In
the latter case government would sign a contract for expenditures of Ra 565 m; in the,
former. the expenditure obligation and actual contract amount - hence the amount of
finance that government will need to secure - is R13 173 m, albeit with an "escape"
clause covering some R6 608 m. During negotiations BAe/SAAB have made it clear that,
for various reasons, the (existing) "option to cancel" contract is what is on offer and that it
is most unlikely they will agree to an "option to buy" contract.

2.1.12 The financial implications of the tranche option require close examination. The costs of
the aircraft in tranche 1 are 35% and 34% higher than the average unit costs for the
Hawk and Gripen respectively. ,This is primarily because, in. order to ensure that they
incur no losses should the SAG cancel tranches 2 and 3,BAe/SMB have .front-loaded
their non-recurrent expenditures '(NREs) for the fuil contract onto the tranche 1 price,
rather than amortising the NREs over the total contract (Le. tranches 1, 2 and 3) as is
normal practice. The NREs include expenditures related to customising the aircraft for
SA usage and additional equipment such as flight simulators.

2.1.13 The implication for the SAG is that the option to cancel involves a large implicit cost.
Exercising the cancellation option would effectively mean that government would pay a .
premium for the aircraft in tranche 1 of 34% - 35%. This equates to a total of Ri 736 m.
In this context, the meaningfulness of the "optionality" proposed by SAe/8MB in the
tranching proposal is open to question: if government signs the tranche contract it would
be financially perverse for it to cancel tranches 2 and 3 later. '
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The actual choice, then, would seem to lie between purchasing the full Hawk and Gripen
package or the Hawk package alone, with the decision to defer the Gripen decision until
a later date. Aside from afford ability issues. this decision needs to be driven by a realistic
assessment of the timing of the need by the military for LIFT and ALFA aircraft. In this
regard, special note shot,lld be taken of the document presented by the DaD and
approved by Cabinet on 18/11/98 wherein delivery of the LIFT was scheduled to begin in
2006, and delivery of the ALFA was scheduled to begin in 2012.

The contract amounts should also be noted. The contract price for the Hawk is
R4 050 m; the contract price for the Hawk & Gripen tranche 1 is R6 565 m. Thus even if
the SAG decided to accept the tranche offer with the intention to cancel tranches 2 and 3
it would still be committed to total expenditure of over R2 500 m in excess of the Hawk-
only option. In total, the difference between expenditure on the Hawk package and the
Hawk & Gripen package is over R 9 123 m in 1999 Rands.

The profile 'of cash flows associated with the proposed procurements has changed
considerably between March and August 1999. In particular. the payments which would
have to be made to suppliers have been smoothed and some payments have been
deferred. The co.nsequent p~ofile of loan repayments and interest costs has also shifted.

The cash flow profiles as at March 1999 prior to negotiations, and at August 1999
subsequent to negotiations, are summarise9 in Figure 1 below. The expenditure shown
includes both the costs of the arms (including statutory and other costs) and the interest
costs attributable to the packages. .

..•.

Figure 1: Expenditure profil~s in M'arch 1999. and August 1999, including Gripen
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( 2.2.3 Three observations can be made from the above graphs. First, in the March report,
expenditure was shown to commencein fiscal year 1999/00 as opposed to 2000/01 as is
the case now. Given the existing budget cycle, it is not possible to commence
expenditure on the packages in the current fiscal year since the Defence budget has no
provision for such items. Second,the large initial increase in government expenditure -
which would have caused the budget deficit to increase sharply from the first year - has
been reduced considerably. Finally, the August cash flow profile entails higher
expenditure levels from 2002/03 onward. This is the result of deferring the initial
payments. '

2,2.4 From a fiscal point of view, the latest cash flow profile i~ a significant improvement since
it involves, a smaller' and delayed increase in government' expenditure than was
previously the case.

2.3 Non-defence industrial participation (NIP) and defence industrial participation (DIP)
benefits

2.3.1 The NIP and DIP commitmentsof suppliers as they currently stand are summarised in
Table 4 below. The table also shows the amounts which were presented to Cabinet in
November 1998, prior to negotiations.

2.3.2 The aim of the negotiating teamwas to achieve an investment-ta-purchase price ratio of
at least 1:1, which has been reansed for most contracts. The target for exports and local
sales was set at 4:1 in relation to the purchase price. In all cases, these amounts were
assessed over a period of 7 years, although in some contracts a portion of the export
commitments were front-loaded into the first 4 years in order to improve the overall
balanc~ of payments,'situation. , ' , .

2.3.3 A degree of flexibility was permittedinsofar as local sales may substitute for export sales
and, in certain cases, indirect DIP for export sales, but no substitution of the investment
commitment has been permitted.All exports are calculated net of imported inputs. A PDI
component was stipulated for some of the larger discrete investments, as was a
preferential regime for downstreambusiness opportunities where applicable.
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Package NIP Total DJP Performance
guarantee

Invest- Gross Local
ment exports sales

Corvettes
5% of contract price.

4375 16625 included 2899 fixed'
10% of contract

Submarines 6242 10669 1629 1139 price for both
performance & NIP

quarantee, fixed
10% of contract

LUH 1153 2926 720 1410 Drice, reducina
10% of contractMH 658 2453 included 576 price, reducina
10% of contract

LIFT' 2000 2500 4500 3125 ·Drice. reducinq
10% of contract

LIFT &ALFA 12500 32500 included 9302 price. reducina

Total (incl ALFA) 24928 65173 2349 15326

Cabinet Nov 98 25336 56204 17861 11176

2.3.4 The overall DIP outcome is valued at R15.3 billion. Of,this, direct participation in the
equipment procurement amounts to R4.6 billion and technology.transfers to R3.1 bj.flion.
On the indirect side, foreign suppliers have committed to engage South African defence
companies to the value of R7.6 billion.

2.3.5 The table also summarises the performance guarantees which have been negotiated with
suppliers in respect of their NIP and DIP commitments. In all cases except the corvettes
(still under negotiation)", these guarantees are higher than those normally applied by the
Department of Trade and Industry in its NIP programme Le. 10% as opposed to 5%,
although there are nuances in the way the guarantee is discharged. Furthermore,. in
some cases the reduction of the outstanding guarantee in the early years is based only
on investments made, rather than local or export sales. This has the effect of maintaining
the penalty during the critical period in which large projects should be constructed and
developed.

2.3.6 The above NIP commitments can, in principle, be met ~hrough both specified and
unspecified projects. The specified projects con'sist of those which have bee;n proposed
by suppliers and for which either business plans or pre-feasibility studies exist These
specified projects include 3 large steel" projects: the Ferrostaal stainless steel plant
(submarines), the Danieli speciality steel plant (LUH) and the Thyssen galvanised steel
plant (corvettes), as well as a number of smaller projects.

2.3.7 Aside from identified projects which are being developed with DTI, the suppliers' NIP
commitments also include a category of unspecified projects. These commitments have
been made in respect of capital investment .and/or export and local sales for projects
which still have to be identified and accepted. In these cases, a fixed time scale has been
granted for identification and acceptance of future projects.



2.3.8 Should any of the specified projects fail to materialise or to generate the required number
of NIP credits, then suppliers will be obligated to find substitute projects to make up their
commitments, in the same way as the unspecified projects will have to be translated into
real projects. If suppliers fail in this, the NIP guaral}tee may then be attached.

2.4 Outcome of negotiations on loan packages (see Appendix G)

Original offers

2.4.1 As requested per the tender process, each offer for the supply of military equipment was
accompanied by a financing package to fund the purchase of the equipme'hl'by the SAG.
The original finance offers from all of the preferred bidders provided finance for 100% of
each contract in the form of foreign currency offshore loans consisting'of:

• Export Finance officially supported by the Export Credit Agency of the supplying
country (ECA Loans), and

• Foreign Commercial Credits .at normal market rates and terms (Commercial Loans).

2.4.2 The ECA Loans covered up to" 85% of the imported value of each contract with further
amounts,to a maximum of 15% of the imported value, to assist in the financing of local
work. In every case the Export Credit Agency insisted that the borrower pay the balance
(15% of the imported element) from its own resources. This 15% constituted the down
payments required under the. contracts. It was expected that this' be funded in hard
currency from the Commercial Loans offered at L1BOR plus a margin based on South
African risk.

2.4.3 The ECA Loans were by and large standard ECA Consensus packages with fixed CIR
Rates offered by the French, British and Italian ECAs.2'The German ECA loans did not
offer CIRR and were priced at L1BOR plus a' margin of 0.50% p.a.

2.4.4 The repayment period of the ECA loans was 10 years in every case, although the
commencement date for repayment varied. The UK ECA loan included useful options in
respect of currency and interest rates, which provided the borrower with flexibiljty to
choose the borrowing currency at each .drawdown and to elect to use market floating
rates during the delivery period.

" 2.4.5 As would be expected from an officially supported package, the ECA. guaranteed credits .'
provi~e the most favourable foreign currency borrowing terms. These are significantly
better than what would be available to South Africa in the commercial markets .. They
also. have the least impact on the availability of cr.edit for the rest of South Africa's
borrowers including the Government, although they may have an impact on the
availability of ECA guarantees for future South African importers.

2.4.6 The non-ECA loans (about 15%0( the finanCing package originally on offer) involved
commercial syndicated loans. 'Such international commercial borrowings are expensive
and credit lines are scarce, particularly in current market conditions. The use of these
lines would have a significant impact on South Africa's future borrowing ability.

2.4.7 Aside from the loan packages on offer, other financing sources could be considered. The
only viable such source would be domestic (Rand) financing (gilts issued in the domestic
market) to match the Rand costs of the financing requirement (Le. the local content of the '
packages.) Relative to hard currency commercial loans, this would reduce exchange rate

2 The Commercial Interest ReferenceRate (C1RR)is an artificially derived interest rate set by DECD monthly. It is a fixed
rate which includes banks' fending margins. C1RRsare significantly cheaper than market rates as they do not reflect the
risk premium that the private sector would charge for investing in SA since the banks receive guarantees from their
governments,



risks. However, there are capacity constraints in the market. For example, an issuance
of ZAR 4.58 billion or 13% of the package, if raised in a short period, would constitute a
shock to domestic interest rates, which would rise by a't least 1% resulting in significant
costs to Government and the wider economy. In sum, Rand financing would be the
optimum source of funds for the local costs only if this could be spread over at least a 5-
10 year period.

Negotiation objectives

2.4.8 Following a detailed assessment of the loan packages on offer and all alternative funding
sources, a "Best Case" scenario was defined which would reduce costs, mitigate some of
the serious impact on the Government's future borrowing ability and reduce exchange
rate risks. In essence this described the negotiation objectives' of 'the Finance
Negotiating Team, viz.:

to maximise ECA loan coverage (to cover the total imported content of the
packages);
to avoid Commercial Loans. This would imply that a'lI forex down payments could be
made from ECA loans; ,
to finance local sub contracts with ZAR raised in the normal course of business by
the Treasury;
to maximise CIRR coverage for the ECA loans;
to achieve the currency and interest rate options offered by ECGD for the other ECA
loans;
to reduce bank margins and fees;
to reduce ECA premia and to have these premia paid in instalments and financed
from the loans.

2.4.9 It was re'cognised that if these objectives were to be achieved a significant movement
was required by the ECAs, since the Best Case was well beyond the terms on offer and
wquld result in the ECA Consensus being breached. This would be particularly difficult
since defence contracts traditionally receive worse treatment than other exports.

Negotiating strategy

2.4.10 In order to achieve the Best Case scenario, maximum leverage was achieved by contract
and loan negotiations being tightly co-ordinated so that the financing discussions on ECA
matters proceeded alongside the contract negotiations until acceptable terms were
agreed. .

2.4.11 The ECA terms varied between countries and a cornerstone of the negotiating strategy
was to use competitive pressure to get ECAs to match each other's best terms, so as to
include the best features from each package in· a .common finance arrangement.
Th.ereafter efforts Were made to improve the packages to the extent that they eventu'ally

. matched the Best Case scenario. ' . '

Negotiation outcomes: current financing arrangements

2.4.12 Following extensive negotiations in London and Johannesburg with the ECAs, banks and
exporters, the Best Case scenario was achieved to the extent that the need for
Commercial Loans has been completely eli~inated. Concretely:

ECA finance now accounts for all the imported content and, most importantly, allows
down payments in respect of those goods to be made from those ECA Loans; .
the non-UK Agencies have, to different degrees, matched the attractive options that
were offered by the UK ECA, ECGD;
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• ~s a result, the ECA Loans now include options to select different curre~cies during
the delivery period, and with the exception of the German offer, there is an option to
choose floating interest rates during the delivery period, with the option to fix at
market rates during draw-down, and at the first repayment date the option to fix at the
CIR Rate agreed on Loan signature. The ability to fix the CIRR ahead of Loan
signature for the French and the Italian packages is now much more liberal, so that a
certain amount of hedging against an adverse rate movement is possible at no cost.

• The ECA premia can now be paid in instalments and financed from' the ECA Loans
for all packages. In one case (Italy) the ECA premium has been reduced;

• In the case' of Germany an element of the finance (13% of contract value) is now
available at CfR Rates rather than at market rate;

• The French have allowed 10 year repayments for the corvettes' Excocet missiles
rather than the maximum 5 years;

• Bank margins and fees have been reduced.

2.4.13 These concessions by the ECAs are largely unprecedented. The finance package finally
achieved has greatly pushed out the boundaries of ECA defence financing and is
probably unique.

2.4.14 The terms now achieved with the ECAs and banks have substantially improved the
financing in terms of cash flow, exchange risks as well as producing substantial savings
for the borrower amounting to approximatery US$ 101.09 million (over R600m.)

2.4.15 Certain risks associated with the funding of the packages need special mention:.•.. .
.• Escalation during the manufacturing' peripd will continue to accrue during

manufacture. However it has been possible to agree extra ECA Loan amounts to
cover such escalation so that at least future funding at preferential terms is secured.

• The adverse movement of C/R Rates prior to Loan signing is a possibility, so CIR
Rates have been fixed with the ECAs for a period of 120 days to mitigate short-term
CIRR movements.

• The adverse movements of interest rates throughout the borrowing period are largely
covered by the use of CIRRs, which hold steady throughout the Loan period.

• Exctiange rate movements throughout the borrowing period are largely uncovered .'
sinGe hedging 'exchange 'rates on amounts I;>orrowed under the ECA Loans is
impractical. Some risk has of course been avoided by the use of ZAR for the locaf
supply.



3.1.1 The purpose of this section is to provide an overview of the main economic fiscal and
financia,' factors which will be impacted by the procurement decision. An ~verview of
these factors is given here, while the quantitative impacts of the procurement expenditLire
levels are described in section 4 of the document.

3.2.1 The potential macroeconomic impacts of the arms purchases - including the NIP benefits
- are presented and discussed in section 4.2. Four key economic variables, which
together provide a succinct picture of this impact. form the focus of this analysis. .

3.2.2 The growth rate (in percentage terms) of the real Gross Domestic Product (GO?)
indicates whether economic activity in the country is expanding or contracting. The. GOP
is the most common measure of the output of goods and services3 in the economy as a
whole. The change in the real (inflation-adjusted) GDP is expressed as a growth rate,
that is, as a percentage of the previous year's GDP. The next two measures are likewise
expressed in terms of a percentage of GDP, this being a standard point of reference for
macroeconomic analysis.

3.2.3 The fiscal deficit, expressed as a percentage of the GDP. provides the key indicator of
the government's financial position, and is an important signal to the financial markets of
expected future trends in aggregate expenditure, pUblic,sector borrowing requirements
and inflation in the economy. . '.

3.2.4 The deficit on the current account of the balance of payments, likewise expressed as a
percentage of the GDP. summarises all transactions in goods and services between
South Africa and the rest of the world through a year. The current account deficit is the
key indicator of the impact of the economy's position in relation to foreign trade and
foreign capital needs. Like the fiscal deficit, this indicator is an important signal to the
financial markets of expected future trends in the exchange rate.

3.2.5 The number of jobs created: the employment impact is measured in terms of thousands
of new jobs created (or destroyed) as a result of the programme.

Budget treatment

3.3.1 It is important to be clear on the correct budgetary and accounting .treatment of the
various cash flows associated' with the .procurement transactions, since these·
transactions have significant implications for the government's fiscal and economic
targets.

3.3.2 The accounting issues are summarised here and addressed in more detail in Appendix E.
The current approach is consistent with the IMF's fiscal accounting framework.

3.3.3 The first transaction to be recorded occurs when actual payments are made to foreign
suppliers in terms of the arms contracts or to other local parties in respect of statutory

3 The GDP in fact measures 'value added' in production, or 'final goods and services', i.e. those which are not used'
further as inputs into production.



and similar costs. These amounts must be shown as government expenditure as and
when they are incurred. .

3.3.4 In the case of most foreign currency payments, there will be matching ECA loans against
which drawdowns are made to finance the expenditure. The resulting increase in
liabilities (equivalent to the principal amounts) should be shown 'below the line' as a
normal government financing activity.

3.3.5 The next· transaction relates to interest payments. As with other financing activities of
government, these must also oe recorded as current govermnent '·<expenditure.
Consequently, total government expenditure is the sum of interest payments and
expenditure on arms and related items, as outlined above.

3.3.6 The repayment of loans is a normal 'below the line' financing activity and does not impact
on recorded government expenditure.

3.3.7 Therefore, for purposes of calculating key fiscal ratios the relevant transactions are the
amounts of expenditure on the arms. statutory costs. project management, etc, as well as
the interest costs on the loans taken out to finance the procurements. To the extent that
any portion of these costs are additional to the existing expenditure envelope, they will
clearly add to the budget deficit.

3.3.8 . The IMF accounting guidelines do not specify how the expenditures should be distributed
between departments. However, the consistent method of accounting for these
transactions will be for the non-interest expenditures (Le. payments to suppliers; for
statutory costs; ECA premia; and so on) to be funded from the budget of the Department
of Defence in the normal way. Interest costs will cOl'Qeoff the 'top-slice' used to fund
government's debt service obligations, .

Additionalityapproach
3.3.9 Government can adopt a range of fiscal policy approaches to the additional expenditure

on the arms packages. A critical choice revolves around the degree to which the arms
expenditure is added to the existing expenditure envelope of government, or the degree
to which it is accommodated within the original macro expenditure envelope. The latter
option depends on two factors: the provisions already made in the Defence budget for the
strategic arms packages, and the extent to which expenditure can be reallocated from
other departments to Defence.

3.3.10 For purposes of the macroeconomic modelling exercise, the following assumptions have
been made. These are based on recent estimates made by the Department of Finance's
Budget Office in the context of current and anticipated pressures on the national budget,
including funding requirements for various high priority initiatives of the new budget.
Ultimately, however, ·theoverall fiscal policy deci~ion will be made by Cabinet. .

3.3.11 The portion of total expenditure Which will pe accommodated within the eXisting budget
envelope (that is, from Defence's existing allocations and from other departmental
bUdgets) is assumed to be the sum of:

• the full interest costs associated with package expenditure, and
• an additional amount which will have to be cut from other gQvernment departments'

(refer to the table below.)



3.3.12, The amounts assumed to be available within the bUdget are summarised in the table
below.4 Also shown, are the amounts by which expenditure on the packages at each
spending level excEledthe amounts assumed to be available.

Table 5: Amounts available witliin, and additional to, the national budget (Rm
nominal) ,

Rmnominal' 2000/01 ' 2001/02 2002/03 2003/04, 2004/05 2005/06+

Available from Defence 52 868 982 913 .•.•1 030,. ".1157budget "

Available from elsewhere 300 800 1800 3000 3000 3000,in national budaet

Addition to national budget .
R25 bn level 3801 3692 3458, 3350 2645 1605

R21 bn level 3138 2836 2461 2193 1 581 702

R16.5 bn level 2389 1869 1336 888 381 (0)

3.3.13 Under the above assumptions. the expenditure amounts in the last three rows will be
additional to the baseline government expenditure envelope.

3.3.14 The figures in the middle row of the above table were agreed with DoD before the
macroeconomic modelling exercise commenced. However, sub$equent to the modelling
exercise and during preparation of this document, DoD indicated that the amount
available for packages from within the Defence bUdgef'-is,in fact,'likely to differ from the

. figures shown. These differences are significant in' the outer two years of the MTEF, at
R621 million (2001/02) and R439 million (2002/03); thereafter the reduced amount
available is in the region of R100 million to R200 million per annum. It was previously
assumed that interest costs on the packages would be accommodated within the existing
MTEF envelope, since the amounts roughly approximated the provision within the DaD
budget. However, the effect of this discrepancy is that the additionalamounts will have to
be added to the overall level of expenditure. In 2001/02, the additional expenditure
represents approximately 0.1% of GDP and about half of that in 2002/03. Taken in
isolation, these are the amounts by which the deficit would increase. Unfortunately it is
not possible in the circumstances to modify the modelling assumptions on the basis of
this information, but this caveat should be borne in mind when considering the results
presented later.

Potential impact on overall expenditure

3.3.15 A key indicator fn th~ affordability exercise is the amount of expenditure which will be
added to the exi~ting MTEF expenditure envelope. If the arms procurement causes
government to exceed its budget deficit targets, this is likely to be negatively perceived by
the local and international investment communities who may perceivegovernment to be
relaxing its stance on fiscal policy. giving rise to uncertainty and credibility problems. This
perception is likely to be aggravated as expenditure on armaments is technically
classified and viewed as unproductive.

4 The amounts which are estimated to be available from other departments (for purposes of the modelling exercise)
represent roughly 10%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100% of the package expenditure (excluding interest) in each year,
based on the 'Hawk only' procurement package.
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:3.3.16 This negative view may be reinforced if the announcement 'of the additional arms
expenditure coincides with other signals that government may be relaxing its policy of
fiscal discipline, or if other conditions (such as emerging market instability) create a
generally negative environment. '

3.3.17 This is clearly relevant, since a negative assessment of government's overall fiscal
position could lead to capital outflows and the associated cycle of higher interest rates
,and accelerated depreciation of the local currency. This matter is discussed in greater
detail in 3.5. . ,

3.3.18 Finally, it is important to consider the effect of the June 1999 rebasingofGDP' sfatistics
by Statistics South Africa. The first point is that the main emphasis in the results of the
macroeconomic modelling exercise is on the deviation of the alternative cases 'from the
baseline projection. Without re-running the model with recalibrated GOP figures, it is not
possible to say with certainty in which direction the changes would occur because of the
dynamic feedback effects.

r . 3.3.19 Secondly, in terms of the resulting absolute levels of key indiQators(such as the budget
deficit as a % of GDP), the new GDP baseline should be factored into the decision-
making. However, this was not possible as time constraints did not allow for the re-
calibration of the macroeconomic model. In addition, a detailed policy response to
government expenditure in the fight of the new GDP numbers has yet to be finalised by
government

Potential impact on other departmental expenditure

3.3.20 ,The arms procurements are likely to impact on expenditure by other government
departments in two ways, both negative. Firstly, the add~ionality approach outlined above
explicitly assumes that certain amounts o.f expenditure will be shifted from other
government departments to Defence'for the packages. These amounts were shown jn
Table 5. At this stage. the departments whose budgets will be cut have not been
identified, but this approach will be necessary if the negative effect of the procurements
~Jnthe overall fiscal position is to be minimised

3.3.21 Secondly, to the extent that the overall pool of funds available to govemment is likely to
grow in line with the growth in the economy (less any fiscal contraction which may still
occur), then any additional expenditure on the defence packages will reduce the portion
of these funds which would otherwise have been available to other departments.

;3.3.22 The effects of the various procurement expenditure levels on these fiscal elements are
quantified in section 4.3.

Potential impact of increased expenditure to smooth cash flows ,

,3.3.23 The summary of package costs in Table 2 included items for the financing of preferred
cash floWs. These amounts referred to the additional financing costs which would be
incurred by suppliers, and passed on to the South African government, for deferring
certain payments to suit the government's fiscal programme.

3.3.24 In theory, it may be possible to use the same strategy on a much larger scare, to contain
the increase in government expenditure in the early years of the procurement when the
pressure on the bUdget deficit is most acute. Effectively, this option would require the
suppliers to take out additional/oans to finance their working capital requirements in the
first few years of their contracts. These financing costs would then be paid by the South
African government once the pressure on the deficit eases.



3.3.25 Whether or not this option is practicable and wise will be determined by three main
factors. First it depends on whether the suppliers and their banks are willing to explore
this option, which is not common practice in the industry. Moreover, it depends on the
size and strength of the suppliers' balance sheets, their gearing levels and their policies
on taking on additional debt in this way. . .

3.3.26 Secondly, the effect of this option would be to partly mask the fact that the South African
government wishes to incur expenditure which cannot be accommodated within its target
expenditure and debt levels. In essence, the liabilities will be shown on the balance sheet
of the suppliers rather than on government's accounts. The fundamental truth would
remain that government wishes to spend more than it is able to within eXisting' fiscal
parameters and is borrowing (indirectly) to do so.

3.3.27 Finally, the effect of this option would be to increase the amount paid as interest costs.
since the terms at which the suppliers would borrow from the financial markets would
certainly be less favourable than the terms applicable to the government's borrowing
options under the ECA-backed loans. In other words, the government would be spending
more per unit than would otherwise be the case. It is difficult to quantify this additional
cost without addressing the issues noted above, but the' premium in borrowing costs
could run at several percentage points per annum.

Overview
3.4.1 An analysis of the potential implications of the armaments procurements on the financial

condition of the Republic was commissioned from the Sovereign Advisory division of
Warburg DilIon Read (London.) The aspect of this ass~sment of concern here focuses
on the impact of the procurements - or different procurement· expenditure levels - on .
South Africa's.future borro'wingcapacity (see Part 3 of Appendix G.)

3.4.2 The WDR assessment examines two key issues: the impact on market capacity and the
impact on debt service capacity. These are dealt with in general terms here. The latter
issue is quantified and dealt with in detail as part of the scenario analysis given later.

Impact on market capacity

3.4.3 The impact of the procurements on the capacity of three markets to fund SA risk is
assessed: the domestic debt mar]<et; the officially supported export credit (ECA) market;
and international debt markets.

3.4.4 With respect to the domestic debt market, the total ZAR sum required for the R25bn
expenditure scenario is about R8.4bn to be funded over a period of 8 years. The
maximum figure for a single year is· R1.8bn to be funded in .2005/06, amounting to less
than 3% of the total budgetary financing requirement projected for that year. While a .
number of variables may influence the exact character of that impact, the WDR aOnalysis
suggoests that the defence procurement requirements, even at the R25bn level, are
unlikely to have a significant impact on the capacity of the domest~c market.

3.4.5 As regards the impact on officially supported export credits, WDR conclude that, although
those ECAs that have country limits have indicated that the defence deals will not be
considered as part of SA's limits, in reality it is likely that the levels of exposure being
contemplated for the defence procurements will have some impact on decision-making
about capacity in future. It is not possible to quantify the magnitude of this.

3.4.6 With respect to the international debt markets, the funding of the defence procurement
programme increases the absolute levels and proportion of foreign currency debt of SA.
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As the fl?"owing graph indicates, assuming the current stock of SA's foreign debt, a
R25bn expenditure scenario will constitute virtually all of government's foreign currency
debt service from 2007/08 onwards, This significantly increases SA's exposure to a
serious forex shock ~see also section 3.5.)

Figure 2: South Africa's ,foreign currency debt repayment profile, with R25 bn defence
procurement package
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3.4.7 lNhile commercial credit lines made available by private sector 'financial institutions to
South Africa could be publicly unaffected if the package were to be financed by officially
supported export credits, there is likely to be a short term (up to 6 months) reluctance by
banks to sanction large drawdowns within existing credit lines. This is because they will
want to monitor how the government manages its finances in the immediate period after
such a large international financing. If the country's financial position deteriorates in the
aftermath of this financing, this may lead to a reduction in existing limits.

3.4.8 Such a response is a real risk in current market conditions, in which there has been a
considerable reduction in the capacity QfJb.a..C.omm.erg.aLbao1Lmarket for.South African.
credits over' the past 18 months. This is due principally to the withdrawal of a -large

...Qumber of banks from the market for emerging market credits and the consolidation of
existing lenders through mergers ~ (e.g. Societe GeneraleJParibas, Deutsche
Bank/Bankers Trust, etc,), while the crises in East Asia and Russia have led to a limited
capacity for loan maturities of more than three years for most emerging market countries. ,.

3.4.9 Tt}.e international bond markets are also likely to adopt a 'wait and see' approach to the
impact of the new borrowing for the Strategic Packages, with some investors becoming .
reluctant to purchase South African paper for a short period while the Government's fiscal
policies are assessed. This could complicate the Government's ability to raise significant
amounts in the international bond markets in 1999/2000 at a time of investor
nervousness resulting from developments elsewhere in the emerging markets, such as
Argentina and Brazil.



Impact on debt servicing capacity

3.4.10 The potential impact of the procurements on the capacity of SA to service its current and
future debt obligations is obviously crucial. These impacts are quantified with respect to
different expenditure levels in section 4.4 of this document. This section briefly indicates
the inputs and indicators which are used in that section of the analysis.

3.4.11 A baseline scenario was· prepared· which projects the country's future borrowing
requirements without any provision for the defence procurement programme, .starting
from SA's existing debt situation. For the Government, this is based on a projection of
the bUdgetary financing requirement, including medium term loan redemptions, and is
derived from the projections of the national budget. It assumes that short term debt is
refinanced on maturity. The future borrowing requirements of "'thS state::owned
e·nterprises and the private sector are assumed to grow in line with the projected
expansion of the economy.

3.4.12 On the basis of this projection, a number of further projections were developed under
three risk scenarios, as d~scribed later.

3.'4.13 The impacts of the funding ofthe defence procurement programme in an amount ranging
from ZAR25 billion to ZAR16.5 billion (in current prices) were then been assessed using
certain key financial indicators. TVJo of these, which are typically used by market
commentators and credit-rating agencies as a guide in the assessment of a country's
creditworthiness, are dealt with in detail in 4.4:

• the pUblic sector's ability to meet its debt servicing obligc;ltions without impairing its
ability to maintain its operating and capital expenditure commitments (interest as a
percentage of Government revenue); . "-

• the pUblic sectors overall level of indebtedness (stock of debt a$ a percentage of
GDP.)

3.5.1 The proposed procurement is subject to a number of risks which impact directly on the
affordability question. The first two risks addressed below have been analysed
quantitatively in the macroeconomic modelling exercise described in section 4, whereas
the remaining risks are addressed in the sections which follow, in quantitative terms
wherever possible.

3.5.2 The first two sets of risks are directly related to the arms procurements and have
therefore been modelled (quantified) in the risk analysis section which follows. The latter
risks are broader (extrinsic to the packages) and have therefore not" been modelled.
Although the potential impacts of these general risks are not included in the modelling,
they should not be neglected as they could cause ·actual outcomes to be significantly

. more adverse. .. ..: .

Non-materialisation of NIP/DIP benefits

3.5.3 The· intention of the NIP and DIP programmes is to offset or mitigate the negative effects
of the import-intensive arms procurements on economic performance in general and the
balance of payments in particular. To the extent that these projects fail to deliver their
expected results, the negative economic effects of the procurements will be exacerbated. ..

3.5.4 There is mixed empirical evidence internationally regarding the percentage of NIP and
DIP contractual commitments which are typically delivered in respect of arms purchases.
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hi- the case of DIP. however, experience both locally and internationally suggests that
there is a low risk of non-performance in relation to c;:ontractual commitments.

3.5.5 In the case of NIPs. the risks of non-performance are significantly higher. On the one
hand, it is possible or probable that suppliers have priced into their arms contracts some
or all of the penalties payable for non-performance, at least -at the original 5% level. It
may therefore be in their interests to accept this cost rather than to take on the additional
risks arid potential costs of NIP projects. On the other hand. the size of penalties for non-
performance has increased, thus increasing the incentives for suppliers to perform on
their NIP obligations.

3.5.6 For purposes of the macroeconomic modelling exercise, the risks of non-performance
have been taken into account by applying a confidence index (Cl) to eJl the.-financial flows
associated with the NIP projects. Details of this methodology, and the rationale for
arriving at the respective Cl's for each category of NIP projects, are contained in
AppendiX C.ln brief, the base case in the modelling exercise assumes that between 65%
and 90% of the stated NIP or DIP benefits will materialise.

- 3.5.7 Given the significant weight being placed on the three NIP steel projects. the views of two
international steel analysts have been solicited, to provide an independent assessment of
the viability of the projects and of the risks associated with them. As noted in- more detail
in their reports (refer to Appendix H), they have pointed to a number of commercial,
financing and other risks which collectively raise significant questions about the viability
of at least two of the three projects. In broad terms, the risks identified by the
independent analysts tend to support a cautious view regarding the benefits which may
accrue from the NIP projects.

3.6.8 The opinions of the independent analysts were secured,after completion of the modelling
exercise and so no changes have been made to the ris!5.weighting methodology referred
to below. However, based oh their reports, it would appear that the confidence levels-
implicit in the modelling assumptions 'may overstate the potential benefits associated with
the NIP projects.

Market reactions and interest rate issues

3.5.9 The risk of an interest rate increase as a reaction to the arms expenditure programme is
one that needs to be taken seriously, given the broadly negative impact of such an
increase on prospects for economic growth. job creation and government service
delivery. Interest rates have dropped signi~cantly in recent months, so an increase would
imply a reversal of a positive trend.

3.5.10 There are two distinct issues relating to interest rate risks. The first is the impact of the_
announcement of the arms expenditure programme. with the possibility of a negative
reaction by capital market investors, especially from abroad, leading to exchange rate
depreciation followed by an interest rate hike. This is the short-term issue, and the main -_
focus here. The second, longer"-te-rm.issue is the need for government to fund interest
ape capital repayments for the programme through borrowing. To the extent that such
borrowing occurs in the domestic market, there would be u ward ressure on inte[est
rates. hiS matter IS dealt with at the end of this section.

3.5.11 There are two aspects of the short-term impact of the arms expenditure programme on
the capital markets. The first is the effect on the fiscal deficit for next year (2000/01) and
subsequent years. As is well-known, the size of the fiscal deficit, and whether the
government has met its fiscal deficit target, is one of the central concerns of foreign
portfolio investors, who hold not only foreign currency-denominated paper issued abroad
by the SA government, but also a significant share of Rand-denominated paper issued in
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the domestic market The perceptions of these investors are crucial for sta.bility in SA's
financial markets, as negative perceptions result in capital outflows and depreciation of
the Rand which can grow quickly to cri~is proportions, as occurred between February and
May 1996 and again between May and July 1998. Equally, the government's high degree
of success in meeting its fiscal goals over the past three years has contributed wiry
significantly to the degree of financial stability which has occurred in that period.,

, .
3.5.12 The second issue concerning the impact of the weap6ns deal on the capital markets is

the effect of any capital outflows on interest rates, exchange rates and foreign exchange
reserves. To a considerable extent, this depends on the policy, reaction of the SA
Reserve Bank. The SARB has some degree of choice in deciding whether to react by
either' raising short-term interest rates to induce foreign investors to hold onto Rand
assets, that is, to focus on trying to stop or slow down the capital outflow, or whether to
allow the outflow to continue and instead shelter domestic firms and individuals from
higher interest rates by allowing the exchange rate of the Rand to fall.

3.5.13 Recent public statements by Governor Mboweni, as well as discussions with SARB
officials, suggest that if for any reason, there is a small outflow - within a '·normal' range
- the Rand will b~ allowed to drop and there. will be no attempt to stem the outflow by
raising interest rates. A 'normal range' appears to be a 1-1.5% drop in the R:$ rate over
5-7 days. If the outflow forces the exchange rate to drop more than this, rates would
probably start to m6ve up.

3.5.14 There is some danger that the announcement of the arms programme will trigger 'herd'
behaviour by portfolio investors, that is, a small but significant number of investors will
react strongly to the announcement and choose to exit from SA, assets, forcing other
investors to follow. The interest rate risk lies in, this type of self-reinforcing process
occurring as an immediate and rapid reaction to the announcement, that is within ~he first
week or ten days. If this did occur; the SARB would be forced to abandon its stance and
raise interest rates to try to slow capital ouu10ws. But given the failure of gradual hikes in
1998, it is more likely to raise rates steeply and quickly, reversing the current trend of
declining rates and causing substantial damage to investor confidence in the 'real'
economy.

3.5.15 It is obviously impossible to predict with certainty the market reaction to the armaments
announcement. However, for the purposes of this assessment WDR and the SARB were
consulted. Broadly speaking, they agreed that the spectrum of interest rate reactions.
used in the modelling exercise was reasonable. In general, a more moderate ("base
case" scenario) reaction is most likely, although a higher interest rate reaction ("adverse
interest rate" risk scenario) is also conceivable.

3.5.16 Aside from the matter of the size of the package (see below), factors which are likely to
mitigate an interest rate rises include:

To some extent the market may have discou~ted the procurements already;
the expenditure is spread out over 6-8 years;
the effect of the NIPs may be factored in (e.g. increased tax revenues. long-run
positive impact on the current account of the balance of payments);
the expenditure is being financed simultaneously, so (aside from interest costs) it will
not add to government's financing requirements in the short to medium term;
the foreign financing is not expected to affect South Africa's sovereign risk rating and
thus its capacity to raise loans abroad for its general budgetary needs.
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• The procurement expenditures are sustained at high levels over the first three to four
years, To the extent that fiscal targets are exceeded in 2000101, then, it will be
difficult for government to return to these in the years immediately following;

• the sharp increase in foreign borrowings increases the Republic's exposure to forex
risks accordingly;

• possible scepticism concerning NIP performance;
• the impact on SA's financial ratios could push it increasingly close to the boundaries

of what is regarded as prudent internationally.

3.5,18 However, of those factors which will influence market reactions, the SAG..really.only has
two urider its direct control: the size" of the package and the way in which the
announcement is timed and packaged. The question of the size of the programme (and
hence its total cost) is obViouslyat the core of this entire document and forms the hearfof
the analysis presented later. Here it is important only to note that, given its potential
impact on SA's fiscal and financial ratios, and given the centrality of these to market
.assessments, the larger the procurement expenditure the greater is the likelihood of
related interest rate rises.

3.5.19 The management and packaging of the announcement are really beyond the scope of
this document However, two essential steps may be pointed out: key market players
should be provided directly with the full story (including the details) as quickly as possible;
and, so far as possible, the announcement should be linked with 'good' news about the
c~untry.

3.5.20 The preceding discussion has focussed on foreign invf\stors, who are the critical group.
However, it. is also necessary to consider local investors in the bond markets, and their
demonstration effect on foreign investors. On the Ohe hand, a negative reaction from
local investors to the announcement would help to trigger the same amongst foreign
investors. If domestic investors stream out of the bond market, foreign investors are
unlikely to stay. Conversely, a move into bonds by domestic investors could play an
important calming roJein that market. Indeed there is a view in the market at present that
local investors should be moving from equities to bonds, and the announcement might
reinforce this view, by putting upward pressure on r~tes. In any event, the strategy for
managing the announcement must ensure that key local investors as a group are
effectively informed about the programme.

3.5.21 It should also be underlined that there is an 'extrinsic' risk relating to the interest rate, in
other words, that capital outflows could occur in the wake of the announcement for
reasons totally unconnected with the arms programme itself, or even with specifically
South African circumstances. This is of course beyond the control of the SAG. But if it
should occur, the effect on the overall impact of the programme, as iIIw~trated by the
modelling results presented below, would be n'o different than if there had been' an
interest rate increase as a result of the programme. In other words, the macroeconomic
position would deteriorate quite rapidly, particularly during the first four to five years of the
programm~.

3.5.22 The medium-term interest rate issue concerns the need for government to fund interest
and capital repayments for the programme through borrowing. To th~ extent that such
borrowing occurs in the domestic market, there could be upward pressure on interest·
rates. It is difficult to quantify this pressure, but one estimate suggested a maximum rise
of 0.7% in the medium term. It shOUldbe noted though that this estimate was based only
on government borrowing domestically to finance interest payments associated with the
arms programme. Government will also need to borrow to finance capital repayments.



3.5.23 In addition, the domestic financing component of the large NIP projects will also add to
demand-side pressure in the capital markets. For these projects, slightly less than half
the capital will be raised in South Africa, in the form of debt or equity. A rough calculation
of these amounts suggests that these latter amounts will be of the order of R1.6 billion,
R2.1 billion and R1.1 billion in the years 2000 through 2002, assuming the projects
actually come to fruition. These amounts will be split approximately equally between the
bond and equity markets. These amounts are of the order of 0.2 - 0.25% of GDP

. approximately equivalent to the size of interest payment used in the above estimate. Th~
NIP side of the programme thus could pqssibly add a further 0.5% to long rates in the
medium term.

UnsUccessful Defence bUdget restructuring

3.5.24 The Department of Defence has based its medium- and long-term expenditure planning
on a set of expectations regarding the reduction in personnel levels, which will free up
resources for capital spending on both packages and non-package items (primarily for
the army.) The present persqnnel complement is 85 495 (as at June 1999), and the
Department aims to reduce this to about 70 000 (and possibly lower in the long-term.)

3,.5.25 Achieving this staff reduction, however, is predicated on the availability of an employer-
initiated retrenchment (EIR) tool. In the March 1999 report. it was assumed that anEIR
would be available for implementation in 2000/01, and that the pr-oportion of the Defence
budget spent on personnel, operating and capital items would improve from its 1998/99
level of 56:32:12 to a long-term level of 42:30:28 by the year 2006/07.

3.5.26 To-date, an EIR mechanism has not been approved by Cabinet and the personnel
reductions envisaged initially are unlikely to materialise. DaD's latest estimate is that a
more probable scenario will entail a split between ~ersonnel, operating 'and capital
expenditure of 47:32:21 in the long term. Even this entails a fairly significant 'reduction in
personnel levels and the risk exists that this might also not be achieved. " '

3.5.27 In rough terms, for every 1 000 personnel members in excess of the optimal force design,
the budget available for capital expenditure on the strategic packages (and other non-
package item~), is reduced by approximately R62 m per annum. Thus the current surplu~
personnel requirement represents an additional cost of just under R1 billion per annum.
This is equivalent to almost 10% of the total 000 budget, and over 60% of total capital

'c' expenditure. It is clear, therefore, that the failure to rationalise the personnel complement
will place additional pressure on DoD's capital expenditure programme and on the ability
of the SAG to fund the packages without diverting further resources to 000 from other
government departments.

Adverse Rand:forex movements

3.5.28 The fact that roughly three quarters of the cash flov/s in the arms deals is denominated in
foreign currencies (mainly US Dollars), means that the South African government is fully
exposed to "the depreciation of the Rand against foreign currencies, which account for
about 75% of the total purchase amount. As noted in the March 1999 report, there is no
effective means of hedging the currency risk inherent in the procurements.

3.5.29 For purposes of the risk assessment and afford ability exercise. an estimate has been
made of the Rand exchange rate over the period. The method used by Warburg DilIon
Read is consistent with that used and explained in their March 1999: the forward rate

, quoted in the market has been used, with a 1% discount on the annual depreciation rate
reflecting a slightly more optimistic rate than that quoted by the market.
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3.5.30 The underlying market forward tate used in the March 1999 report has been updated
based on the current rate quoted in the forward market. The revised rates used
throughout the current analysis are shown in the table below.

2000/01 2001/02 12002/03 2003/04 2004/05 . 2005/06 2006/07 2007108 2008/09 2009110

6.595 7.063 I 7.638 8.263 8.895 9.537 10.188 10.836 11.473 12.196

3.5.31 The above rates imply an annual depreciation in the' Rand of between 6% and 8% over
the period to 2009/10. This is in excess of the inflation differential between the Rand and
Dollar (which is in the region of 3%), but is. consistent with historical trends in Ran"d
depreciation.

3.5.32 Whilst the above rates are the best estimate currently available, and while it is possible
that the Rand could depreciate more slowly than indicated above, there is. clearly a risk
that currency depreciation could be more rapid, either on an ongoing basis or due to a
sudden shock such as that precipitated by the 1998 Asian crisis. Any deviations from
these assumptions are for the account of government,; with the obvious implication that
the costs of the packages and their financing could be higher than expected., , .

3.5.33 Indications of the costs of a more rapid depreciation of the Rand against foreign
currencies are summarised below. Clearly, these examples are illustrative only, and there
is any number of possible deviations which could occur \(I reality.

Additional depreciation Arms exp Financing

Interest Principal Total

10% shock in 2000 R1.6 bn R1.0 bn R1.9 bn R2.9 bn

% change from Base Case 8% 7% 9% 8%
+1% p.a. depreciation RO.5 bn RO.8 bn R2.2 bn R3.0 bn

% change from Base Case 4% 7% 12% 10%

+2% p.a. depreciation R1.1 bn Ri.? bn R4.6 bn R6.3 bn

% change from Base Case 7% 15% 25% 21%

3.5.34 It is clear that the scale of the currency risks are highly material in the above cases which·
refers to the full packages including the Gripen. For instance, if the Rand suffers a 10%
shock in 2000 and depreciates at the same average annual rate thereafter, the increase
in government expenditure on the arms packages will be around R1.6 billion (real 1999
Rands), or 8% of the Base Case, while the total increase in interest and principal
payments will be about R2.9 billion. likewise, if the Rand depreciates by 2% p.a. more
rapidly than in the Base Case, the increase in government expenditure is R1.1 billion
during the drawdown period and R6.3 billion in loan servicing and repayment.

. 3.5.35 The latter figure represents an increase of 21% in real terms over the Base Case cost.
The foreign exchange risk is therefore highly material. In practice, there may be som'e
benefits if the Rand depreciates more rapidly, for example, if the structure of the



· .economy shifts to be more export oriented and less import intensive. However,' those are
long term structural changes which take place over a number of years - whereas the risk
to government of currency depreciation is felt immediately on the budget and cannot be
avoided due to the long-term contractual commitments of the arms deals.

Lower underlying economic growth

3.5.36 A further risk relevant to the affordapiiity as~essment is lower than expected economic
growth. The baseline assumption is that the economy will grow by an average of about
3% per annum without the packages - this is a reasonably optimistic assumption.

3.5.37 If this growth does not materialise, this means that there will be increased pressure on
the budget due to lower government revenue, a higher deficitGDP ratio, higher
debt:GDP ratios and lower interest cover. Because the arms procurements involve long-:
term commitments, they cannot be curtailed or reduced without significant costs (refer
below) should economic circumstances deteriorate to the point where servicing the loans
places undue pressure on government finances.

Cancellation costs

3:5.38 Although unlikely, it is nevertheless possible that - as happened with certain Asian
countries last year - adverse economic conditions may cause government to consider
the cancellation of the packages at some time in the future. It is important to note that
the risks and costs associated with cancelling the procurements after contract signature
are significantly higher than with most "normal" government procurements.

3.5.39 First,· the standard cost of cancelling any package is the sum of all payments already
made, all additional costs incurred by the supplier to the date of cancellation, and five per
cent of the contract amount outstanding. Even in relative terms these are significant.
However it should also be noted· that, because ·the contract sizes in.·respeet ·of the
armaments pacl<agesare much larger than for most other government procurements, the
actual Rand amounts payable on cancellation of any single contract could be particularly
large.

3.5.40 Second, the contracts will run concurrently. It is possible -that if economic conditions
were to develop to the point that government had to cancel one contract, it may have to
cancel two or three. In this case, the total amount payable would escalate accordingly.

3.5.41 Third, most of the contracts run over a period of between six and eight years - much
longer than procurement contracts in other areas. This extends the time span over which
government runs the risk of adverse developments on the economic front forcing
cancellation decisions, with the sorts of cost consequence indicated above.



4.1 Overview
Base case assumptions

4.1.1 For purposes of the affordability assessment, three expenditure levels have been
defined:

C'"

• R25 bn level: in this case, the present value of total go.vernment,.expenditure on
arms, excluding interest, is R25 billion. This amount includes the arms themselves,
statutory and project management costs, financing costs. qf preferred cash flows,
escalation, and Rand depreciation according to the assumed exchange rate over the
period. The present value is derived by using a discount rate equivalent to the
relevant interest rate.

• R21 bn level: total government spending on the arms, defined as above, is
R21 billion in real 1999 Rands.

• R16:5 bn level: as above, with total real spending of R16.5 billion.

4:1.2 A large number of equipment configurations could be accommodated within each
expenditure envelope. For modelling purposes no attempt has been made to prescribe
this (this is Ultimatelya task for 000.) Instead, the cash flows for each of the expenditure
levels have been based on those applicable to the Hawk deal and adjusted
proportionately upwards or downwards. Consequently, each of the three expenditure
levels has the same profile of cash flows as the Hawk option.

4.1.3 In the base case for each spending scenario, all offset b~nefits are pro-rated in ~hesame
proportion as the. total spending level. ·In all cases. the. cash .flows associqted with the
offset benefits have been subject to a risk assessment exercise. The resulting confidence
index (Cl) has been applied to NIP cash flows - this factor ranges from 0.65 to 0.80 for
the various NIP categories.

4.1.4 Assumptions have also been made regarding the interest rate effects which may follow
the announcement of the arms spending decisions. In the base case, it has been
assumed that an interest rate shock of 1%, 0.7% 'a~na"0:5% will accompany the
announcement of the respective spending packages. This impact is assumed to occur in
the bond market (such as the R150) and to work through"completely within about 2
years.s . .

Adverse cases

4.1.5 In addition to the base case, alternative scenarios have been modelled in which interest
rates and NIP performance are more adverse than is assumed for the base case.

4.1.6 In the "adverse NIPs· scenario, the base case benefits have been adjusted'as follows:

.• Two of the three steel projects have been eliminated (the Ferrostaal stainless steel
project and the DanieHspeciality steel project).

• Cash flows associated with the remaining NIP projects, both specified and
unspecified, have been discounted by a further 60%.

• In both cases above. it has been assumed that the unfulfilled NIP commitments will
be partly offset by the collection of the related performance guarantees.

S In practice, interest shocks are likely to also impact on short rates (such as the Bank rate), in roughly equivalent
amounts, depending on the policy response to any such shock. However, since the macroeconomic model used is
considered to be overly·sensitive to changes in the short rates, the exogenous shock on short rates has been set to half
the long rates quoted above. It is believed that this will more accurately simulate the impacts in ,theeconomy.
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4.1.7 In the modelling exercise, the NIP benefits have varied in direct proportion to arms
expenditure in the alternative expenditure levels. Clearly this is a simplifying assumption
since in reality a given steel project will either materialise or not; but for modelling
purposes, it is realistic to assume that the probability of these projects proceeding will
decrease as t_hescale of arms expenditure decreases.

- -
4.1.8 In the case of the DIPs, these have beeh taken at face value and not discounted at all in

the case of local participation elements, exports -and investments. Less tangible
components such as marketing assistance and technology transfer are more difficult to
measure and consequently these have not been inclUded in the risk quantification
exercise. The latter components comprise a relatively small percent.ageof the total 01P
commitments.

4.1.9 In the "adverse interest case". the interest rate shock is assumed to be larger, amounting
to 3%, 2% and 1% for the R25 billion, R21 billion and R16.5 billion expenditure levels
respectively. All of these variables are shown in Table 8 below.

4.1.10 Three adverse scenarios have therefore b~en defined and modelled, based on various
combinations of the above assumptions:

• low (base) interest rate shock, adverse NIPs
• adverse interest rate shock, full NIPs
• adverse interest rate shock, adverse NIPs (combination of adverse interest and

adverse NIPs)

Scenario Illustrative ~ase Case Risk analyses
configurations

Interest NIP Interest NIP risk Combined
rate rate risk risk

R25 bn 4 Corvettes +1% Full NIPs +3% +-30% Both
3 Submarines adjusted by succeed interest rate
40 LUH Cl and-NIP
4MH risks
12 Hawk
9 Gripen

,

R 21 bn 4 Corvettes +0.7% Full NIPs 2% +- 30% Both
3 Submarines adjusted by succeed interest rate
40 LUH _Cl and NIP
24 Hawk -risks

R16.5 bn 4 Corvettes +0.5% Full NIPs +1% +- 30% Both
4MH adjusted by succeed interest rate
40 LUH Cl and NIP
24 Hawk risks

The results of the affordability analysis are presented below for each of .the abo~e
scenarios. The results are ordered as follows: first the results of the economic analySIS
are presented, second the fiscal analysis, and third the financial analysis.Within each of
those three categories, comprehensive results for the R21 billion expenditure level are
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presented first. For the R21 billion and R16.5 billion' expenditure . levels, one of the
adverse scenarios - the base interest, adverse NIP scenario - is not presented in order
to reduce the repetition of results which follow similar patterns. Rather, the overall results
of three scenarios are compared for each category of variables: low interest, full NIP;
adverse interest, full NIP; and adverse interest, adverse NIP.

Model and methodology

4.2.1 In order to analyse the macroeconomic impacts of the procurements'·'and··offsets,· a
modelling exercise has been conducted for the Affordability Team by the Bureau for
Economic Research (BER) at the University of Stellenbosch. The.'1BER~-s·..macro-
econometric model is used primarily for medium-term forecasting of the South African
economy and has been used extensively for this purpose for a number of years. MorE?
details of the model and modelling methodology are contained in Appendix A.

4.2.2 As a macroeconomic model, its main focus is on the key variables such as GDP, the
budget deficit, the balance of payments and employment. It is not a general equilibrium
modet (GEM) arid therefore does not incorporate sectoral breakdowns of the economy.
Moreover, it must be stressed that the results from the modelling exercise are indicative
only and point to directions of change and rough orders of magnitude, rather than
predicting future outcomes with a high degree of accuracy.

4.2.3 A series of graphs which summarise the main macroeconomic impacts is presented
below. The first five graphs report in detail on the R21 billion expenditure programme,
illustrating for each of the macroeconomic variables the variations occurring in the four
alternative risk scenarios, given the same level of expe{lditure on arms. The remaining
graphs in this section compare the impact on the four macroeconomic.variables of the
three expenditure' levels of R25 billion, R21 billion and R16.5 billion under three risk
scenarios: (i) low interest, full NIPs (base case), (ii) adverse interest, full NIPs (i.e. only
the interest rate risk) and (Hi) the combined interest rate and NIP risks.

4.2.4 Aside from Figure 4, which reports the level of GDP in R billions (in terms of 1999 prices),
all the graphs show the impact as 'the deviation from the baseline', in other words, the
difference between the variable with the defence programme and the equivalent variable
in the baseline macroeconomic forecast.6 In all cases, only the results for the years 2000
through 2008 are reported - the programme was assumed to begin only in the year 2000,
with no effect in 1999. .

The baseline (SA economic performance without arms purchases)

4.2.5 The key elements of the baseline scenario are iliustrated in Figure 3, which shows that
GDP growth varies between slightly below 3.0% per annum and slightly above 4.5% per
annum during the period 1999 to 2008. The fiscal deficit is on a declining' trend: 'starting
at just over 3% of GDP, it rises slightly in 2002 to above 3% but ends in 2008 at below
2.5%. The current account deficit fluctuates between 2% and 3% of GDP, more or less in
line with the GDP growth rate.

6 The BER strongly emphasised the much greater reliability of the model in enabling comparisons, that is, in providing the
deviations from the baseline, than in prOViding the actual values 9f the variables in any given ye~r. .



Figure 3: Key macroeconomic variables, Baseline expenditure level (no armaments
procurements)
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The R21 billion expenditure level

4.2.6 In this section. all economic indicators are examined for all risk scenarios, based on the
R21 billion expenditure level.

"-
Figure. 4: Real GDP level, R21 billion expenditure level
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4.2.7 Figure 4·shows the level of real GDP in R billions for the baseline scenario as well as for
all four risk scenarios, assuming a R21bn level of expenditure. The graph demonstrates
the following:

• under all five scenarios, GDP rises through the 9 years from 2000 to 2008, that is,
GDP growth is positive throughout;

• however, under all four risk scenarios, GDP growth is slower than under th'e no-
c.hange baseline scenario;.

• the more adverse the risk scenario, tlie lower GDP is expected to be;
• there are really two phases to the programme, with a clear increase. in .the upward

slope of the lines from 2003 as negative interest rate impacts wear off and the NIP
projects begin producing and exporting.
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4.2.8 Figure 5 shows the deviations of GDP growth rates from the baseline. In all four cases,
the impact of the programme is positive in the first yea?, and then turns negative in
comparison with the baseline for the following five years to 2005. The positive impact on
economic activity from the pIP and NIP (construction) activities is outweighed, in 'effect,
by the negative pressures of an interest rate in9rease. This. negative pressure' is
increased to the extent that defence expenditure replaces other government current
spending, so that government spending on domestic goods and services is replaced !?y
spending on imports.

4.2.9 From 2006, the growth rate in the best case scenario rises slightly above the baseline,
and in the interest rate intermediate scenario, is identical to the baseline. For the other
two scenarios, the growth rate after 2006 remains below what would be expected under
the 'no change' scenario. This improvement in the economy's growth performance

7 This is due in part to the fact that for technical modelling reasons, it was necessary to delay the impact of the interest
rate shock for one year, so that it began to appear only in 2001. In reality, any interest rate impact that occurs is likely to
take effect in the first year of.the programme, i.e. 2000.
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follows from the NIPs' production and exports, while the negative impacts on expenditure
from the interest rate shift, and from the import leakages due to both the defence
expenditures and the NIP construction, have disappeared.

• tvvo distinct phases of the programme are noticeable, with the growth rate moving
closer to the baseline rate from 2003 or 2004. This is due to the negative effects· of
the interest rate ~hift disappearing, and the benefits of the NIP outputs and exports
emerging;

• the more serious effects of the interest rate shock during the first phase are clearly
noticeable, with the growth rate of the interest rate intermediate scenario being below
that of the NIP intermediate scenario between 2001 and 2003; .

• the completely parallel lines from 2005 on show that GDP growth in these years is
determined by the NIPs, but also show that a significant decline in the growth rate
during the early years establishes a kind of inertia. so that growth. and the GDP itself,
never quite recover, and remain below the baseline level.

4.2.11 Based on the above growth rates, the order-of-magnitude GDP lewels in 2098 for each
scenario are projected to be approximately as follows:

Baseline expenditure level
R21 bn expenditure lev~l, low interest. full NIPs
R21 bn expenditure level, adverse interest, full NIPs
R21 bn expenditure level, low interest, adverse NIPs
R21 bn expenditure level, adverse interest& NIPs

R951 bn
R949 bn
R937 bn
R935 bn
R924 bn.

1--1ow inle'es~ lullNIPs I
, ••••••Id•••,•• inl., •• ~ run NIPs I
-r-lawinterest. advel'$e NIPs I

,--both Id-.erse

D 1.2%
c

~.a 1.0%
E,g
g 0.8%

""~
~ 0.5%

4.2.12 Figure 6 reports the deviation from the baseline levels of the bu~get defi~it, expressed ~s
a percentage of GDP. Differences between scenario and baselme. defiCits are r~lated In



the first few years of the period to the fiscal expenditures to pay for the programme (as
well as interest payments on the financing), offset to a limited degree by the inflow of tax
revenues due to the construction of the NIP projects. In addition. the overall decline in
economic activity squeezes tax revenue. In the second part of the period, the tax income
from the NIPs becomes a positive factor. It is noticeable that the deviation from the
baseline rises initially in all cases, and then declines only for the best case scenario, for

.which it is more or less equivalent to the baseline level of the deficit from 2005.

4.2.13 It should be borne in mind that the above budget deficit figures have already taken into
account the "additionality assumption" in terms of which it was assumed that certain
amounts would be squeezed from within the Defence and national budgets (refer Table
5.)

4.2.14 In the other three scenarios, the deviation from the baseline deficit moves above 0.5% in
the second year of the programme, and does not narrow. Rather, the gap widens
markedly after 2005, even for the interest rate risk scenario where the NIP output is
equivalent to the best case. Except in the base case scenario, tax revenue from the NIPs
is i.nadequate to offset the wider fiscal impact of economic decline. Finally. the interest
rate effect dominates the deficit during the first phase, as ilfl,lstrated by the fact that the
deviation for the 'Iow interest, adverse NIPs' intermediate case is significantly smaller
than for the intermediate scenario with adverse interest rates.

Figure 7: Current account deficit as % of GDP: deviation from baseline, R21 bn
expenditure level
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4.2.15 Figure 7 presents the deviation in the current account deficit between the baseline and
the four scenarios. In this graph, imports and interest payments push the curve upwards
above the horizontal axis, while exports push it downwards. Several factors are important
in determining the deviation in the first half of the period. The programme itself has a
direct impact in that imports of the weapons systems themselves, interest payments on
the loans financing the acquisitions, and the imports of machinery and equipment for the
NIP projects raise the deficit above its baseline level in the first four years. But there are
also indirect impacts in the form of higher interest rates reducing imports by depressing
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economic activity in the economy as a whole. Thus up to 2003 the current account deficit
is largest in the best case scenario, and smallest for the scenarios with greater interest
rate shocks. .

4.2.16 ~rom 2004 onwards, imports of weapons and of equipment for NIP projects become less
Important and NIP exports kick in, reducing the current account deficit well below its
baselin'e level. The contractionary effect of the interest rate is still the stronger factor, so
that the two 'adverse interest' scenarios, with smaller import bills, show the. smallest
current account deficit. But in each pair of scenarios with the same interest rates, the 'full
NIPs' scenario has the larger current account deficit because higher exports spur the
economic growth rate, which in turn raises irnports .
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4.2.17 figure 8 presents the employment implications measured in thousands of jobs. In the
best case scenario there is a positive impact on job creation during the first phase of the
period, when the DIPs are in process and the NIP projects are under construction. This
positive impact disappears entirely during the second phase of the period, when the
'capital-intensive feature of the NIP projects implies low job creation. In the other
scenarios, the overall contractionaryimpact of the higher interest rate and/or the reduced
size of the NIP projects, means that the net employment' effect of the overall programme
is negative. .' .

Comparison of economic impacts of the R25 bn, R21 bn and R16.5 bn expenditure
levels under different risk scenarios

Overview

4.2.18 In this section, the four main macroeconomic variables -.GDP growth rate, budget deficit,
current account deficit and job creation - are compared across the three expenditure
levels of R25 billion, R21 billion and R16.5 billion. This is done for three risk scenarios:
base case (with low interest rate and full NIP effects); adverse interest rate effects (full
NIP effects); and the combination of adverse interest rates and NIP under-performance.
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4.2.19 As indicated earlier, regardless of the risk scenario, as the level of expenditure on arms
rises, so the GDP grovtth rate drops. However the main point emerging from a
comparison of Figure 9 and the two graphs following, is that as one"movesfrom the base
case scenario to scenarios where one or both of the interest rate and. NIP risks are
realised, there is a markedly more negative impact on the GDP growth rate. The higher
the expenditure level the.lower GDP growth as the degree of risk increases. .

Figure 9: GDP growth rate: deviation from baseline
All expenditure levels, low interest, full NIPs
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Figure 10: GO? gro'Nth rate: deviation from baseline
All expenditure levels, adverse interest, full NIPs
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Figure 11: GO? groV(th rate: deviation from baseline
All expenditure levels, adverse interest, adverse NIPs
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4.2.20 The next three figures show that a rising level of arms expenditure produces a rising
fiscal deficit. Again there is a clear relationship between expenditure levels and degree of
risk: the higher the expenditure level the worse the impact on the budget deficit as the
degree of risk increases. In the base case scenario, all three expenditure programmes



result in the fiscal deficit remaining less than 0.5% above the baseline case. But Figure
13 shows that if the interest rates are worse than anticipated, the fiscal deficit remains
less than 0.5% above the baseline only at the lowest expenditure level (R16.5 billion.)
Figure 14 illustrates that if the NIP programme also under performs, the fiscal deficit
increase exceeds 0.5% after 2005 in even at the lowest expenditure level.

Figure 12: Budget deficit as % of GO?: deviation from baseline,
. All expenditure levels, low interest, full NIPs
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Figure 13: Budget deficit as % of GO?: deviation from baseline,
All expenditure levels, adverse interest, full NIPs
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Figure 14: BUdget deficit as % of GDP: deviation from baseline,
All expenditure levels, adverse interest, adverse NIPs
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Balance of payments .

4.2.21 Figure 15 to Figure 17 display the current account defica·of the balance of payments for
... the three expenditure levels.· The initial impact of the programme is to increase the aeficit

relative to the baseline case, due to the import-intensive nature of the' first 4-5 years of
the programme. Subsequently. the decline in programme -related imports and the onset
of programme-related (NIP) exports helps to reduce the current account deficit relative to
the baseline. In all three cases, the larger the programme, the larger the deviation from
the baseline. However, the main impact arises from the interest rate effects in contracting
economic activity.
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Figure 15: Cilrrent account as % of GO?: deviation from baseline,·
All expenditure levels, low interest, full NIPs
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Figure 16: Current account as % of GO?: deviation from baseline,
All expenditure levels, adverse interest, full NIPs
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Figure 17: Current account as % of GOP: deviation from baseline,
All expenditure levels, adverse interest, adverse NIPs
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The final three figures examine the impact of the range of arms expenditure programmes
on t~e number of jobs in the economy. Since job cre'ation (or destruction) is primarily
driven by GOP growth, these graphs show that employment deviations track overall
economic performance. Again the basic trend is that employment impacts are worse the
higher the level of expenditure and as risks materialise.

Figure 18: Employment: deviation from baseline,
All expenditure levels, low interest, full NIPs
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Figure 19: Employment: deviation from baseline,
All expenditure levels. adverse interest, full NIPs'
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Figure 20: Employment: deviation from baseline,
All expenditure levels, adverse interest, atlverse NIP$
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Summary

4.2.23 The analysis conducted above indicates three central points. First, if,. for whatever
reason, the risks do not materialise. the arms expenditure programme has a limited.
though non-negligible. jmp.C!~L9111h.~.l}}.a.9!9.~c~<:lll.o_I'Dy.~.Thjsis true even for the highest
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(R25 billion) expenditure level. Indeed, under this scenario the difference in econ
_ impact'o t e di lerent expenditure levels is not very areat.

Second, there a.re two distinct phases in the programme. During the first 4-5 years. the
!r!J.p_act is substantial!Y.......Q.€l.gative.~m all the macroeconomic variables except for
employment, whatever level of expenditure is analysed, and even for the best case risk
scenario at each expenditure level. During these years, the bulk of the imports ·for both
arms and NIP projects take"place, the bulk of the fiscal expenditures are made (as well
as interest oayments QD•.the Q..Qvernment's loan financing for the packages), and any
interest rate impact arising from the programme takes effect. ,The fiscal and current
account deficits both enhance the direct effect on the interest rate, so that the negative
impact on the overall economy is heightened. Only the employment impact during this
first phase is positive. In the second phase of the project, starting froin 2004 or 2005, the
macroeconomic impact of the programme itself is broadly positive, at least for the GDP
growth rate, and the fiscal and current account deficits. But the negative macro impact
during the first phase continues to exert downward inertia on the economy, so that the
overall improvement is mitigated. In most scenarios, the macro variables remain worse
than their corresponding values in the baseline scenario.

Third. the materialisation of either one of the two risks analysed - a larger than expected
interest rate shock in reaction to the announcementB, or the failure of the vendors to meet
a significant proportion of their NIP commitments - is likely to lead t6 the macroeconomic
impact of the programme being significantly negative in comparison with the baseline
scenario. In other words, the higher the expenditure level the higher the risk of negative
economic impacts.

Fiscal assessment of procurement expenditure levels
. . ,

.The fmpacts of the three. procurement expenditure levels on one 'important fiscal
indicator, namely the fiscal deficit, have already been addressed in section 4.2. In this
section, two further fiscal issues are considered:

• the impacts on overall government expenditure, and
• the impact on other departmental expenditure.

4.3.2 Both of these impacts are a function of the 'additionality assumption' which was referred
to in detail in section 3.3. The figures shown below take into account the assumptions
made regarding the amounts which can be shifted from other government departments'
budgets, within the overall MTEF envelope, and those which will be over and above that
level.

Impacts on overall government expenditure
4.3.3 As the economy grows, so 'willthe amount available to government to spend, subje.ctto

its revenue collection and deficit targets. Consequently, it is possible to express the
additional spending required for the packages under each spending scenario, as a
percentage of the additional funds available to government for this expenditure. These
amounts are shown in Table 9 below.

4.3.4 For purposes of this analysis, government expenditure has been taken from the MTEF
until 2001/02 and for 2002/03 it has been assumed that expenditure will increase in
nominal terms by 7%.
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Table 9: Impact of packages on overall government expenditure envelope (Rm 1999
real)

2000/01 2001/02 2002/03

Increase in govt expenditure 3100 5000 4900

R25 bn ievel

Net additional claim on fiscus 3603 3333 2973
As % of increase in govt exp 116% 67% 61%

R21 bn level

Net additional claim on fiscus 2974 2560 2115
As % of increase in govt exp 96% 51% 43% .

R16.5 bn level

Net additional claim on fiscus 2264 1687 1148
as % of increase in govt exp 73% 34% 23%

4.3.5 . It is evident from the table that the additional expenditure implied by the three packages
(after taking account of the expenditure accommodated within the budget) represents a .
significant portion of the additional resources available to government under its current
fiscal policy regime.

4.3.6 This effect is largest in 2000/01 because the amount assumed to be available from other
government departments is smallest (R300 million in ndrninal Rands) in that year. In the .

. R25 billion scenario,f9r Instance, the expenditure required for the packages exceeds the
total additional amount available (by 16%), with the implication that the budget deficit
would haveto increase if the expenditure was to be made as planned.

Impacts on other departmental expenditure
4.3.7 It is also important to place the package expenditure in the context of government's other

spending programmes. 11) Table 10 below, the additional package expenditure (net of
amounts accommodated within the budget) over the next MTEF period is shown in
relation to selected departmental or programme expenditure within the existing MTEF
budget. In addition: the table shows some of the additional spending bids being made by
departments in their current MTEF submissions.



Table 10: Package expenditure in relation to other departmental expenditure (Rm
1999 real)

2000/01 2001/02 2002/03

Additional" claim on fiscus for arms
packages

R25 bn level 3603 3333 2973
R21 bn level 2974 2560 2115
R16.5 bn level 2264 1687 1148

Current spending levels per MTEF

Housing 3160 3250 3330
Municipal infrastructure (CMIP & water) 2030 2080 2140

.

Education 7110 7190 7330

Additional spending bids (2000/01)

Defence 980 1130 950

Integrated Justice Sector 3400 3850 4640

DTI (taxi industry) 983 962 1024

4.3.8 It is evident that the amounts required for the arms packages are significant in relation to
current and desired spending levels of the departmeAls shown. Under the R25 billion
scenario, for instance. the additional arms spending is' about the same as the current
budget of the Department of Housing, about '50% more than the current'investment"in
municipal infrastructure,' and is roughly a third to half the budget of the Department of
Education. These ratios are proportionately lower for the R21 billion and R16.5 billion
expenditure levels.

4.3.9 The third category of figures in the table above provide some indication of the additional
pressures currently facing the fiscus. These are ,merely the amounts requested by the
departments shown, and are therefore likely to be greater than the amounts eventually
allocated, but they indicate the scale of the trade-ofts involved in proceeding with the
arms procurements at the various levels.

4.3.10 It is important to highlight the approximately Ri billion per annum being sought by the
Department of Defence to supplement its existing MTEF allocation - in addition to the
funds it is seeking for the strategic packages. According to the 000, this amount is
required to fulfil the ,additional responsibilities' carried by the department, such as borger
control, participation in the National Crime Prevention Strategy, VIP transport, and so on.

4.4.1 The analysis of the potential impact of different expenditure levels on the financial
condition of the country focuses on two key indicators:

•. The proportional increase in government's interest burden (indicated by changes in
interest as a percentage of government revenue);

Cl The relative addition to the stock of government debt (indicated by the stock of public
sector debt as a percentage of GDP.)



4.4.2 A further indicator which also ma'y impact the country's financial condition - the budget
deficit - is dealt with in detail in the economic analysis and will not be pursued here.

Impact on government's interest burden
4.4.3 The following three graphs indicate the potential impact of different expenditure levels

und.er the same three scenarios used in the economic analysis:. the base case (Iow
interest rate shock, full NIPs);.a case where interest rates .worsen relative to the base
case; and a pessimistic case which combines interest rate and NIP risks.

Figure 21: Interest as % of government revenue,
All expenditure levels, low interest, full NIPs
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· Figure 22: Interest as % of government revenue,
All expenditure levels, adverse interest, full NIPs
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Figure 23: Interest as % of government revenue,
All expenditure levels, adverse interest, adverse NIPs
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4.4.4 In all scenarios the baseline indicates growth in interest as a proportion of government
revenue from 20% to about 23% by 2008/09. Thi~ is primarily due to the increased cost
of foreign currency denominated debt, whose interest cost is forecast to expand from
approximately R1.3 billion to more than R 9 billion over this period.

4.4.5 Under the optimistic scenario, interest on the Government's debt is projected to rise to
between 23.6% and 24.6% by 2008/09, depending on the size of the programme, as a
result of the large foreign currency denominated component if! the funding of the
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programme. While there is no figl.\rewhich unambiguously ind{cates the level at which
the Government's interest costs would be viewed as excessive, an interest burden

, steadily increasing towards a levelof 25% of revenue - characteristic of both the R21bn
and R25bn expenditure levels - could indicate ~othe market a lack of policy flexibility.

4.4.6 An interest obligation trending towards 27% of Government's revenues by 2008/09,
which is approximated and exceeded respectively in the R21 bn and R25bn expenditure
levels in the interest 'rate risk scenario, could be a cause for increased concern' as the
Government's budgetary position could be exposed, for example, in the event of lower
than expected GDP growth or a failure to increase revenues in line with GDP grO\vth,
nElcessitatinga significant adjustmentin non-interest expenditure.

4.4.7 Of more concern is the pessimisticscenario which projects interest as a percentage of
Government revenue rising to almost 30% if R25 billion of equipment were to be
purchased. Progression towards this level could be seen by the market as an indicator of
an unsustainable debt burden, with potentially damaging consequences for the
government's creditworthiness and its ability to refinance its principal obligations, which
would be equivalent to almost ·14% of revenues under this scenario. Under this
pessimistic scenario only the R16,5bn expenditure level keeps the interest burden under
25% of total government revenueby 2008/09.

Debt stock ratio

4.4.8 While the absolute level of a country's debt is typically a less important constrainUhan
the projected levels of short and mediumterm debt service, at a certain point the markets
may find the absolute level of debt difficult to ignore. The market's perception would of
course be tempered by the pace atwhich the public sector increases its total debt stock.

"

',4.4.9 'The extent of the public sector's indebtedness can be determined on,the basis of the ratio
of the stock of debt to GDP. To assess the future level of indebtedness, the total debt
stock of the Government and the state-owned enterprises has therefore been projected 'in
the three different expenditure levelsas indicated in the graphs below.



Figure 24: Public sector debt as % of GDP,
All expenditure levels, low interest, full NIPs
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Figure 25: Public sector debt as % of GDP,
All expenditure levels, adverse interest, full NIPs
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Figure 26: Public sector debt as % of GDP,
All expenditure levels, adverse interest, adverse NIPs
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4.4.10 Under the baseline scenario, the stock of public sector debt is projected to decline to
approximately 53% of (revised) GDP by 2009 from a current estimated level of more than
60%, which is the ceiling set on public sector indebtedness under the Maastricht Treaty
for member countries of the European Union.

4.4.11 After inclusion of the defence procurement programme, the level of public sector
indebtedness under the base scenario would decline from the current estimated level to

( between 54% and 58% of GDP by 2009. This would indicate limited capacity for the
pUblic sector to incur additional debt, unless the economy expands at a higher than
projected rate.

4.4.12 Under the pessimistic (combined risk) scenario the situation is much worse. Public sector
indebtedness would increase steadily to around 66% of nominal GDP if R25 billion of
equipment were purchased, and in the case of a R21 billion programme to approximately
63% of nominal GDP.- In 'both cases, the stock of pUblic sector debt would be In exce'ss
of the Maastricht criteria throughout the projection period. Even under the interest rate
risk scenario, only the R16.5 billion expenditure level allows public sector indebtedness to
sink clearly below the 60% level.

Overview

4.4.13 The basic point emerging from the financial analysis is similar to that evident in the
economic analysis: the higher the expenditure levels the worse the country's position as
the risk scenario increases. In fact, on the two indicators measured here, only the lower
expenditure level allows SA to stay within internationally recognised safety levels on the
combined risk scenario.
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Unique, characteristics of package procurements

5.1.1 -In fiscal. financial and economic terms, the armaments procurements are distinguished
from other government procurements by a number of factors. First, they are very large.
No other procurement decision that the SAG has ever made - or is ever J~~!yto make -
involves anything like the aggregate sums under discussion in this case, even on the
more limited expenditure levels. Expenditures of this 'order will inevitably involve both a
move away from government's existing fiscal targets and a significant restructuring of the
national budget towards defence expenditure.

5.1.2 Second, the procurements will entail fixed, contractual commitments extending over a
number of years, with high breakage costs. If economic conditions worsen, government's
ability to readjust military expenditure in order to respond accordingly will be constrained
by the costs attendant on contract cancellation.

5.1.3 Third, they are heavily import-biased. Unlike most other procurements, the armaments
packages involve the accumulation of extensive liabilities in hard currency - and the forex
exposure contingent upon these - in order to fund what is essentially a large order of
imported equipment.

5.1.4 . Fourth, the costs of the procurements are largely mitigated by a set of associated
activities (the offset investments) which cannot be 9}Jaranteed. Put differently. the
ben~fits related to the acquisitions 'are not nearly as certain as their costs.

Risk assessment

5.1.5 These characteristics imply a set of significant and unique risks for government. The
analysis given in sections 3 and 4 is intended to capture the potential implications of the
most important of these. Two sorts of "intrinsic· risk - related to interest rate movements
and under-performance in respect of NIP - have been captured as part of the economic
and financial modelling exercise.

5.1.6 It is important to note that a probability factor has not been attached to these risk
scenarios. It is not possible to specify with any degree of certainty that there is, say, a 50
or 60 percent chance of any of these scenarios materialising either fully or to some
limited extent. However, these scenarios have been defined and chosen because there
is some identifiable prospect of conditions tending in this direction. The reasons for this
are discussed in detail in section 3.5 of the document. In ~he case of the risk of NIP
under-performance. they relate essentially to the possibility that the NIP. performance.
guarantees - the only mechanism available to compel NIP performance - have been built
into the contract price, mixed experience on NIP performance in other countries, and the
views of the independent international experts on the steel projects actually offered by
the suppliers. In the case of the interest rate increases, the factors relate mainly to the
centrality of government's positive record on its fiscal targets in establishing credibility in
local and international markets, and the potential impact of a significant and sustained
breach of these targets to fund non-productive expenditure.

5.1.7 An assessment of these dynamics will clearly be an important part of the Ministerial
decision-making process. It should not be forgotten here that in addition to the "intrinsic
risks" which are assessed and discussed above, a number of other "extrinsic" risks -
such as those of Rand:Dollar depreciation, worsening economic conditions and so on -
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could create conditions which are significantly worse than those described in scenarios
as modelled.

5.1.8 The most fundamental point that emerges from the risl< analysis is that·as expenditure
increases the risks of the procurements escalate significantly. In fact even the R16.5
billion expenditure scenario involves significant risk. Relative to a situation where no
arms were purchased, under the "combined adverse scenario", by 2008 GDP would be
1.6 per cent (R16bn) less, the bUdget deficit 'would be 0.8% percent higher, there would
be 115 000 fewer jobs, government would be spending 2.5% more of its revenues on
debt service, and the total public sector debt stock would be 5 percenttligher.

5.1.9 In sum, the chief value of the risk analysis lies in its demonstration that to·the.extent that
conditions do develop adversely government will be confronted by mounting difficulties.
These difficulties grow as the expenditure level rises. Ultimately, then, the decision abol.Jt
how much to spend on the arms packages really constitutes a decision about
government's appetite for risk.

5.2.1 The AT has refrained from recommending any specific procurement scenario to the
Ministers' Committee. The purpose of the an,;llysis presented above is to demonstrate
the potential impacts and implications of different expenditure levels. It is for Ministers to
choose which level is appropriate.

• Ministers should decide on an expenditure ceiling and leave the negotiation of a specific
procurement combinationtb the Lead Negotiator and the Department of Defence to .
finalise, SUbject to final Ministerial ratification. There are two chief reasons for this. First,
a wide variety and combination of equipment purchases is possible at any expenditure
level. Deciding on the best possible combination will require a detailed exploration and
negotiation of various options. Second, the 000 should have a particularly strong voice
in this gecision: it is, after all, the OoD budget which is funding these acquisitions and the
Department is best placed to decide on the optimum combination of Defence equipment
at any given expenditure level. The presence of the Lead Negotiator will allow the non-
defence aspects of the procurements to be taken sufficiently into account, and Ministers
will need to take the final decision at political level.

• Notwithstanding, simultaneous with the expenditure ceiling decision, the Ministers'
Committee should decide on the basic question of whether to purchase both Hawk and
Gripen at this point and, in particular, whether the "tranche option" offered by SAe should
be accepted. This because the magnitude of the Gripen expenditure is particularly large
and because the' structure of the· tranche option potentially involves significant and
peculiar costs for government as a whole. .

e The character, announcement, timing and "packaging" of the procurement decision will
be of utmost importance in determining reaction to it across a wide variety of fronts: local
and international markets; various local constituencies and interest groups; foreign
governments; and so on. The Lead Negotiator should be charged with developing a
strategy for this announcement in consultation with bodies such as GCIS as a matter of
urgency.
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Macroeconomic modelling exercise:
model description and methodology

1. In this document the results of a macro-econometricanalysis of the macro-economic effects
of alternative defencearms procurementand associated industrial participation packages are
presented. The analysis "'!as conducted with the aid of a macro-econometric model of the
South African economy developed by the Bureau for Economic Research (BER) at the
University of Stellenbosch. The analysis was conducted for the period 1999 - 2008 and the
macro-economic effects of 12 different package and interest rate combinations were
analysed.

• A description of the alternative packages modelled and the methods employed in
translating the packagedetails into macro-economic model inputs.

• A summary and discussionof the results of the analysis.
• A brief outline of the essential features of the macro-economic model used in the

analysis.

3. The methodology used in modelling the possible macro-economic effects for So~th Africa of
the defence arms procurementand industrial participation packages consisted of:

It The generation of a macro-economic forecast of the South African .economy for the
period 1999 - 2008. The purpose of this forecast is to serve as the basis from which the
macro-economic impacts of the packagesare measured.

• The translation of the details of the different packages into the macro-economic terms
required by the model. The alternative scenarios considered provide both for different
combinations of arms expenditure and industrial participation benefits and different
interest rate reactions to the implementationof these packages.

• The simulation of the modelwith each alternative scenario and comparison of the results
with the base forecast. .

4. The base forecast is presented in Annexure 1. This forecast consists of the BER's most
recent .forecast for the period 1999- 2004, extended to "the year 2008 for the purpose of ·~his.
exercise. The forecast is summarised in terms of average values (for the period 1999 - .
2008) of the main macro-economicvariables in table 1 below.

iJ II
• I



Table 1: Baseline forecast for the South African economy for the perJod 1999 - 2008:
annual averages

Real GDP growth

Employment growth

Inflation rate (CPI)

Interest rate (fong term)

BoP: Current Account (% of GDP)

Deficit before borrowing (% of GDP)

3,3

1,6

4,9

12,5

5. The alternative packages/scenarios modelled consisted of different combinations of : (i) three
alternative arms packages, (ii) two alternative associated industrial participation responses
and, (iii) two alternative associated interest rate shocks, the rationale and details of all three
components are discussed elsewhere in the overall report and will thus not be considered
here.

6. The alternative arms packages consisted of three different combinations of arms with clearly
differentiated total cost implications:

• R25 bn
• R21 bn
• R16.5 bn

"-
7. These arms packageEi were each combined with two. differe~t associated industrial

participation packages:

• Base
• Adverse

8. The resulting six alternative packages were each analysed for two alternative sets of interest
rate responses (these interest rate responses appear in the form of interest rate shocks
following from financial market reactions to the introduction of the arms procurement
packages and are additional to the normal model reactions) resulting in 12 alternative
combinations to be modelled. These are designated in the table below:

Industrial participation Base Adverse

Interest rate shock Small (%) Large (%) Small (%) Large (%)

Arms package

R25 bn HB (1; 0.5) HB (3; 1.5) HA (1; 0,5) HA (3; 1.5) .

R21 bn MB (0.7; 0.35) MB (2; 1) MA (0,7; 0,35) MA (2; 1)

R16.5 bn LB (0.5; 0.25) LS (1; 0.5) LA (0,5; 0,25) LA (1; 0.5)

9. The input details of each of the six arms procurement and industrial participation packages
(Le. HB, HA, MS, MA, LB and LA) are presented in Appendix D to the main report.



10. In order to model the impact of each of these alternative packages, the details of the
packages as presented in Appendix D had to be translated in model-equivalent terms. This
is described in Annexure 2.

11. The detailed model results on the macro-economic effects of the 12 alternativ~ arms
expenditure, industrial participation and interest rate shock scenarios are summarised in .
Appendix 8 of the main report. The numbers presented were calculated as deviations from
the baseline forecast. In this section the general thrust of the model resu~ts·on·the--macro-
economic effects are described and explained. The model results refer to the net result of
each scenario modelled Le. the net sum of the effects of the arms expenditure, the industrial
participation and the)nterest rate shocks. In explaining these results it may be useful to refer
qualitatively to the separate impacts of each of the three components.

Impact of the arms expenditure and their financing
/....

12. The government expenditure on the arms package represents an increase in government
consumption expenditure and- thus in the gross domestic product (GDP). However, the high
import content of this expenditure implies an increase in imports and thus a partially
compensating decline in GDP. In the first year of the arms expenditure (2000) this results in
a net increase in GDP. .

13. The increased government expenditure and imports result in a worsening of both the
government deficit before borrowing and the current account of the balance. of payments
which, in turn, put upward pressure on interest rates. The latter depresses overall domestic
demand and thus GDP growth and employment in the follo\o\(,ingyears. This decline in GO?
lowers imports with the result that the current a.ccount of the balance of payments actually.
improves in the latter years of the period analysed. .' . . '.

14. The cutbacks in government current and capital expenditure in order to (partly accommodate
the extra expenditure (the additionality assumption) implies that value adding and
employment creating government expenditure is substituted by (largely) imported goods.
This contributes to the decrease in GDP and employment.

15. In summary. the macro-economic impact of the arms expenditure is generally negative in
terms of growth, employment and the budget deficit.

16. Note that the BER model currently uses the official GDP statistics prior to their re-basing by
Statistics SA. It was not possible to re-calibrate the model using the new GDP figures. given
time constraints. Moreover, the results are presented largely in terms of the deviation from
the baseline and so the absolute level of the baseline is less critical.

17. The industrial participation packages contains several grmvth-stimulating components.
These are the implied new fixed investment, exports and foreign capital inflows. Both the
increased investment and exports have the effect of increasing GDP and employment.

18. The negative components of these packages consist primarily of increased imports and·
dividend outflows on the balance of payments. However, these effects are small by
comparison, implying that the net effect of the industrial participation packages on GDP and
employment is clearly positive. .

: (l f.)'
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19. The interest shocks, which are assumed as additional to the normal interest rate reaction to a
worsening balance of payments and budget deficits,' impact on the interest rate sensitive
components of GDP such as investment and private consumption and thus lowers real GDP.
It appears that the model results are quite sensitive to these interest rate shocks.

20. The macro-econometric model used in the analysis of the macro-economic effects of the
alteration packages was developed at the BER. The current version of the model' was
estimated with co-integration techniques and is based on similar models developed at the
BER since 1981. The model is used primarily for medium term forecasting of the South
African economy.

21. The model consists of 92 equations, 27 of which are behavioural equations, Its structure is
based on the standard national accounts income-expenditure framework. This implies that
total output (GDP) is determined as the sum of the expenditures on its various constituent

,. components. The model also provides for the impact of supply factors in the form of a
production function determined potential output gap which affects prices. imports and
investment. In addition the model includes a policy reaction function for the Bank (repo) rate
and an endogenous treatment of the exchange rate.

22. Features of the model that are particularly relevant to the analysis of the alternative arms
expenditure and industrial participation packages include the following:

•• The bank rate is a function of, inter alia, the deficit on the-current account of the balance
of payments, i.e. an incr~ase in the deficit results in an increase inthe Bank rate

•• The long term interest rate similarly reacts to increases in both the current accounfand
the deficit before borrowing

• The import reaction to the different domestic expenditure components is determined by
the relevant input/output co-efficients (implying for example that a R1 increase in private
fixed investment will result in a much larger import increase than in the: case of a R1 in
government consumption)

o Foreign capital flows on the balance of paym'ents are treated as exogenous variables and
on effect growth and employment in the model via their influence on the exchange rate
and thus exports and impacts.

1 Smit, SWand Pellissier, GM: "The BER Annual Econometric Model of the South African Economy: A Co-
integration Version", Journal of Studies in Economics and Econometrics, 1997, pp 1 ~ 33.
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The baseline foreca"st was generated as an extension of the May 1999 BER "forecast for the
period 1999 - 2004 to the years 2005 - 2008. The forecast is presented in table 1 below, "

Table 1: Baseline forecast:·1999 - 2008
(constant 1990 and current prices)

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
GDP and Components
(Constant Prices, % Changes)

Private Consumption -0,2 2,6 4,2 4,6 2,9 4,7 4,4 4,4 4,4 4,3
.

Government
Consumption 1,0 0,8 1,0 0,8 1,1 0,9 0,9 0,9 0,9 0,9

Fixed Investment -4,3 6,1 4,6 8,6 5,9 9,2 8,8 8,1 8,5 9,1

Exports 0,5 5,8 6,2 5,2 5,3 4,8 7,2 4,8 4.8 4,9

Imports -1,7 10,6 9,5 7,7 2,7 8,3 7,1 7,7 8,3 8,6

GO? 0,6 3,3 4,1 3,5 2,9 4,7 4,0 3,2 3.2 3,4

Balance of Payments and
Exchange Rate
(Current Pn'ces)
BoP: Current Account

"-Rmillion -7,0 "-14,4 -22,4 - -29,0 -20,5 -31,2 -23,2 ~27,3 "-33,8 -42,0

% ofGDP -1,0 -1,9 -2,7 -3,1 ~2,1 -2,9 -1,9 -2,1 -2,4 -2,7

% ofNewGDP· -0,9 -1,7 -2,3 -2,7 -1,8 -2,5 -1,7 -1,8 -2,1 -2,4

R1S 6,245 6,595 7,063 7,638 8,263 8,895 9,537 10,186 10,836 . 11,473

Interest and Innation Rates
Long-term 14,0 11,9 12,0 11,4 11,5 12,5 12,9 13,0 13,0 13,0

Bank Rate 15,5 11,1 12,3 12,5 10,3 11,1 11,2 11,4 11,6 11,8

CPI (% change) 6,0 5,2 5,5 5,0 4,3 4,5 4,5 4,5 4,5 4,5

Government Deficit
(Current Prices)

RmiJlion . -24,3 -23,5 -24,4 '. -26,4 -30,8 . ~29,3 -30,2 -31,0 -34,6 -35,8

% ofGDP -3,5 -3,1 -2,9 -2,9 -3,1 -2,7 -2,5 -2,4 -2,4 -2,3

% ofNewGDP· -3,1 -2,7 -2,5 -2,5 -2,7 -2,4 -2,2 -2,1 -2,1 -2,0



ANNEXURE 2

TRANSLATION OF THE PACKAGE DETAILS INTO MODEL-EQUIVALENT TERMS

In order to model to effects of the alternative packages, the expenditure and other details of each
package as presented in Appendix B needed to be translated into the various formats required by
the BER model. The details are described below.' .

(i) Capital investment
• . Constant USD amounts converted into current Rand via the assumed R/$ exchange

rates and then into constant 1990 prices via the implicit deflator for fixed investment.
These numbers were then added to an exogenous component affixed investment.

(ii) Imports of capital equipment
• Constant USD amounts calculated from the percentages provided (for table 2

investment the same percentages as for table 1 investment were used) converted
into current Rand via the assumed R/$ exchange rates. The model's import reaction
to increases in investment was sufficient to cover their imports.

(Hi) Foreign capital flows
• Constant USD amounts calculated from the percentages provided (for table 2

investment the same percentages as for table 1 investment were used). These
. numbers were added to the (exogenous) long term capital flows in the model.

(iv) Exports . "-
• Constant USD amounts calculated form the percentages given with respect to the·

investment projects in table 1 were added to the exports flowing' from the unspecified
projects presented in table 2. The latter was calculated as the exports content
(assumed 50%) of the proceeds of these investments on the basis of the average
outpuVcapital ratio of the economy in 1998 (0,34). In both cases a substitution of
existing exports of 20% was assumed. These numbers were co-ordinated with the
export revenue commitments presented in table 3. The resultant USD values were
then converted into current Rand via the assumed R/$ exchange rates and into
constant 1990 prices via the implicit deflator for exports. These numbers were then
added to the model-determined exports.

(v) Dividends
• Constant USD amounts presented in table 1 were added to the dividends implied by

unspecified investments in table 2. The latter was calculated as' proportional to the
dividends in table 1, the proportionality factor being the ratio of the net present values
of the investments in tables 1 and 2. The resultant USD values were then converted
into current Rand' via the assumed RJ$ exchange rates and added to net. factor
payments in the balance of payments.

(i) Government expenditure
• Constant USD amounts in table 4 were converted into current Rand via the. assumed

R/S exchange rates and then into co.nstant 1990 prices via the implicit deflator for
current government expenditure. These numbers were then added to the baseline
government expenditure numbers.



(iv)

....--..
(

(v), '

(ii) Imports
•• Constant USD amount were calculated from the percentages provided in table 4 and

converted in current Rand via the assumed R/$ exchange rates, These numbers
were added to the baseline numbers for merchandise imports.

(Hi) Interest payments
o . Constant USD amounts presented in table 4 was split into domestic and foreign

interest payments on the basis of the percentages provided in table 4. Both were
then converted into current Rand numbers via the assumed R/$ exchange rates. The
foreign interest payments were then added to the baseline numbers for net factor
payments in the balance of payments and the total interest paymen,ts to the

. government deficit before borrowing.

Foreign capital flows
• Constant USD amounts were calculated form the percentages provided in table 4 and

the resultant numbers added to long term capital flows in the balance of payments .

Additionality
• The provision for government budget absorption of part of the implied additional

government expenditure was calculated as the constant 1990 price equivalent of the
sum of the interest payments (in (iii) above) and the amounts (ranging form R300
million in 2000 to R3000 million in 2003 and 2004 and R700 million in 2007) assumed
that government would be able to cut from other expenditure. These amounts were
split SO/50 betvveen government current and capital expenditure and then subtracted
from the respective numbers.

• The interest shocks were introduced as additional percentage point increases in the
year 2000 in the model generated long term government interest rate and the Bank
rate respectively. These shocks carried over (in decreasing amounts) to SUbsequent
years as a result of a lagged dependent variable in the equation specifications for
both. these variables in the model. It should be noted that these shocks were
considered as additional to the normal model reaction to increased balance of
payments and bUdget deficits. The interest rates concerned here are the long term
government stock rate and the Bank (repo) rate.
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1999 2000 2001

ve yrs 1 IAve yrs ••
2002 2003 2004 200S 2005 2007 2008 5 10

GCP (R bn 1999)
Saseline scenario - no packages 693 715 745 771 793 831 864 891 920 951
High scanario - base Int full NIPs 093 719 748 771 793 828 860 e8a 917 949
High scenario· base in~ adverse NIPs 693 715 743 766 785 819 850 8i5 902 932
High scenario· adverse In~ full NIPs 693 719 743 764 783 817 847 674 901 931
High scenario - edverse inl. adverse NIPs 693 716 738 759 776 809 837 861 885 914
Middle scenario· base Int full NIPs 893 719 747 771 793 828 880 8S8 917 949
Middle scenario' base Int adverse NIPs 893 715 743 767 787 821 852 878 9C6 935
Middle scenario - adverse In~ lull NIPs 893 719 744 767. 787 B21 852 . 8i9 907 937
Middle scenario - adverse ln~ adverse NIP 893 716 740 762 7Bl 614 844 8S9 895 924
Low scenario - base int full NIPs 693 71S 747 772 793 828 BSI BB9 918 950
Low scenario· base 1nl,adverse NIPs 893 716 744 78S 78B 623 855 8S2 909 940
Low scenario· adverse Int full NIPs 893 718 7.46 770 790 826 BSa 8a5 914 '1146
Low scenario - adverse In~ adv~rse NIPs 693 716 743 766 7a6 821 851 B78 905 935

Ave yrs 1 Av. yrs 6-
1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 200S 2006 2007 2008 5 10

Gap .nnual growth (real 'I.)
Saseline scenario - no packages 0.6 3.3 4.1 3.5 2.9 47 4.0 3.2 3.2 34 36 4.0
High scenario - base Int full NIPs 0.6 39 3.9 3.2 2.6 44 3.9 3.2 3.3 3.5 3.6 3.9 -High scenario· base int adverse NIPs 06 3.4 3.7 3.1 2.5 4.3 3.7 3.0 3.1 33 3.3 3.7
High scenario· adverse in~ full NIPs 06 3.a 3.2 2.9 2.5 4.3 3.7 3.1 3;1 3.3 3.3 3.B

.' ,,"ohscenario· adverse I(I~ adverse NIPS 0.6 3.4 3.0 2.6 2.3 4.2 35 2.9 2.9 3.1 . 3.0 3.5
lie scenario· basa inl, full NIPs 0.6 3.8 4.0 3.2 2.6 4.5 3.9 3.3 3.3 35 3.6 4.0
die scenario· base In~ adverse NIPs 0.6 3.4 .3.8 3.2 2.6 4.4 3.7 3.1 3.1 3.3 3.4 3.8

.dle scenario - adverse In~ full NIPs 0.6 3.8 3.5 30 2.6 4.4 3.8 3.2 '3.2 3.4 3.4 3.8
,iddle scenario· adverse in~ adverse NIP 0.6 3.4 3.3 3.0 2.4 4.3 3.8 3.0 3.0 3.2. 3.2 3.7

--n.ow scenario'~base Int full NIPs 0.6 3.7 4.0 3.3 2.7 4.5 3.9 3.3 33 3.5 3.6 4.0
Low scenario· base In~ adverse NIPs 0.6 34 3.9 3.3 2.6 4.4 3.8 3.2 3.2 3.4 3.4 3.8
Low scenario· adverse in~ fun NIPs 0.6 3.7 3.9 3.2 2.7 45 3.9 32 32 3.5 3.5 3.9
Low scenario· adverse 1nl adverse NIPs 0.8 34 3.7 3.2 26 4.4 3.B 3.1 3.1 . 3.3 3.4 3.8

Aveyrs 1 Ave yrs 6-
1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 200S 2007 2008 5 10

GOPannual growth % deviation from SaseUne
High scenario· base 1nl,fun NIPs 0.0 0.8 .c.2 .c.3 .0.1 -03 ·0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0
High scenario - base In~ adverse NIPs 0.0 0.1 .0.4 -0.4 .0.4 .c.4 ·0.3 ·0.2 .c.1 ·0.1 .c.2 .c.2
High scenario· ad·,erse inl. full NIPs 0.0 0.5 .c.9 ·0.6 -0.4 .c4 -0.3 ·0.1 -0.1 .c. 1 .c.3 .c.2
High scenario· adverse In~ adverse NIPs 0.0 01 .1.1 -0.7 .0.6 .c.5 -0.5 ·0.3 .c.3 ·0.3 ·0.5 .c.4
Middle scenario - base 1nl full NIPs 0.0 0.5 .cl -0.3 .0.1 ·02 .c.l 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0
Middle scenario· base inl adverse NIPs 0.0 0.1 .c.3 -0.3 .0.3 -0.3 ·0.3 "-

.c.l .c.1 .c.1 .c.2 .c.2
Midd!e scenario - adverse 1nl,full NIPs 0.0 0.5 .c.6 ·0.5 '·0.3 ·0.3 ·0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 ·0.2 ·0.1 '.
Middle scenario - adverse in~ adverse NIP, 0.0 0.1 ·OB ·0.5 '-0.5 .c.4 .0.4 .c2 .c.2 .c.2 .c:~ .c,3
Low scenario. base In~ full NIPs 0.0 0.4 .c.l .02 .02 .c.2 .0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0
Low scenario· base 1nl ad•.••erse NIPs 0.0 0.1 .c.2 -02 -0.3 .0.3 .0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 .c.1
Low scenario - adverse 1nl full NIPs 0.0 0.4 ·0.2 -0.3 -0.2 -02 .0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 -0.1 0.0
Low scenario. adverse 1nl adverse NIPs 0.0 0.1 ·0.4 .0.3 -0.3 .c.3 .0.2 -0.1 -0.1 .c.1 .c.2 .c.2

Aveyrs 1 Ave yrs 6-
1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 5 10

GDP deviaUon as ,., of BaseUne
High scenario· base in~ full NIPs 0.0 0.6 04 0.1 .0.1 .c.3 .c. 4 .c.4 .c.3 .c.2
High scenario· base in~ adverse NIPs 0.0 0.1 .0.3 .0.6 ·1.0 .1.3 ·1.8 -1.8 ·1.9 ·2.0
High scenario· adverse In~ full NIPs 0.0 06 ·0.3 -0.9 ·1.3 ·1.6 ·1.9 ·2.0 ·2.1 ·2.1
~.·.;qhscenario· adverse In~ adverse NIPs 0.0 0.1 .c.9 ·1.6 ·2.2 ·2.8 .3.1 -3.3 .3.6 ·3.9
":clle scenario - base 1nl.full NIPs 0.0 0.5 0.4 0.1 .0.1 .c.3 .0.4 .c.3 .c.3 .c.2

.. ddle scenario - base 1nl adverse NIPs 0.0 0.1 -0.2 .0.5 -O.B .1.1 .1.3 ·1.4 ·1.5 ·1.6
.,ddle scenario - adverse in~ full NIPs 0.0 0.5 .c.l .0.5 ·0.9 ·1.2 .1.3 ·1.3 ·1.4 ·1.4

Middle scenario - adverse In~ ad•.••erse NIP 0.0 0.1 ·0.6 ·1.1 .1.5 ·2.0 ·2.3 -2.4 ·2.7 ·2.9
Low scenario· base in~ full NIPs 0.0 0.4 0.3 0.1 -0.1 ·0.3 .0.3 .0.2 .0.2 .c.1
Low scenario· base In~ adverse NIPs 0.0 0.1 .c.1 ·0.4 .0.7 .09 .1.0 -1.1 ·1.1 ·1.2
LOWscenario - adverse 1nl full NIPs 0.0 0.4 0.2 .0.1 ·0.4 ·0.6 .0.7 .c.6 -0.5 .c.5
Low scenario· adverse inl adverse NIPs 0.0 0.1 .0.3 .0.8 .0.9 ·1.2 ·1.4 ·1.5 -1.6 ·1.6

Ave yrs 1 Ave yrs 6-
'1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2005 2007 .2008. 5 10

Budget deficit as % GDP: Cevlatlon from Baseline
High scenario - base ln~ full NIPs 0 -0.2 .c.4 .0.3' . .c.3 .0.2 ·0.2 .c. 1 .0.1 .c.l -0.2 -0.1
High scenario· base Int adverse NIPs 0.0 .c. 4 .c. 6 ·0.5 ·0.6 .c.6 .c.5 .c.7 .0.9 -1.0 .c.4 -0.8
High scenario· adverse in~ full NIPs 0.0 .c.3 ·0.8 .o.B ·1.0 .1.0 -1.0 .1.1 -1.3 ·1.4 .c.8 -1.2
High scenario - adverse In~ adverse NIPs 0.0 .c.5 .1.0 ·1.0 -1.3 .1.4 .1.5 -1.8 .2.1 .2.4 .c.8 .1.6
Middle scenario - base In~ full NIPs 0 .c.2 ·0.3 ·0.2 .c.2 .c.1 .c.1 0 .c.l 0 .c.2 -0.1
Middle scenario - basa In~ adverse NIPs 0.0 -0.3 .0.5 .0.3 -0.4 .c.4 .c.4 .c.5 .c.7 .c.8 .c.3 .c.6
Middle scenario· adverse 1nl,full NIPs 0.0 .c.2 ·0.5 ·0.5 .c.8 .0.6 .0.8 .0.7 .0.8 .c.9 .c.4 .c.7
Middle scenario· adverse In~ adverse NIP 0.0 .c.4 -0.7 .0.7 .c.9 .0.9 ·1.0 ·1.2 ·1.5 .1.6 -0.5 .1.2
LOWscenario· base jn~ full NIPs 0.0 .0.1 ·0.2 .c.1 .c.l 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .0.1 0.0
LoWscenario· base 1nl adverse NIPs 0.0 .c.2 -0.3 -0.2 .c.3 .c.2 .c.2 .c.3 .0.5 .c.5 .c.2 ·0.3
Low scenario - adverse In~ full NIPs 0.0 .c. 1 .c.3 .0.2 .c.2 .c2 .c.2 .c.2 .c.3 .c~3 .c.2 .c.2
Low scenario· edverse jnt, adverse NIPs 0.0 .Q.3 -0.4 .0.3 .c.4 .Q.4 .Q.4 .Q.8 .0.7 .c.9 .Q.3 .c.6
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..........•-'- Aveyrs 1 Ave yrs 6- ...
1999 '" 2000' 2001 .... 2002 2M3 2004 2005 2006 2001 2008 5 10

BUdget deficit eR brl nominal) . ..
Baseline scenario; no packages -24 . ~24 -24 . -25 -31 -29 -30 ·31 ·3S -35
High scenario· base In~ full NI"s -24 -26 -28 -30 ·34 -32 ·32 .33 ·36 ·31
High scenario· base In~ adverse NIPs ·24 ·27 -29 -31 ·35 -35 ·36 -40 -45 -50
High scenariO - adverse in~ full NIPs -24 -26 -31 ·34 -40 -40 -41 -45 -51 ·SO
High scenario - adverse In~ adverse NIPs -24 -21 -32 -35 -43 -43 -46 -52 -01 -70
Middle scenano • base In~ lull NIPs -24 ·25 -27 -29 ·33 -31 ·31 .32 -35 -36
Middle scenano • bue In~ adverse NIPs -24 ·25 . ·28 -30 ·35 -33 -34 .38 -43 -41
Middle scenario· adverse 1nl,lun NIPs -24 -25 ·29 -32 ·37 -36 -37 -40 -45 -48
Middle scenario· adverse In~ adverseNIP -24 -26 -30 ·33 ·39 -38 -40 -45 -53 ·59
Low scenario - base In~ lun NIPs -24 ·25 ·25 -28 -31 -29 ·29 ·31 ·34 -35
Low seenano - base In~ adverse NIPs -24 -25 -27 -28 ·33 -32 ·32 .35 -40 . -43
Low scenario. adverse ~ full NIPs -24 ·25 , ·27 -29. -33 ·31 ·32 .·34 -38 -40
Low scenario - adverse 1nl adverse NIPs -24 -26 -28 -30 -35 -33 -35 ·38 -44 -46

Aveyrs 1 AV.yTS 6-
1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2005 2001 :!IIOJI •• .riS .. ~10 ••

BaP: Current ale eR bn nominal)
Elaselinescenario - no packages ·7 -14 -22 -29 -21 ·31 ·23 -27 -34 -42
High seenario - base 1nl full NIPs ·7 ·20 ·26 ·32 ·20 -21 ·17 ·20 ·26 ·34
High scanano • base In~ adverse NIPs ·7 ·18 -24 -30 -21 -28 -18 ·20 ·24 -30
High scenario - adverse 1nl full NIPs -7 -20 -22 -27 ·15 ·21 -la .12 .16 ·22
High scenano • adverse In~ adversa NIPs ·7 ·18 ·20 -25 -15 ·23 -11 .12 ·15 -18
Middle scenerlo - base I~ full NIPs ·7 -19 -26 -31 ·21 -28 -19 ·22 ·28 -35
Middle scenario - base In~ adverse NIPs -7 -17 ·24 -30 ·21 ·29 -19 ·22 -27 ·33 -
Middle scenario - adverse 1nl lun NIPs -7 -19 -23 -29 ·17 ·24 -14 -17 ·21 ·29
Middle scenario - adverse 1nl adverse NIP -7 -17 .22 -28 ·18 ·25 -15 -16 -20 -25
,.: :'.scenario - base 1nl fun NI"s -7 ·19 -25 -31 ·21 ·29 -20 ·23 -30 ·39

", :~".....,. ''alnarlo - base 1nl adverse NIPs -7 ·17 -24 -30 ·21 ·29 ·20 ·23 -29 ·35
. 'cenario - adversa In~ lull NIPs .7 •18 ·24 -30 .19 ·27 ·19 -21 '27 . ·35
scenario. adversa 1nl,adverse NIPs -7 ·11 -23 -29 .19 -28 .18 ·21 -26 -32

- AveyTS 1 Av.yrs 6-
1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2005 2001 200B 6 10

BoP: Current eJc as % GOP
Basellne scenario· no packages -1.0 -1.9 ·2.7 -3.1 ·2.1 .2.9 -1.9 ·2.1 .2.4 ·2.7 -2.2 ·2.4
High scenario - bose 1nl lull NIPs -1.0 -2.5 -31 -3.4 -2.0 -25 -1.4 ·1.5 ·1.8 ·22 -2.<1 -1.9
High scenario. base In~ adverse NiPs -1.0 -2.4 -2.9 ·~3 -2.1 -215 ·1.5 ·16 -1.8 -2.0 -2.3 ·1.9
High scenario - adverse In~ lull NIPs -1.0 ·2.5 ·2.6 -3.0 -1.5 ·20 ~.9 ·09 -1.2 ·14 -2.1 ·1.3
High scenario. adverse 1nl edverse NIPs -1.0 -2.4 .2.4 -2.9 -1.15 -21 ·1.0 -09 ·1.1 ·1.2 ·2.1 -1.3
Middle scenario - buelnt, lun NiPs .1.0 -2.5 -3.1 -3.4 -2.1 -2.15 ·1.5 ·1.7 '2.0 -2.3 -2.4 ·2.0
Middle scenario - bue 1nl,adverse NIPs -1.0 ·2.3 ·2.9 -3.3 ·2.1 ·2.7 -1.5 -1.7 -1.9 ·2.1 -2.3 -2.0
Middle scenario - adverse 1nl full NiPs -1.0 -2.5 -2.1 -3.1 -18 -22 ·1.2 ·1.3 -1.5 ·1.15 -2.2 -1.6
Middle scenario· adverse 1nl adverse NIP ·1.0 -2.3 -2.6 -3.0 -1.8 -24 ·1.3 -13 -1.5 ·1.7 -2.1 .1.6
Low scenario. base 1nl lun NIPs -1.0 ·2.3 "0 -3.3 ·2.1 -26 -1.5 ••••1.8 ·2.1 ·2.4 -2.3 -2.1
Low scenario· base 1nl edverse NIPs .1.0 ·2.2 . ·2.15 -3.2 -2.1 .27 ·1.7 .115 ·2.0 ·2.3 -2.3 ·2.1·
Low scenariO - adverse 1nl full NIPs -1.0 -2.3 -2.8 -~.2 -1.9 -2.5 . -1.5 .'7 -1.9 ·2.3 .2.2 . -2.0
Low scenario -.adverse 1nl adverse NIPs -1.0 ·2.2 .2.7 ·3.1 -2.0 . -2.5 .1.6 -1.7 -1.9 ·2.1 -2.2 -2.0

Avey~l Ave yTS 6-
1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2005 2001 200B 5 10

BoP: OevlaUon In Current alc IS % GDPfrom B•• eUne
High scenario. base 1nl fun NIPs 0.0 ~.7 ~.4 -0.3 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 ~.3 0.5
High scenario - base ~ adverse NiPs 0.0 -0.5 ·0.2 -0.2 0.0 03 0.4 05 0.6 0.7 .a.2 0.5
High scenario - adverse ~ lull NIPs 0.0 -0.7 0.1 0.1 0.6 09 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.3 0.0 1.1
High scenario· adverse 1nl adverse NIPs 0.0 -0.5 0.3 0.2 0.5 OB 0.9 1.2 1.3 .1.5 0.1 1.1
Middle scenario - base 1nl fun NIPs 0.0 -0.5 -0.4 -0.3 00 03 0.4 04 0.4 '0.4 -0.3 0.4
Middle scenario. base In~ adverse NIPs 0.0 -0.4 -02 -0.2 0.0 02 0.3 0.4 0.5 06 -0.2 0.4
M.ddle scenario - adverse 1nl lun NIPs 00 -0.6 0.0 0.0 0.3 01 0.7 0.8 0.9 09 .a.l 0.15
·",o"lIe scenario - adverse 1nl adverse NIP 0.0 -0.4 0.1 0.1 03 05 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.0 0.8

.cenario - base In~ full NIPs 0.0 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 0.0 03 0.3 03 0.3 03 .a.2 0.3
scenario - base In~ adverse NIPs 0.0 -0.3 -01 -0.1 . 0.0 02 0.2 03 0.4 04 -0.1 0.3

., scanario - adverse In~ full NIPs 0.0 -0.4 -0.1 -0.1 02 04 0.4 04 0.5 0.4 .a. 1 0.4
:Ni scenario· adverse In~ adverse NIPs 0.0 -0.3 .00 0.0 0.1 O~ 0.3 04 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.4

Aveyrs 1 Aveyrs 6-
1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 200B 5 10

BoP: Deviation In Imports (R bn 1999) from B.sellne
High scenario - base 1nl full NIPs 0 7 5 3 2 0 -1 .1 -1 .1 3.4 -0.15
High scenario - base 1nl adverse NiPs 0 4 2 '1 0 ·3 -4 -5 -0 ·7 1.4 -4.15
High scenario- adverse 1nl full NIPs . 0 .7 1 0 -1 -4 -5 -0 -7 -So 1.2 -0.0
High scenario. adverse 1nl adverse NIPs 0 4 -2 -2 -4 -7 .15 .10 ·12 ·13 -0.8 . ·9.9
Middle scenario - basel~ tun NIPs 0 6 .4 3 ·2 0 -1 .1 ·1 .1 2.9. -0.6
Middle scenario - base 1nl adverse NIPs 0 3 2 1 0 ·2 .~ -4 -5 -5 1.3 -3.15
Middle scenario - advarse ln~ lull NiPs 0 5 2 1 ·1 ·3 -4 -4 ·5 ·5 1,5 -4.0
Middle scenario - adverse In~ adverse NIP 0 3 -1 -I " ·5 -0 -7 -8 .10 -0.2 .7.1
Low scenario. base In~ lull NIPs 0 4 3 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2.3 -0.3
Low scenario· base In~ adverse NIPs 0 3 2 1 0 ·2 ·2 ·3 -3 -4 1.0 -2.15
Low scenario - adverse In~ lun NIPs 0 5 2 2 1 ·1 ·2 ·2 -2 ·2 1.8 ·1.5
Low scenario - adverse In~ adverse NIPs 0 3 1 0 ·1 ·3 -4 -4 -5 ·5 0.4 -4.1

Av. yrs 1 Av.yrs 6-
1999 2000 2001 '2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 200B 5 10

BoP: Oevlallon In exports eR bn 1999) from Baseline
1.9 5.0High scenario - base In~ lull NIPs 0 2 2 2 4 5 5 5 5 5

High scenario. base In~ adverse NIPs 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.8
High scenario - adverse in~ lull NIP. 0 2 2 2 4 5 5 5 5 5 1.8 5.0
High scenario - adverse In~ adverse NIP. 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1· 0.5 0.7
Middle scenario - base In~ full NIPs 0 1 1 1 3 4 4 4 4 4 1.5 4.0
Middle scenario - base In~ adverse NIPs 0 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 0.4 0.6
Middle scenario· adverse In~ lull NIPs 0 1 1 1 3 4 4 4 4 4 1.4 4.0
Middle scenario - adverse 1nl,adverse NIP 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.4 0.15
Low scenario. base In~ full NIPs 0 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 : 3 1.3 3.1 .
Low scenario - base In~ adverse NIPs 0 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 0.4 0.5
Low scenario - adverse 1nl full NiPs 0 1 1 1 3 ~ 3 3 3 3 1.3 3.1
Low scenario - adverse inl, adverse NIPs 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.4 0.5
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1999 2000
Av.yrs 1 Av. yrs 6-

2001 2002 2003 2004 '2005 2006 2007 20011 5 .10
Employment (OOo'S)
Saseline scenario - no packages 7,362 7,390 7,511 7,663 7,780 7,970 B.157 8,331 8,503 8,680
High scenario - base ln~ full NIPs 7,362 7,398 7,524 7,675 7,795 7,972 B,153 8,321 8.491 8,607
High scenario - base in~ edverse NIPs 7,362 7,391 7,507 7,649 7,75a 7,920 B,Oes 8,237 8,388 8,542
High scenario. ad\l8rse 1nl, full NIPs 7,362 7,398 7,514 7,652 7,755 7.916 B,079 8.230 8,381 8,53B
High scenario. ad\l8rse In~ adverse NIPs 7,362 7,391 7,497 7,625 7,716 7.864 B,011 8,145 8,27B 8,410
Middle scenario - base in~ fuR NIPs 7,362 7,397 7,522 7,674 7,794 7,972 B,152 8.322 8,492 8,668
Middle scenario - base int, adverse NIps 7,362 7,391 7,507 7,652 7,761 7.929 B,097 8,253 8.408 8,567
Middle scenario - adverse In~ full NIPs 7,362 7,397 7,516 7,659 7,768 7.935 B,104 8.262 8,420 8,583
Middle scenario - adverse inl, adverse NIP, 7,362 7,390 7,501 7,636 7,735 7.892 8,049 B,193 8,335 8,481
Low scenario· base 1nl, full NIPs 7,362 7,396 7,521 7,674 7,793 7,972 8,154 8,325 8.495 8,674
Low scenario· base In~ adverse NIPs 7,362 7.391 7,509 .7,656 7,768 7,939 11,112 8,272 8,432 8,59B
LOW scenario - adverse 1nl, full NIPs 7,362 7,396 7.519 7,668 7,783 7,958 B,135 8.301 8,468 B,641
Low scenario - adverse 1nl, adverse NIPs 7,362 7,391 7.507 7,650 7,758 7,925 B,093 8.248 8.404 8.563

Aveyrs 1 Av. yrs 6-
1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 20011 5 10

employment: Devl.Uon from baseUne
High scenario - base In~ run NIPs 0 9 14 12 8 2 ·5 ·9 -12 ·12 8 ·7
High scenario· base In~ adverse NIPs 0 1 -4 ·15 ·31 ·50 -72 ·94 -116 -138 -10 ·94
High scenario. adverse in~ fuR NIPs 0 9 4 -12 ·32 ·54 ·78 -101 -123 ·144 -8 .100
High scenario. adverse In~ adverse NIPs 0 1 .14 ·39 ·71 ·107 ·146 ·186 ·227 ·270 -24 .187
Middle scenario. bese 1nl, full NIPs 0 7 12 11 7 1 ·5 -9 -11 ·11 7 -7
Middle scenario - base 1nl. adverse NIPs 0 1 ·3 ·12 ·25 -42 -80 ·78 ·95 ·113 -8 -77

.
Middle scenario. adverse In~ full NIPs 0 7 5 ·5 ·19 -36 ·53 -69 -83 ·97 ·2 -88
Middle scenario - adverse In~ adverse NIP, 0 1 ·10 ·28 ·51 -79 -108 .138 .168 ·199 -18 -138

::,,:·:..cenario· base in~ full NIPs 0 6 11 10 7 2 ·3 -8 -7 -6 .7 -4
.... cenario • bese 1nl, adverse NIPs 0 1 ·1 -8 ·18 ·31 -46 -59 -72 -84 ·5 -58

.cenarlo • adverse 1nl, fun NIPs '. 0 6 8 4 ·3 -12 ·22 ·29 ·35 ·39 3 -27
. scenario· adverse 1nl, adverse NIPs 0 1 -4 .14 ·28 -46 -84 .82 .100 ·117 -9 -82

."
Aveyrs 1 Aveyrs 6-

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 20011 5 10
Employment % Deviation from baseline
High scenario. base in~ full NIPs 0.0 0.1 02 0.2 0.1 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.1 -0.1
High scenario - base in~ adverse NIPs 0.0 0.0 -01 -0.2 -0.4 ·0.6 -0.9 ·1.1 ·1,4 .1.6 -0.1 ·1.1
High scenerio· adverse 1nl. full NIPs 0.0 01 00 -0.2 -04 -0,7 -1.0 ·1.2 ·1.4 ·1.7 -0.1 ·1,2
High scenario· adverse in~ adverse NIPs 0.0 0.0 -0.2 -0.5 -09 ·1.3 -1.8 ·2.2 -2.7 -3.1 ·0.3 ·2.2
Middle scenario - base 1nl, fuR NIPs 0,0 0.1 02 0.1 01 0.0 .0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.1 -0.1
Middle scenario· base In~ edverse NIPs 0.0 0.0 00 -0.2 -03 -05 -0.7 -0.9 ·1,1 ·1,3 -0,1 ·0.9
Middle scenario - edverse Int, full NIPs 0.0 0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.2 -0.4 -0.7 -0.8 ·1,0 ·1.1 0.0 -0.8
Middle scenario. adverse inl, adverse NIPs 0.0 0.0 -0.1 -0,4 -07 ·10 .1.3 ·1.7 ·2.0 ·2.3 -0.2 -1.6
Low scenario· base In~ full NIPs 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.1 0.0
Low scenario. base ln~ adverse NIPs 0,0 0.0 00 -0.1 -02 -0.4 -0.6 '1:07 -o.B ·1.0 -0,1 -0.7
Low scenario· adverse In~ full NIPS 0.0 0.1 01 0.1 0.0 . -0.2 ,;Q.3 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 0.0 -0.3
Low scenario. edverse In~ adverse NIPs" 0.0 0.0 -01 -0.2 -04 -0.6 -0.8 -1.0 ·1.2 -1.3 -0.1 .1.6
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.Risk weighting of Industrial Participation projects in
the macro-economic modelling exercise

. .
The risk weighting process 'outiined in this document was completed before the reports
••vere received from the two independent steel analysts (refer to Ap:p~riarx'-;f1YThe
macroeconomic modelling exercise was therefore inltia!ly based on the ccnfidence levels
as oullined here; in the context of the steel analysts' reports, further"socnarios were
modelled containing more adverse NIP outcomes.

1. The macro-economic modelling exercise requires that data be input for l'1e major Non-
Defence Industrial Participation (NiP) projects being a'ssessed. These da:a are generally
derived from the Business Plans and associated information provided by the project
proposers, In all cases, however, there are uncertainties associated v;;:h the projects
themselves and Ll-tedata describing them, and so a methodology has been developed for
dealing with these risks.

2. This document outlines the method llsed to manage these risks in the rr.a:::ro-economic
modelling exercise. In addition, it provides an explanation of the ris~:weig1ting applied to
each major project being evaluated.

. . .
3. The 2p'proach used to 'assess and manage project risks in the mode:ling exerci?e is

LJnavoidably subjective, since this necessarily requires the exercise of judgement. The
approach utilised has aimed to be logicaily consistent and defe:1sible, yet simple and
efficient from a time perspective.

4. A risk assessment exercise has been undertaken by the Department of'Trade & Industry
(DTI) for all NIP projects. That exercise has served as an input into the current process; in
addition, risks have been assessed by other members of the mode:ling team and
technical specialists where possible.

5. Based on all the information available, an overall confidence index has teen estimated,
using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 represents zero confidence that the project will proceed
and 10 represents absolute confidence tnat the project will proceed, wi;h the financial
flows as described in the project documentation.

6 .. For th~ base modelling run: this confidence factor is applied uniformly t.:) all nu~erical .-
values in each NIP project that is, capital investment, funding, revenues, costs and so on ..
In effect, therefore, the index represents a probability factor since it is applied to all
values.

7. It is important to stress that a confidence index of, say, 6.5 clearly does not suggest that
only 65% of a steel project or any other project will be implemented. Cleariy, the outcome
in reality will be a binary outcome: either a given project will proceed or it will not. Rather,
the confidence factor is a rough probability measure which is used to quantify risks and
express them in numerical terms for purposes of the macroeconomic moci~ning ex~rcise.
One \'lay of understanding a confidence index of 6.5 is to say there is a 65% chance that
100% of the project will proceed, and a 35% chance that 0% will proceed.
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. - .. latter',are discussed below; after which intrinsic project risks are discUssed 'for' each NIP'
project, using the template outlined befow.

9. For each project, the risk weighting has been deiived by the modelling team through
discussion and ~fter consideration of the OTI risk assessment.' The overall conclusions
have been agreed by the Affordability Team.

10. The four main NIP projects have been evaluated and collectively these represent a
significant share of the total NIP commitments.' ,

11. A different approach has been used for a second category of NIP projects, namely NIP
projects which are yet to be specified but for which contractual commitmer.ts 'exist, or are
expected to be negotiated. Since no project plans or documents have been tabled in
respect of these additional commitments, clearly they cannot be modelled individually.
Consequently, a uniform confidence index ha-s been applied to these prc!ects. set with
reference to the indiCeSfor the modelled projects. '

Extrinsic or generic project risks
12. Four categories of generic risks have been identified, and each is addressed separately

below.' '.

13. Pdcing of IP penalties into contracts: .
The first extrinsic risk relates to .the overall ·i:'1Gentives facing the foreign suppliers and
project proposers The natllre of NIP projects is that maximum leverage exists from South
Africa's point of view up to the point where pro,::urement contracts are signed, after which
suppliers face potential penalties which are rela~ive!y minor. The OTl's usual NIP policy is
that suppliers have to provide a 5% performance guarantee, from a ho~ding or group
company, in respect of the:r "Industrial Participation Obligation". In the event of failure to
earn sufficient credits over the 7 year evaluation period, a cash penalty for the unsatisfied
portio~ of the NIP obligation is payable to OTI.2 , ' '. '.' , '.

14. Progress in negotiations with suppliers to-date suggests that the terr:iS of the NIP
commitment and the associated performance guarantee will be larger than that normally
applied by OTI. For most projects, NIP commitments are Iike!j to be closer to 100% of
import,ed contra~t value, and for some projects, the peri'o:mance guarant:e will be up to
10% of contract price. These improved terms warranted an increase in the assurance that
certain of the NIP projects will proceed, and accordingly the confidence factors for those
projects have been increased.

"j 5. Nonetheless, the risk remains that suppliers ha'/e already priced the present value of the
NIP performance guarantee - at least at its original level - into their tender amounts.
Experience to-date with similar NIP projects in South Africa is limited, but ii, the short time
since these contracts were initiated, it would 6ppear that the realisation of NIP projects
has been less successf!.!' than first envisaged. Suppliers might have considered it more. . '. . .

, Initially, a fifth project was evaluated, namely the Bee Industrial Park. This was subseq:Jentlyexcluded
by the Affordability Team given its small size and the uncertainties associa!ed with the p~oject.
:1 DTI normal practice is to apply the crediting system and associated penalties as follows: assuming a
procurement has a total value of 5150 million of which 5100 million will be imported, then DTI awards
credits based on its 9 criteria (revenues, exports, job creation, etc.) and the value of these credits should
equal a minimum of 30% of the import value. i.e. $30 million. In awarding credits, certain items receive a
higher weighting (a factorof 2 in some cases).Thus, for example, for every $1 of sales revenue over the
fulfilment period (7 years), 1 credit is earned, whereas for every $1 of capital investment.2 credits are
earned. If the contractor fails to meet its obligation of 30 millioncredits over 7 years and has
accumulated only, say, 18 million credits, then the 5% penalty would be a~plied t:>the o:Jtstanding12
million credits, translated into Dollars, that is, $500 000. The pena!,y in this cass would e:nount to 0.6%
of the original contract price. Moreover, si:1cethe penalty wovld be paid only ane~7 yea~s(or later,
subject to administra~iveprocedvres), the present value of this penalty would be E~9utS271 000 (at a
discount rate of 12%), equivalent t:>ju~t under 0.3% of the contract price.
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16. Projects in early stage of.devefopment:

A second generic risk in the NIP projects relates to their stage of development and the
associated question of financing. Most projects are at an early stage of development
which means that financing is not committed, Committed finance is a critical pre-requisite
for projects to come to fruition and is the undoing of many proposed projects in practice.
Consequently, there is a question around all NIP projects at this stage of development

17. Projects no"t additional:
A third generic risk relates to the piinciple of ~additionality", which Eequkes, that NIP
projects are a direct result of the procurement a~reement and would not have been
imple.mented - at all, or at least not at the same time - without the NIP programme. In
reality, this is very difficult to assess and the risk exists that other projects which might
have been implemented anyway, are packaged as NIP projects for purpses of earning
NIP credits. The result of this l,vould be that the net cost to the countr;t of the defence
packages ,,,,ould be understated.

18. Imported goods not offset by foreign capital:
A fourth risk revolves around the fore:gn exchange flows and impacts 0:: the balance of .
payments. While the ratio of import to local c'ontent in the capita' ~md operating
expenditure budgets varies from project to project. all projects face the risk that foreign
funding will not be sufficient to fully cO'o'erthe breigrt sourced inputs. This would place the
country's balance of payments under pressure and run counter to the in:ention of "offset"
projects.

Intrinsic or project-specific risks
19. There are several.risks to which inclivi-:lual projects may be sLloject. to a

extent. These risks are listed .below; individual risk weightings are. ass:
projects in the sections which follow,

Planning: Ho'v" sophisticated or well-developed is the planning foi' .•
Financing commitments: Are there firm fina:lcing commitments fo' the capital cost
of the project?
Crowding out financing markets: Will there be a sufficient supp:y of equity and
loan finance for the project's financing needs?
Price and cost structures: How accura~e are the assumed price and cost
structures and how 'NilI changes in these impact on the project's \':ability?
Import content: how significant are the import contents for capi~a! and operating
costs, and how sensitive are these to foreign exchange movemer::s?
Texation: how accurate is the treatment of South African taxatio1 in the project's
viability assessm~nt and will this impact on the project's viability? .
Product demand: are there firm off"take agreements for the pro;ect's output, or
I",hat assurance is there that a market will exist for its outp'ut?' . . . .
Timing: are there potential problems which could dela:' the project's
implementation?
Technology constraints: are there any licensing or other constraints on the
availability of technology to be used in the project?

20. The combination of the above generic and project-specific risks allows for the creation of
a template for evaluating risks applicable to each NIP project. This template is shown
below.
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Risk level I Comments

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

JP penalty already priced into
orocurements
Project stil! in early stage of
develooment
Project not "additional"

I'
I

1.. Planning not rigorously executed I
Financing not committed I

I
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
I

4. . Imported goods not offset by
foreiqn capital

Project-specific risks

Crowding out equity & loan
markets
Price & cost assumptions not
reliable
Significant import content

Overall confidence index
(0.0 -10.0)

1 \)
,;, /



Project name: Ferrostaal Coeoa Stainless Steel proiect
Defence package: Submarines
Generic risks I Risk level. I Comments

1. IP penalty alre~dy priced into I Moderate I Not quantifiable, but some,discounting of
orocurements orioinal penaltv ma'l ha'/e occurred

2. Project still in early stage of I Moderate I Prc-ject is still at pre·feas::>ility stage;I
development to high Ferrostaal will not proce.ec.l.'/lll:l bankable

feasibility study until subrr,arine contract is
signed. Other ind:cations are positive to-
dale reqardinfj Ferrostaa:'s commitment

3. Projecl not "additional"
·1

Moderate i Prolecl has been propose:! for several
to high . years

4. Imported goods not offset by I Moderate I Significant capital flows. ",..:th reasonably -·foreign capital I to high I high import cont=:1I; fund ng commitments
I , are not avaHable at this s:aQe

Project-specific risks I I

I I
!

1. Planning not rigorously executed · Moderate ! Pla,1nbg thws far has bee": reasonablyi
I I good. although there are several areas of
I I uncertainly (e.g. tax trea::ient, marketi.
f I dema;ld assessro:ant, fina-;cing· I corr.:nitments)- !

2. Financing not committed i High i Only 'O:;~o~capital cost is committed by
I I Ferrostaal (equity investro,ent); other
! ; parties are reported 10 be i:l!erested but
I i Ferrostaal has not substa1tiated this.·I ; DebUe'tluity ratio of 70/3C' is hiQh ,.

3. Crowding out equity §,. loan I High I About 5350;n and 5150rr: will be sought on
markets I . domestic equity a:id loan markets in the

! first three years
4. Price & cost assumptions not i High ; Projections were based CCIglobal prices of

reliable . 518001,on br stai:1Jesss~;el; current levels

I are closer to 512(;,), AHh:::gh costs of raw
materials ha~'e a!so faller:. the lower gross

I margin brings the project much closer to
I the hurdle IRR

5. Significant import content I High Imports are signif:cant at t,9% of capital
costs (S435m) a:id 52% c,;operating costs

I (5432m p.a,)
6. Tax treatment not a~cLlrate I High Initial cash flow b~ecasl5 ignored tax;I I subsequent revis'on bet:e~but not rigorous,

: and brinqs IRR closer 10 brdle rate
7. Uncertainty re. Sales forecasts

,
Moderate : Gro'.'r.h trend in s:ainless steel demand isi

"
! positive. but plan! adds s:gnificanUy toI .I global capacity. aCIdno sa!esl offtake ..

aqreements have been secured .
8. Potentialliming problems I Moderate I Ferrostaal is ready to mo·:e. although it

may be optimistic to assume 12 months for

I I the feasibility stage and securing funding,
I and 24 months fOi desian and construction

9. Technology constraints I Low i Ferrostaal will provide state-of-the-art
I technolOGY

Overall confidence index 7.0 I Reasonable assurance o'/erall, but key
(0.0 -10.0) I uncertainties include the lmcommiUed

finance, polentiaHy large i:npact on
I domestic capital markets, threats to the .i projecrs financial viability, and high import
J contents

(:,

'.,!l
/ , .

.,:- :..'..



Project name: Thvssen CoeQa Mini-steel oroiect (phase 1 onlY)
Defence package: Corvettes
Generic risks I Risk level I Comments

1. JP penalty already priced into Moderate Not quantifiable, but some discounting of
procurements orioinal penaltv may have occurred

2. Project still in early stage of I. High I Project is still at pre-feasibility phase;
develooment proiect analvsis is weak .

3. Project not 'additi~nal" I Moderate I Not easily quantifiable

4. Imported goods not offset by Modera~e In terms of original business plan, 80% of
foreign capital investment is imported, only 16% of capital

is foreign equity & 34% foreign debt.I Recent negotiation results suggest foreign
I fundinQ will match imports

Project-specific risks I I -
1. Planning not rigorously executed I Modera~e I Planning is very modest; brief business

I to hiQh plan. poor financial forecasts .
2. Financing not committed I High I Large project, only about 4% of capital is

committed by Thyssen itserf. Debt/equity,
ratio of 80/20 is veN hiQh. !

3. Crowding out equity & loan I Le\'! t:> I About S6m and S56m wm be sought on theI

markets I modera:e, I domestic equity and debt markets in the
I

I first 3 years
4. Price & cost assumptions not I H:gh i No costing or pricing studies have been

reliable I undertaken .
5. Significant import content I High llmport costs run a~80% of capital

i investment and 33% of o~eratina costs
6. Tax treatment not accural.:; I High i No analysis has been ma1e of tax impacts

! I, .
I

7. Uncertainty re. sales forecasts I High ,. No sales agreements in p:ace; merely .

I positive indications from initial discussions'
i I with car manufact~rers: un:lear what effect
i will be on (SCOR v.'hose market share will
; I be displacedI

8. Potentialliming problems I Mo1era:e I Considerable work still to be.done before

I I the project is bankable, though technology
is readily available .

9. Technology constraints I low j Thyssen has state-of-the-art technologyI available
Overall confidence index 6.5 Moderate assurance overall; key

(D.O-10.0) uncertainties rela:e to uncommited finance,
poor financial planning. a:·sence of sales

I
commitments from local motor industry,
high import conte;'\ts, uncertain effect on
.Iocal market (ISCoR)
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Project name: Danieli Special Steel Mill
Defence Dackaae: Aousta Ucht Utilitv HelicnntFlf'"
Generic risks Risk level Comments

-
1. IP PQO;lllty already priced into" Mocferate Not qUi!lntifiable. but somt'l dh:sct.lunting of ,

procurements oriainal penaltY mav have occurred .
2. P.roject still in early stage of High 'Project is still at pre-feaslbllity stage;

dlilvQloC)m~mt proiect elnelvsi$ is week
3. Project not "add'rtionar Moderate Not easily quantifiable .
4. ,J Imported gouc.h:im1l.offset by MMsrate According to the DUSlness plan, an ,

, foreign',capital ' estimated 75-60% of the investment is
.. imported. while only 40% of'funding is

I foreIgn. Kecent negotiations suggest
forei~n fundina will match imports.

Project..speciflc rIsks

••
1. Plannillg not rigorously executed High Planning is very brief; Danieli has not

' ..• complied with basic requests for financial
information

2. Financing nat committed Hj'gh large project, no fjrm commitments from
Danieli or other oartners'3: CrowdIng out equity & loan Moderate About SS5m and $137m ~" be sought on

markets to high the domestic equity and debt markets In
the construction ohase

4. Price & cost assumptions not High Little analysis of pricing and 'costing
reliable scenarios; 1\0 sensitivitY analvsis

5 SigoifiC;:{nt import cont,..nt High ImpOrts run et 75.80% of capital costs;
unspecified portion 'of operating costs

6. Tax treatment not accurate High Incorrectly assumed a 100% tax holiday for
8 vears; thereafter csloulation la verv rouah

7. Uncertainty re. sales forecasts ':ligh No sales agreements in place; nttle market
. analvsis undertaken or crovided

S. , Potential timing problem:! Mcderete Con3iderable work ia still to be done bofore
the proiect is bankable

9. Technology constraints Low to Although exact prodUct mix is still to be
11wt:lr ~ltf ~pe:.i'fied.Daniell has consideri!lble

experience
10. other risks Moderate The V;alue of the plant far exceeds the NIP

10 high credit"'obJigatiomi of Agu~ta under the full

:~i~::·
LUH p~ckage; consequently this increases
the risk that this NIP project will not happen
and ooulthbe 15ub:stltl./ted by other, sm~J1er

"
projects '\

Overall confidence Index ,6.0 Moderate assurance overall; key
(0.0-10.0) uncertainties relate to the poor planning,

high import content and lower foreign
funding, to much uncommitted finance.
little eVidence of sales commitments; also,
project Is much larger than Agusta's NIP
obliQations

I
.. oi:
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Project name: GKN We5tlandlChep Plastics mouldinc
Defence packaQe: Maritime Helicopters
Qgneric: ri::ka RISk level Comments

1. IP penalty already priced into Moderate Not quantifiable. but some dist:C'lllnting of
procurtllllents . : oriainal cenaltv mav have occurred .

2. . Project still in early stage of Moderate A fair amount of analysis and planning has
development to high been done. but all still at prA--f~sibilily

staoe
3. Project not "additional" Moderate Not easily quantifiable

. <1. Imported goods not offs'et by Low Zero imports of capital equipment and
foreign capital opElratinQ costs

•Project~pecific risks
!

1. Planning not rigorously executed Moderate Planning is reasonable and fairly prudent

2., Financing not committed L.ow GJ<N Chep has eommitte!l1~D% of capital
investment throuah its local subsidiarv

3 Crowding out equity Be loan Low A total capital investment of R210m will be
markets made over 7 years, 50% of which from .

foreiQn eauitYand 50% from local debt
.4 Pric~ & ecsta~sumption:lnot Moderate Thi=:;is a new protluet In ~ollt/') Africa ana

reliable to high so pricing and costing are forecasts without
a local baseline .

5. Significant import content Low No Imports in eitner capital or operating
flows

6. Tax treatment not accurate Low· Tax taken into account; calculatI0lis
.. perrormed bv local subsidiarv

7. Uncertainty re. sales forecasts HIgh A new product sothe market's demand is
still 10 be proven; positive Indications from
2 of 4 major retailers

e. Potential timing problems Low to Process is controlle~ largely within the
moderate Cliep grou~ so delays should be

manaaeabe
9. Technology constraints Low to Chap has a proven technology availablej

moderate possible risks relate to its local deDlovrnent

Overall confidenca index 7.0 Reasonable assurance overall especially
(0.0-10.0) as financing Is fUlly committed: key risk

relates to the unprnv&ln IflCal market and
un6grtaintv of demand
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Risk weighting for projects stjIJ to be specified
21, As noted carlier, negotialiulls wltl1 suppliers suggest that NIP commitments will increase

from the levels originally proposed by suppliers, to a level where capital investments
approximately match the cos1 of the arms packages. Thi$ is roughly doutJle the amount of
investment pmposed in several of the anns packages, and considerably more for others .

. 22. No projects h:lve been t:.bl~d )lot by the suppli~rsto make up this add~ional commitment.
and so the modelling exerdse will assume these projects reflect the average structure of
the economy in terms of import and export propensities, labour IntensIfies, and so on.

23. For these projects, a lower confidence weighting is clearly required, to reflect the high
level of uncertainty about these future project,;:. For purposes of the modelling exerCIse, a
:~onndenoe index of 5.5 has been used for these as-yet~unspe.c1fied projects, except in the .
case of the HawK package where a lower value of 4.0 has been used in view of the lower
certainty around thO~Aproposals.

J
J'

Risk weighting for NIP procurement projects
24~ In addition to the investment projects described above, there are also procurement

projects included In the NIP proposals. These are essentiallv export·focus;p.rJ projects in
.••which oxisting local capclctty will DetaKen up through the placement of orders from for~jgn

companies.

25. The procurement projects are expected to run for different periods: some will cease once
the 7 year NIP commitment period has run itS course, While others will be sustainable and
can be expected to continue running until the end or U,e .,0 year mot1elling period.

26. There is higher certainty regarding these projects than those requiring capital lnve.~ment
~lndso a confidence index of a.o l1asbeen applied to theSe projects. .
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Accounting for the Defence ~trategic arms
packages in the national accounts



Accounting for the Defence strategic arms packages in the national
accounts

1. The main cash flows associated with the defence pa:kages are summarised graphically
in Fig:..:re1 and Figure 2 below, l:sing illustrative amounts. The first figure shows the total
expe:-:diture on arms, comprising the draw::iown payments made to t;,e equipment
suppEers, either directiy by theSot.:th Afri-:;an pvernment or on its ~ehalf by the
f,nar·:;ers. EC,!.. premiums, s~atutory costs and project management 'COS:S.' This figure
does r;~t i:1ciude interest payments or ban repayme:1ts - these amounts a~: shown in the
sa::c:;j fi9'Jre balo;'".
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2. The S:>uth Afiican government uses the cash accou;;ting basis. Under this approach, the
expe:lditure and i!s associ9ted financing fbws should be treated as follows. The
treatment discussed heie is cons:s~ent with the li'AF's Governrnent Finardal St2tistk::s
(GFS) methodolog>'.



/".",;:. ". ;-3~:~"FrrsUy,'the liability should be recorded at the point at which expenditure is incurred. This is
" -' - when the drawdown payments are made to suppliers {as per Figure 1.} The fact that a

bank may act as an intermediary and physically make the payment on behalf of the South
African government does not alter the fact that the government incurs a liability at that
point. Consequently, the drawdown amounts must be added to the stock of public debt as
and when they occur. Likev/ise, this represe:1ts expenditure by the govemment and it
must therefore'be included in the caiculation of the overall budget deficit.

4. When the drawdowns occur. tv\'o transactions must be recorded: the expenditure by
government to suppliers (as medi;ated by the banks), which 'is shown above the line in the
usual way; 8:ld t1"le offsetting infiow to government biOught about by the raising of a new,
lia!:lility", which is shC!'Nn below the !iile as a fina:1cin:l activity.

o. The GFS does not provide speci:ic guidelin~s as to ho-..., t~,e expend;:ure should be
ai:ocated be~·,t;;f:n departments - thi~ is an internal a::colJr1~ing policy. The'"C'Onststent way
of treating this is to aBocate the ex;>€nditure cire~:;i' to the re'event depaiment .. that is,
U-,e Department of Defence. Its buaget will therefore bcluce the add::i:mal package
expenditure show" in FIgure 1.

6. V\f;th regard to the treatment ot the de:>! ser.••.ice cos:s sho..•.:!i in Figure 2, a distinction
must be ma:!e be:v/een the principal and in!erest costs Troe r.::payme;-,t of principal

'. s~v;j!:: be treated as a fina~cillg activity and the~efore sh:i'to'~. below the fine as part of
g,::vern:Tlent's ove~all fl:iancir.':l transa::~ions (i;1 the same \'la:' as other loans and bonds
are ShOVir..) I: sh:>~!dti'lerefore no! be accounted for as part 0; ~~e Defence budget.

. '

., Payment 0; interest CIn'!:iLlilts should be sho·.·.·r: 8~:·"at;'e Ibe ~~a~is. as part of current
gO'lernmen~ e>:pendltLlre Again. the GFS con:ains no specifi: guidelines as to how this
s~loul: be c.:Joca~ed bet'::een depa:t'7'lents, and this sh:,ui:: be deter:-;-;ined by each
C.J·.Ji;try'S a·:coun::ng poliCies. In South Africa the consis:ent accJunting treatment is to

include the rela:ed interest costs - arising trom both fo~eigq,loa,s and laca: bonds - along
".....lth ot;,er fi:l::flCing costs h the norma! way, ,hat is, as part 07 the 'top s'ice' coming off
the nat~onal bud:et. Bv vi:"tue of their in:::lusior,abo'/e the 'line, t~e interest costs should be
added to other gO','ern;"ent expenditure in the calcuiation of the budget de~cit.

8. Regarding the ciassiflcatioi1 of military expend;t~re as ca::>ital or cur;ent, the GFS
classifies aH mili:ar}' ex;:,en':illureas currenl expen:::iture. This will cnan:= slightly in the
r.ext versio:l 0; the GFS c'.!rre.'1tiy; be;:1g drahej by tne IMF, v:hi::;h spe:::i~.e.5.that military
expenditure be classified as current. unless it relates to ite:ns which can 8:50 bs used for
civil:a1 purposes and \'.'~ich are n8: ca;:.able of la~r::hi:i:l\';:?a;:-::>ns.

t..ccowntir.g for the a:'":'HS P!'=':U:'2.j~.;'~~s Page 2 c·f 2
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Introduction,' :...:
. ,J U

The purpose of this paper is to set out a preliminary assessment of
the implications for South Africa's financial condition of the
funding of the defence procurement programme.

The first section pro\"ides a preliminary arlalysls of its impact on
domestic interest rates and foreign funding cos:s.

The second section p:-o\"id~5 aa assessment Of7~,e. impac.t.o.n.the
cap::tcity oflhe domestic e.nd extern:.i debt mar~:ets to fin8.nce Somh
African risk, as \\"clI [:5 the impact on the coun::-.,:so'debtser\"icing
capacity.

The 'conclusions (If this paper are b~::ed on ou~ ;erception of
current in\"est0f sentimem an::! the historical c:-.~·erienceof\'arious
emergi ng m::rket countries. I it se\'c:-al areas. t:::- conclusions are
b,~sed on pro.1e.:tions \\"hi-:h i:1c1ude ':arious as~:::nptions concerning
the Go\"ernm('nt's finance5. They r::-e desiglle': ~o illustrate
m~ignitud~5, r;~ih;:r th~1I1ilfu;-es. Th;: CCI:iclusj.: :".~should therefore
be lrC:[lt~d with c~mi0il.
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BORRO\VIKG COSTS' ,.,.

The purpose of this section is to proyide a preliminary analysis of
the impact of the defence procurement programme on domestic
interest rates and foreign funding costs. It is based on our
perception of investor sentiment and recent experiences of certain
emerging market countries, The conclusions are therefore
speculath'e'to a certain extent, and acc'ordingly should be treated
with some caution.

International il1\'eSIOrs are currently critical 0: the inefficient l}se of
c=t.pitaland tend to penalise govenmlt::nts that GO not allocate capital
on an efticient basis. This is because the sou~.:e of the reeem crisis
in East Asia was mostly related to fo\"emmer:: interference in the
allocmion of capital.

Our l!nd~r5t:l"l1ding is tha: the defen.:e procure;~1ei\i programme will
gen~rat~ limited budgetilry rc\"enues and rorei~n exchange eamings
in the /irst 4 -:) YC:lrs of.he project through t:1e offsetting
rlrrangements. In these circumsH'..n.:es. the ms,;':et will perceiw the
prc.'gramme ns unproducti\'e in an economic sense, and have a
strOlHLtendency to yiew its ann~ncernentin a ner::atiye lirrhdn the
absen-ce 'of any' rneasures designed to mitigate its fiscal impact.

Current international ilwestor sentiment will be of importance for
the domestic market in the shoft teml (the next 12 months), 2.5

foreign investors have been net buyers of locat bonds in recent
months, while local fund managers have largely been net sellers.
As a result, non resid~nt inwstors are estimated to hold
approximately ZAR39,4 billion .. equivalent te."'approximately
CSS6.3 billion, or 11% of total go\'emment debt, compared with
forden Clim~ncv denominated deb. which co;:stitures approximately- .. .

6% oflotal govenunent debt.

The imoortance of foreign investors in the do:-nestic market was
shown iast year when th~ sudden depreciation of the rand caused a
sell-off of domestic QO\"enul1ent bonds by fo,eign investors. Th'is_. .-
quickly led to an increase in interest rates to a le\'el of20% per
annum from a level of 13% per annum, peaking momentarily at
12% per annum.
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~:.\
..-~"_." ..'" ~ " ~:::..'.,.._." .In this context~.an.annQuncement of.a.ZAR32 biUi.on defence" ' c. '" .

',~, ~.,.'.;: ': ....~"."': :·S;~··=··.~·:···:.~··~·:..t .procurement ptbgramrile'couldadd bet\'leen 0.6%·ahd 0:8% of\:.~ ..;,;~::~.~:;;.;:>
.... ' GDP to the armual· budget in the' next four years. This could· , .. '. , ..

prqmpt a repetition of last year's difficulties. Under an assumption
of a negative reaction to the announcement causing the rand to
depreciate by around 10% against the US dollar, an increase in
domestic interest rates to a le\'el of 20% (from a current level of.
14.5%) could be expected as investOrs unwound their positions in
the debt and equity markets.' However, since the expenditure
relating to the defence p.ocurcim~nt programme is to be spread (n-er
a number of years: ii is unlikely that the foreign exchange markets
\':ould react to this extent.

A more recent example of the response of the foreign exchange
market to a shock was tlK' re.:ent nnnounceme:1t of the gold sales b\'. - .
the. VI-: gon~rnment which nt:sulted in := weake,:1ing of the rand from
6.0 I to 6.30 against the L;S do!1ar cnd yields 0:1 the govenunent
bl)nds rising 1~'oper annum, In this coz1text, t;,e foreign exchange
I11Lirket could rc~lct neg:ui \'ely to an annoullce:nent of a ZAR22
billion ddencc procurement jJ["ogr:!:mlle which would add between
05~'oand 0.7% l,fGDP to tbe btllig;ctary deficit in the n~xt four
years, with ~he rand d.::precia,ing by <Irvund 5% against the VS
dollar.

"-
Und.er-this sce~ario; an incr:::ase in don-iestic interest rates 'in the
region of O,5~'O 10 1% per an:1um could be expected, with the
increase in domestic imcrcst rates not exceeding a level of 16% per
anilum, as it is likely that, m this Je\'el. local fund managers would
start to disil1\'t:st from the cOlli[\, market and kgin to oUichase•• •• ••••• a

go\'ernment bonds,

I-lowewr. if the announcement ofa ZAR22 billion defence
programme were to coi!1cicl~ \\'ith a suvstanri:d downturn ill the
emerging markets caused by an e\'ent similar {Cl the East Asian
crisis or the Russian 'domestic debt crisis, a dedining gold price
and/or t!. domestic political crisis: a depreciatioil of the rand by
arotmd 10% could be e·xpected. causing domestic interest rates to
increase to a le\'e! of 20% per annum from clirrent levels.

Under this scenario: the foreign exchange market reaction to the
~nnouncement ofrhe defence piOcurement piOgramme in the region
ofZARI5 billion which \\'ould add bem'een 0.3% and 0.5% of
GDP to the budgetary deficit in the next four years, would be to
take account of the offset programme, tge availability of funding
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from.th~ export credi~ ~genc.ies and -i~location of the expenditure ..
over a;nuhibe'r of)·ears .. In this co"ntex't;"ifcoi.lldl>e·'(§xpe·cted:tha:t···· '.'
the exchange rate would fall by a maximum of a manaaeable 1%, .

. . Cl.

with a relatiYely insignificant impact on domestic interest rates.

It is cUITently expected that the domestic component of the defence
procurement programme will amount to a maximum of
approximately ZAR 8.4 billion, with less than ZARl billion to be

. funded annually in the period 2000101 to 2002/03. The ZAR 1
billion is equi\'alent to around 2% of the o\'eraH budgetary
financing requirement, and could therefoiebe absorbed relati\'ely
easily in view of the general depth of South Af;i(:a's financial
markets. As n result, the increased domestic bO:Towing
requirement und~r nIl scenarios th:n would reS'..l!::fiOm the def~nce
procurement programme is unlikely to significp.:ltly impact the level
of domestic interesl ratt:s over the medium tem•.

However. tr~dition21ly there has been e close iel::tionship between
the level of r-:2.1 in~erest r~!es in the econo:ny and the current
account ddit·il ~S a percent:2ge of GD?, as ~hown in the chart
below. (We undc.'rSlc.ndth.1t the Reserye Bank of South Africa uses
a simi!L"ll' chul in its assessmem:: of ~h[' c.ppiopriate le\'el of
domestic interest ra,es.) As a result, i.l widening of the current
account deticit would t\'pi~alh' be ex,pecled i0 result in upward. . , -
pressure on real interest rates.

J~~;:
".- ---, ------ --' .----(\.-;::1(:.--,.-- ...------ .. !J rVfY-fi: ,
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Under the defence procurement programme and the offsetting
,arrangements, the imports of equipment and services, as \vell as
interest payments on the external debt, would have the effect of
widening the current account deficit. While it is expected that the
outflow from the current account in respect ofimport~ would be
mostly counterbalanced by an inflow on the capital accotint with no
resulting pressure on liquidity in the domestic market, the external
debt servicing r~ql1irements \vouId have a negative impact on the '
current account over the medium term.

Current estimates suggest that maximum annual interest payment
on the external debt portion of the defence procurement
programme, including the revised offer for the Gripen aircraft,
would be in the range ofUSS230 million in the 2008/09. This
would be equi\'alent to approximately 0.2% of projected nominal
GDP. A regression analysis of the relationship between the current
account deficit and the level of domestic interest rates suggests that
for every 0.5% of GDP that the current account balance
deteriorates, real interest rates \vould increase by around 1.75%. As
a result~ it could be expected that the impact of the defence
procurement programme would be to increase domestic interest
rates by a maximum of 0.7% in the medium term.

, .
In view of current international investor sentiment, the
announcement of the' defence procurement programme is likely to
cause some investors to reduce or sell their holdings of the
government's international bonds in the belief that the government
has started to abandon its tight fiscal policies. Such a reaction
would cause a widening in the yield spread over US Treasuries or
equivalent reference government bonds in the short term (the next
12 months) and-could lead either to a delay in the launch of the
government's next international bond issue until spreads return to
their pre-annot!ncement level, or to an increase in the all-in-cost of
the government's next bond issue.

The extent 'of th~ widening of the spread over US Treasuries would
mostly depend upon three factors: 1) international investor
sentiment at the time of the announcement: Recent developments in
Argentina, for example, have left some lingering concerns
regarding emerging market debt, suggesting that market would
currently react nervously. 2) liquidity: Traditionally, the
government's international bond issues have been less liquid than
those of comparable go\-ernments, a factor which might exacerbate
any sell-off, and 3) the size of the defence procurement programme
and its impact on the budgetary deficit, which we have examined
under three scenarios: -
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The market's perception of debt servicing capacity will be lar:gely
dependent upon its estimat~ of the projected availability of, on the
one hand, foreign exchange earnings for the servicing of external
debt, and, on the other hand, of sufficient budgetary revenues to
service the government's debt without significantly affecting its
ability to meet its operating and capital expenditl:1recommitments.

In this context, it is important to note that the defence procurement
programme will increase both the absolute level and the proportion
of foreign currency debt of South Africa. From around 2007/08
onwards, the programme is projected to constitute virtually all of
the government's foreign currency debt service. This will .
dramatically increase the government's exposure to foreign
exchange risks and its overall debt servicing requirement, since for
every rand of depreciation in the US dollar exchange rate, the

. foreign financing of the programi11e will increase total foreign debt
service by approximately ZAR2.5 billion and principal payments by
around ZAR4.8 billion.

A preliminary projection of the go\'ernment's'debt servicing·
requirements over the next 10 years, incorporating assumptions for
a depreciating rand and new b..orrowings to fund the overall
financing requirement including loan redemptions, indicates that
the budgetary defidt - be/ore any alloH'cmcefor the dejel1ce
procllrement programme - would decline to around 2.7% for the
next four years, and gradually return to a le\'el of 3% of GDP by
2009/l0,while the overall financing requirement would reach a
level of6% ofODP by this date. This compares with the net
borrowing criteria of 3% for members of the European Union
contained in the Maastricht Treaty.

The preliminary results of three further projections are set out
below, and illustrate the impact on the budgetary deficit of the
defence procurement programme ofval)'ing size:

Budgetarv deficit as % of GDP 1)

2003/04 2007/08 2010/11

2.8 2.9 3.1

3.5 3.6 3.8
3.4 .... 3.6.).j

3.2 3.3 3.5
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1)11sholll~ ~enpl?d that the pr;oje..c{i@,sOflhe:p!l(!ge~q.1J:cJefi.cit:do not il1c.lude .
. ',my a!loll'ance;orti1e NIP and DIP,. mid are therefore provisional. mosl . '

notably in respect of the later years.

Although it is impossible to predict accurately at what level and
how international investors woul~ react to these budgetary
indicators, it is likely that a budgetary deficit persistently above a
level of3% ofGDP would give the market cause for concern about
the direction of the government's fiscal policy. This is because
international investors typically expect a balanced budget to be
achieved on average over the period of an economic cycle, since an
excess of expendihtre over revenues would usually occur as the
economy declines, while government revenues would generally
increase during an economic upturn.

As a result, investors could be expected to become concerned at an
expanding budgetary deficit in excess of 3% in the context .of a
recovering economy, as this would significantly affect the
government's ability to allocate resources to meet its operating and
capital expenditure commitments, and ultimately affect the
government's long ternl ability to service its debts.

Itcould be expected that the market's. concern would be reflected in
a widening of yield spreads. Under the ZAR15 bn scenario, it, ..
could be reasonable to expect a widening of yield spreads by
around 0.5% from 2002/03 onwar.ds: as the market reacted to a
budgetaty deficit exceeding 3.0% of GDP, a further 1% increase in
2007/08 in response to a deficit of 3.3% ofGDP, and an additional
I% to 2% increase as the deficit reached 3.5% of GDP.

Under ZAR22 bn scenario, yield spreads could be expected to
increase"by approximately 0.5% from 2001102 as the budgetary
deficit reached a level of 32% 'of GDP, and could gradually rise
during th~ remaining period by a further 1%, and an additiomil 1% .
to 2% in 2009/10 as 'the deficit surpassed a le\"elof3.5% 6fGDP.

Under this scenario, it could be expected that yield spreads could
increase by at least 1.5% in 2001/02 and a further 1% to 2% in .
2003/04 as the budgetary deficit reached a le\"el of3.6% against the
background of a continually expanding deficit.



In addition, there is an increased risk that international investors
could begin to withdraw their support for South Africa in view of
the increased pressure on the budget, as the deficit moved towards a
level of3.8% in 2010/11. This in turn could provoke doubts about
the government's !3-bilityto refinance its debts, and consequently a

. substantial increase in foreign funding costs.

To assess the possible impact on foreign funding costs during such
a funding crisis, we have examined the impact of funding crises in
other countries on yield spreads. In the case of Mexico during the
"Tequila crisis", yield spreads prior to the crisis stood at around 3%
above US Treasuries, and rose to a high of 8% over the next three
months. Thereafter: yields remained in the region of5% to 6%

. over the ne.xtyear, only returning to their pre-crisis level
approximately 18 months after the height of the crisis. In the case
of.South Korea during the East Asian crisis in 1998, yield spreads
ros~ from 3.5% prior to the crisis to a high of7% over a period of
four months, and returned gradually to their pre-crisis levels
approximately 6 months from the height of the crisis.

The experience of these two co*mtries would suggest that, if
international investors doubted the ability of South Africa to
refinance its debts, ·yield spreads could rapidly increase from their
current levels to 7% or 8% and could remain at these levels for a
period of around four months, and could gradually return to their
current level over a period of some 12 months, on the assumption
that fundamental adjustment measures were adopted during this
period.

The announcement of a Z4R32 billion defence programme, which
would add between 0.6% andO.8%of GDP to the annual budgetary
deficit in the next four years, could cause domestic interest rates to
rise to a level of around 20% per annum in the short term from a
current level of 14.5% per armum, and result in the addition ofup
to 4% per annum to current yield spreads over US Treasuries. This
is hovvever an unlikely outcome, as the expenditure is to be spread
over a number of years.

Over the medium term, the impact of the programme could cause
domestic interest rates to rise by a maximum of 0.7% per an11um
and yield spreads to widen by up to 3.5% per annum from current
le\'el~ if the budgetary deficit were to approach a level of 4% of
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qDP, ~~d, in the unlikely eventth~t-investors lost confidence il1 t.h~.',.:,.. '"."
South African economy, to 7% or 8% per annum from current"' "
levels.

The announcement of a ZAR22 billion defence programme
increasing the budgetary deficit by between 0.5% and 0.7% of GDP
in the next four 'years could add between 1% and 2% to yield
spreads over the short ternl, and could cause domestic interest rates
to rise to 16% per annum from current levels under a more likely
scenario, and to 20% per annum in the unlikely scenario of the
announcement coinciding with a crisis in the emerging markets.
Over the medium term, it could be expected that yield spreads
could widen by qetween 2.5% and 3.5% per annum if the budgetary"
deficit were to exceed 3.5% ofGDP, while the impact of the-
programme on domestic interest rates would be relatively
insignificant.

The ai1l10uncement of a Z4R15 billio'l1 defence programme adding
between 0.3% and 0.5% ofGDP to the annual budgetary deficit in
the next four years could,have a relatively small impact on
domestic interest rates in the short tenn, \vhile yield spreads could
widen temporarily by up to 0.5% per annum. However, over the
medium ternl, yield spreads could still widen by between 2.5% and
3.5% per unnum if the budgetaF}' deficit were to exce~d 3.5% of
.GDP. .

In these circumstances, it could be expected that a defence
programme in the region of ZAR6 billion would significantly
reduce the risks of an impact on domestic interest rates in the short
term, as the annual,budgetary deficit would not exceed' 3% of GDP
over the next four years under this scenario, although the budgetary
deficit could still reach a level of 3.5% of GDP by 2010111 under
this scenario.

Finally, we must stress that there is no magic level or figure at
which it can be predicted with certainty that domestic interest rates
or foreign funding costs would react. The <:onclusions dra\\TI in

, this paper have therefore been ba'sed on our perception of investor
sentiment and the historical experiences of a number of emerging
market countries. The conclusions should therefore be treated with
caution and only as a broad indication of the future movement of
the government's funding costs.
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The purpose of this section is to assess the impact of the funding of
the defence procurement programme on the capacity of domestic
and external debt markets to finance South African risk over the
medium tem1,.as well as its impact on the country's debt servicing
capacity. . .

It should be noted that the conclusions are based on a number of
projections, which include various assumptions concerning the
Government's debt serdcing requirements, the national budget and
new borrowings of the public sector. The projections are based on
infom1ation provided by the Bureau for Economic Research (BER),
the Department of Finance and the South African Reserve Bank
(SARB), and are designed to illustrate magnimdes, rather than
exact figures, and should therefore be treated with caution.

The financing of the total defence procurement package adds
approximatdy 7% to the national debt, in nominal rand terms. The
graph below shows the current maturity structure of the existing
national debt, in the domestic and foreign markets, with an overlay
for the present financing for a package amounting to ZAR25
billion. From this: it is evident that the financing, in absolute
terms; is not large enough toh~ve a major effect on total borrowing
over the long-term:

Tot:ll current domestic nnd foreign debt repayment profile with
ZAR25 hn defence procurement progrnm m e

: 0 Existing Domestic Dc:bt m Existing Foreign currency dc:btO Packages I



However. while this is true in aggregate, there will be a significant
impact on both the Republic's future capacity to service debt. on
the capacity of financial markets to finance South African risk, and
on the markets' view of the country's creditworthiness.

We have examined below the impact of the funding of the defence
procurement programme on the capacity of the following markets
to finance South African risk.

• Domestic debt market
• Ofticially supported export credits
" International debt markets

We do not foresee significant funding capacity constraints arising
on the domestic gilt market, under a scenario in which ZAR25 bn
of equipment is purchased, as funding in the domestic market
would amount to ZAR8.4 billion oyer a period of 8 years, \vith a
maximum ofZAR1.8 billion to be funded in 2005106. or less than
3% of the projected budgetary financing requirement in that year.

. "-In our discussions with the Department o.fFinance, we \-vere
advised that there wer~ a number of factors that could determine
whether an additional amount of Gilts could be issued in anyone
year. These factors are difficult to precisely quantify because of the
long dated tenor of the programme, and include:

• the expected growth rate of the economy, whereby the faster the
economy grows the less additional capacity could be available;

• the unpredictability of other sources of funds. sLlchas
privatisation revenues or access tothe foreign markets, which

. could necessitate the Government increasing its funding in the
domestic market.

Although the funding of the domestic portion of the package is
unlikely to significantly affect the domestic market's ability to
absorb future Government bond issues, there might be an elemept
of "crowd in0 out" of other SOllthAfrican borrowers in the unlikelyo
event that the Government's domestic funding costs \-vereto rise to
and remain at a level of20%.
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The risk of such an event would be significantly mitigated if the
maximum annual do"inestic'funding requirement were close to 2%
of the budgetary financing reclliiiement, as this· could be expected to
be absorbed by the market and be in line with the Government's
prudent approach to financing in the domestic market, although
th7re may be cost implications which are discussed in Section 2.

While the amount to be financed represents a significant" proportion
of our understanding of available cover, we are led to believe by the
UK ECA, ECGD, that there is sufficient cover available to mee't the
demand that they perceive from other South African borrowers.
Ho\',;"ever,in the event that demand from South Africa for UK
impor1s increases substantially, this could pro\.'e a constraint.

We.would also caution that the existence of the large exposure on
ECGD's books, even if supported by HM Treasury, may at the time
of a policy or credit review have an impact on future limits that
they are prepared to make available for South Africa.

We understand the Gemlan and Italian ECAs do not impose any
specific limits for each country. New transactions are looked at on a
case by case basis. We were advised that this financing has been
treated as a special case and should not have an impact on their
ability. to lmd~rwrite future business. 'Ve 'would caution, however, .
that this level of exposure \Vouldine\'itably have some effect on
decision-making about capacity in the future.

The funding of the defence procurement programme increases the
absolute le\'els and proportion of foreign currency debt of South
Africa. The following graph illustrates that, under a ZAR25 bn
scenario, the programme wiII constitute from 2007/08 onwards
virtually all of the Government's foreign currency debt sen'ice,
which dramatically increases the exposure to a serious foreign
exchange shock.

. 16
'.;
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Existing foreign curr~,ricy debt repayn)ent profile ,\yith
ZAR25 bn defence procurement package
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This means that there will be reduced capacity for offshore
tinancing in the coming years without taking risk expensively and

, inefticiently, ~oth in ~heloan and bond markets.

While commercial credit lines made ayailable by private sector
financial institutions to South Africa could be publicly unaffected if
the package were to be financed by ofticiaHy supported export
credits, there is likely to be:a short term (up to 6 months) reluctance
by banks to sanction large drawdowns within existing credit lines.
This is because they \-vii!want to monitor how the government
manages its finances in the immediate period after such a large
international financing. If the country's financial position
deteriorates, for whateyer reason, in the aftennath of this financing
this may lead to a reduction in existing Ilmits.

, , Such a response is a real risk in current n'larketconditions, in which
there has been a considerable reduction in the capacity of the
commercial bank market for South African credits over the past
year. This is due principally to the withdrawal of a large number of
banks from the market for emerging market credits and the
consolidation of existing lenders through mergers (e.g. Societe
GeneralelParibas, Deutsche BanklBankers Tmst, etc.), while the
crises in East Asia and Russia have led to a limited capacity for
loan matu~ities of more than three years for most emerging market
countries.
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The i~temation~l. bp~d In:ar:~etsare alsp~likely to adopt a 'vlait "and."."
see' approach to the impact of the new borrowing for the-Strategic
Packages, with some investors becoming reluctant to purchase
South African paper for a short period while the Government's
fiscal policies are assessed. This could. complicate the
Government's ability to raise significant amounts in the
international bond markets in 1999/2000 ata time of investor
nervousness resulting from developments elsewhere in the
emerging markets, such as Argentina and Brazil.

An assessment of the impact of the funding of the defence
procurement programme on South Africa's debt servicing capacity
starts from the country's existing debt situation. According to the
infon11ation provided to us, this has the following priricipal
characteristics:

• The entire debt of the public sector amounted to ZAR 429.1
billion as at 31 December 1998, equivalent to 60% ofrebas~d
1998/99 GDP or approximately 68% of unadjusted 1998/99
GDP." This compares with the 60% indebtedness-to-GDP
criteria under the Maasti'icht Treaty, indicating that !he public"
sector is already significantly indebted.

• Tnterest on the Government's debt is budgeted at 20% of
revenues in 1999100. This compares with an average of less
than 7% in all GEeD cOllntries, whose re\'enues averaged in
excess of38% ofODP in 1998, compared with 27% of revised
GDP for South Africa. After the inclusion of medium term loan
redemptions, servicing of the Govenunent's debt would accot.mt
for more than one third of total government revenue.

• \Vhen compared with other countries, total foreign currency
denominated debt (including both public and private sector debt)
is presently not excessive. South Africa's total foreign currency
denominated debt was approximately USS38.8 billion as of31
December 1998, equivalent to less than 120% of the value of the
goods and services exported in 1998. .
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• Servicing. ~fth~' t~t~l:foreign ~urrency de~~~i~~t~d'debi i;· ..
currently at a reasonable level. As a percentage of the goods and
services exported in 1998, interest on public and private sector
short, medium and long term foreign currency debt in 1999, plus
the principal maturing.in 1999 on medium and long tenn foreign
currency denominated debt, is in the region of 16%. However, if
principa! payments on short term extemalliabilities were
included, the ratio would reach approximately 50%, which could
expose the country to a significant risk in the event of a loss of
investor confidence.

• After provision for the servicing or repatriation of non-residents'
holdings of rand denominated obligations: international reserves
would be insufticient to meet all potential short term obligations.
Total debt classified as short tem1 amounted to approximately
US$11.4 billion at the end of 1998, while principal and interest
payments falling due in 1999/00 on medium and long term debt
are projected to be in the region ofUSS3.3 billion. This
compares \vith only USS6.9 billion of gross reserves as at 31
December 1998.

A scenario has been prepared which projects the country's future
borrowing requirements: with<{utany provision for the defence

. procurement programme. For the OO\;ernment, this is based'on a
projection of the budgetary financing requirement, iricluding' .
medium term loan redemptions, and is derived from the projections
of the national budget. It assumes that short term debt is refinanced.
on maturity.· The future borrowing requirements of the state-owned
enterprises and the priyate sector are assumed to grow in line with
the projected expansion of the economy.

On the basis of this projection, a number of projections have been
developed under t\\'o scenarios: an optimistic scenario which
assumes that the impact of the defence procurement programme on
funding costs in the domestic and foreign markets would range
between 1% and 0.5%: and apessimistic scenario under which the
impact on.funding costs would range from 3%to 1%. .

The impact ofthe funding of the defence procurement programme
in an amount ranging from ZAR25 billion to ZAR16.5 billion (in
current prices) has then been assessed under both scenarios on the
following selected key financial indicators of the public se?tor' ~
ability to meet its debt servicing obligations without impairing its
ability to maintain its operating and capital expenditure
commitments, the availability of foreign exchange to service the
country's external liabilities and the country's overall level of
indebtedness. These indicators are typiqally used by market
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comm~ntators as'a guid~ in the ass:essment ofa cou~t~'s. . .....~ .
creditworthiness.

• Interest as a percent~ge of Govenunent re\'enue;

(: NTEREST AS A
..>ERCENTAGE OF

-GOVERNMENT
REVENUE

Interest as a % of Government Revenue
- Optimistic Scenario
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Under the baseline scenario - without a defence procurement
. programme. - interest as a percentage of Government revenue is
expected to increase from 20% in the current financial year to
almost 23% by 2008/09. This is primarily due to the increased cost
of foreign currency denominated debt, whose interest cost is
forecast to expand from approximately ZARl.3 billion to more than
ZAR 9 billion oyer this period.

Under the optimistic scenario, interest on the Government's debt as
a percentage of its revenues is projected to rise to between 23 ..6%
and 24.6% by 2008/09, depending on the size of the programme, as
a result of the foreign currency denominfl-ted component in the
funding of the programme.
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\Vhile there is no magic figure which clearly indicates the level at
which the Government's interest costs would be viewed as
<;xcessive, an interest burden steadily increasing towards' a level of
25% of revenue could indicate to the market a lack of policy
flexibility, while interest trending towards 27% (and higher) of the
Govemment's revenues by 2008/09 under the pessimistic scenario
could be a cause for increased concern as the Government's
budgetary position could be exposed, for exampie, in the event of
lower than expected GDP growth or a failure to increase re:venues
in line with GDP growth, necessitating a significant adjustment in
non-interest expenditure.

Interest as a % of Government Revenue
- Pessimistic Scenario
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Of more concern is the pessimistic scenario which projects interest
as a percentage of Government revenue rising to almost 30% by
2008/09. if ZAR 25 billion of equipment \,"ere to be purchased.
Progression towards this level could be seen by the market as an
indicator of an unsustainable debt burden, with potentially .
damaaina consequences for the 'Goveffil-nent's creditvvorthiness and;;, ;;,
its ability to refinance its principal obligations, which 'would be
equivalent to almost 14% of projected revenues in 2008/09 under
this scenario.
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The above graph illustrates the budge tal}' financing requirement,
which represents the budgetary deficit, plus the redemption of
maturing m'edium ternl debt, but excluding the redemption of short
term debt. It shows the budgetary financing requirement declining
marginally under the baseline scenario, while the optimistic
scenario shows a deficit in excess of 5% of (revised) GDP in
several years. ,

In the current climate of international investor sentJment,
expenditure that further increases the budgetary financing
requirement would be dewed negatively, since the Government's
policy options would be incre~ingly constrained. This suggests
that the Goyernment has severely limited capacity to incur non
revenue producing expenditure that widens the deficit.

Budget Deficit (including redemptions) as a % of
GDP (Revised) - Pessimistic Scenario

i-.-Baseline --ZAR25billion --ZA~1 bUEon--ZAR16.5 billion
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requirement (principal plus interest) eqtlivalenfto 7.3% 6fGDP by
2008/09 in respect of a ZAR25 billion programme. Seen against
the background of investor reluctance to invest in economies that
run large budgetary deficits, there is a likelihood that the market
would interpret a persistently increasing budgetary financing
requirement as an indicator that the Go\"~mment's ability to
refinance. or rollciver medium term principal repayments could be
put at risk. This in turn could affect the ability of the Government
to rollover its short term debt.

DEBT SERVICE
RATIO

An important indicator ofa country's ability to service its external
debt is the amount of external debt service as a proportion of the
value of exported goods and services. This ratio typically takes
into account both principal and interest payments in respect of the
external debt of t~e publ1c sector and the priyate sector.

Under both scena.rios, the debt service ratio for public sector debt -
excluding short ternl principal repayments - is projected to increase
from approximately 5% of exports in 1999 to around 16% by 2008,
primarily as a result of the projected depreciation ofthe rand
against the US dollar and its impact on the foreign currency
denominated component oftho.country's debt. This would be
considered as a prudent level by the li).~rket. .

Inclusion of the foreign currency denominated debt of the private
sector would lift this ratio to levels which the market would not
perceive as pmdent. After provision for all short term foreign
liabilities, including those owed by the SARB, the ratio - including
both public and p~h'ate sector debt - would increase to a level in
excess of60%. However, this illustrates the position ifnone of the
short tern1 obligations were rolled over or refinanced, a highly
unlikely assumption in current circumstances.

In order to assess a country's ability to withstand such an event,
analysts place.considerable importance on the level of gros~ .
reserves,"as measured by the number of weeks that the reserves
would finance a country's imports. It would be normal for a
country such as South Africa to build up and maintain its reserves
to cover between four and six months' imports at least.

PROJECTED DEBT
STOCK

\Vhile the absolute level of a country's debt is typically a less
important constraint than the projected levels of short and medium
term debt service, at a certain point the markets may find the
absolute level of debt difficult to ignore. The market's perception
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The extent of the public sector's indebtedness can be determined on
the basis of the ratio of the stock of debt to GDP. To assess the
future level of indebtedness, the total debt stock of the Govenunent·
and the state-owned enterprises has therefore bee~ project~d on the
basis of the new borrowing assumptions' set out above.

Public Sector Debt as a % of (revised) GO?
Optimistic Scenario
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Under the baseline scenario, the stock of public sector debt is
projected to decline to approximately 53% of nominal (revised)
GDP by 2009 from a current estimated level of more than 60%,
which is the ceiling set on public sector indebtedness under the
Maastricht Treaty fo~ member countries ofthe European Union.,

After inclusion of the defence procurement progranune, the level of
public sector indebtedness under the optimistic scenario would
decline marginally from the current estimated level to between 54%
and 58% of nominal GDP by 2009. This would indicate limited
capacity for the public sector to incur additional debt, unless t~e
e~onom)' expands at a higher than projected rate.

Under the pessimistic scenario, public sector indebtedness would
increase steadily to around 66% of nominal GDP ifZAR25 billion
of equipment were purchased, and in the case of a ZAR21 billion
programme to approximately 63% of nominal GDP. In both cases,
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criteria throughout the projection period.

Public SectorDebt"as a % of (revis ed) GDP
Pessimistic S~enarlo
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NET OPEL-i FORWARD
POSITlO~ OF THE SARE

We have not examined the impact of the funding of the defence
procurement programme on the net open forward position of the
SARB. We would however note that any development that causes
a negative reaction among investors is likely to be reflected in the
exchange rate of the rand. This would widen the SARB's net open
forward position, thereby increasing the difticulties of unwinding
this position. In the event of a sudden deterioration in investor
sentiment, this could entail substantial losses with a potentiaHy
significant impact on the national budget.

. In most cases, South Africa is presently distinguished favourably
from so\;ereigns with similar ratirigs on the basis of its pursuit of
disciplined and co-ordinated economic policies and structural
reforms and relatively manageable foreign debt burden. The
country's rating has however been restrained by a number of
factors, including: concerns relating to the net open forward
position of the SARB and the potential fiscal liability; the low level
of gross official reserves, and the budgetary deficit and the overall
debt burden which have limited policy flexibility.

The financing of the defence procurem~t:lt programme is expected
to widen the budgetary deficit and to res~lt in an increase in the
level of the Government's debt. Although the deterioration in the. .
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budgetary deficit and the overall debt position is likely to be
gradual, the rating agencies and market analysts and commentators
are likely to look unfavourably on these changes, as an indication of
a drift away from the Government's disciplined fiscal policy.

This will be of key importance. to international investors in light of
the implications for emerging market countries of the introduction
of the Hnew giobal firiancial architecture" by the G-7. The

"insistence of the"official sector that the private sector should
participate in the resolution of a sovereign debt crisis means that
so\"ereign bond issues are likely to lose their perceived privileged
status in the market. This is likely to cause international investors
to pay much closer attention to the creditworthiness of a country in
the future, with the result that adverse fiscal or external .
developments that previously elicited a relati\'ely benign response,
may in the future provoke a more negative response from investors
with seriolls implications for funding costs and the countly's ability
to raise funds in the international capital markets.
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Executive Summary

INTRODUCTIOI'i
The purpose of this paper is to describe and comment on the current terms and
conditions of the fmance packages, to compare these to the original offers
showing the estimated cost savings, to outline the programme for financial
closure and to comment on the management ofthe loans during the delivery
periods.

discusses the original finance options offered by the preferred bidders to flnance
the Strategic Packages, and considers their cost and suitability

outlines the recommended borrowing strategy (agreed earlier in the year) and
defines the Best Case that was targeted for negotiations. This was eventually
achieved

compares the original offers with the negotiated outcome and quantifies the
savings resulting from achieving the Best Case

discusses the timetable and preconditions for loan closure and the loan
management required thereafter.-

This includes revised tender- prices as agreed with the Department of Defence
(DoD) of ZAR 27.09 billion/USS 4.33 billion, an estimate of escalation provid~d
for in the contracts of ZAR 2.71 billion. 'USS 430 miflion. Also included are
additional programme costs such as tm.:es and delivery estimated by the
Departments of Finance and Defence and ongoing maintenance costs, plus an
allowance for inflation thereon, which will be financed directly from the DoD
budget.

S% of the financing is expected to be dra\vn down immediately and paid to the
suppliers as downpayments. The remaining 92% is to be drawn down over II
years to match the suppliers' delivery schedules.

31.53% of the total financing. or ZAR 11.16 billion is for South African-content
including statuto!)· costs and will therefore be paid in Rand.

The original finance offers provided finance for 100% of~ach contract in the
form of foreign currency offshore loans consisting of:
Ca) Export Finance officially-supported by the Export Credit Agency of the

supplying country (ECA Loans), and
(b) Foreign Commercial Credits at normal market rates and terms (Commercial

Loans). -
. .

The ECA Loans covered up to 85% of the imported value of each contract \vith
further amounts, to a maximum of 15% of the imported value, to assist in the
financing of focal work. In every case the Export Credit Agency insisted that the
borrower pay the balance ie: (15% of the imported element) from its own
resources.
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based on South African risk. . 0

The ECA Loans were by and large standard Consensus packages \v;th fixed CrR
Rates all inclusive of lending margin provided from France, UK and Italy. The
Gennan loans were priced at LIBOR plus a margin of 0.50% p.a.

. The repa)'ment period of the ECA loans was 10 years in eve!)' case; although the
commen,cement date for repayment varied.

The UK loan included lIseful options in respect of ~urrency and interest rates,
which provided the borrower with flexibility to choose the borrowing currency at
each drawdown and to elect to use market floating rates during the delivery
period.

- As would be expected from an ofticially supported package, the EC~
guaranteed credits provide t~e most favourable foreign currency borrowing
terms. These are significantly better than what would be available to South
Africa in the commercial markets. They also have the least impact on the
availability of credit for the rest of South Africa's borrowers including the
Government, although they may have an impact on the availability of ECA
guarantees for future South African importers. ECA guaranteed credits
constitute approximately 85% of the original financing offers made by the
preferred bidders which is the maximum usually provided for this sort of
financing.

•. About 15% of the financing package originally on offer involved commercial
syndicated loans linked to the ECA guaranteed packages. Such international

. commercial borrowings are expensive and credit lines are scarce, partic~larJy
in current market conditions. The use of these lines would have a significant
impact on South Africa's future borrowing ability. Such loans should be
avoided ifat all possible.

•.. It wOlJldbe advisable for Rand financing. by way of Gilts issued in the
domestic market, to match the Rand costs of the financing requirement in
order to reduce exchange rate risks. However, there are capacity constraints
in the market. For example, an issuance ofZAR-l.58 billion or 13% of the
package ifraised in a short period would constitute a shock to domestic
interest rates, which would rise by at least I% resulting in significant costs to
Government and the wider economy. Rand financing would be the optimum
source of funds for the Rand costs only if the issuance ofGilts can be spread
over at least a 5- J0 year period.

OPTDIAL nORROWl:':G
STR:.\TEGY ,

After examining all of the packages it was agreed that the "Best Cas~'~scenario
for South Africa would be to ma:-dmise ECA Loans, avoid Commercial Loans as
far as possible and finance local sub contracts with ZAR raised in the normal
course of business by the Treasury. This would reduce costs, mitigate some of the
serious impact on the Government's future borrowing ability as well as redu~ing
exchange rate risks.

To avoid an adverse impact on the local ZAR market and to meet budgetary
constraints it was important that down payments be kept to a minimum and'that
ZAR commitments be funded over time in accordance with the contractual
payment temlS.

It was recognised that if these objectives were to be achieved a dramatic
movement was required by the ECAs, since the:Best Case was well beyond the
terms on offer and indeed would result in the ECA Consensus being breached.
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In order to achieve the Best Case scenario and also to improve some of the
detailed tenns of the ECA guaranteed credits, maximum leverage was achieved
by contract and loan negotiations being tightly co-ordinated so that the financing
discussions on ECA matters proceeded alongside the contract negotiations until
acc~ptable t.erms were agreed.' . .

The ECA temlS varied between countries and a cornerstone of the negotiating
strategy was to use competitive pressure to get ECAs to match each other's best
tenm, so as to include the best features from each pnckage in a common finance
arrangement. Thereafter efforts were made to improve the packages to the extent
that they eventually matched the Best Case scenario.

Following extensive negotiations in London and Johannesburg with the ECAs,
banks and exporters, the Best Case scenario was. achieved to the extent that the
need for Commercial Loans has been completely eliminated.

ECA finance now accounts for all of the imported goods and most importantly
allows down payments in respect of those goods to be made from those ECA
Loans.

In addition, the non-UK Agencies have, to different degrees, matched the
attractive options that were offered by the UK ECA. EeGO. In some cases this
has broken new ground for the Agen(~y in quest.ion.

As a result, theECA Loans now include options to select different currencies
during the delivery period, and for those ECAs which offer CrR Rates. there is an
option to choose floating interest rates during the deIivel)! period, with the option
to fix at market rates during draw-down, and at the first repayment date the
option to fix at the cm Rate agreed on Lonn signature. This effectively provides
a "cap" to interest rate movements.

The ECA premia can now be paid in instalments and financed from the ECA
Loans for all packages. In the case of Germany an element of the finaJ1ce is now
available at CrR Rates rather than at market rates. We understand that this is
hitherto unknown for a defence contract from Germany.

The French have allowed 10 year repayments for the corvettes' Excocet missiles
rather than the maximum 5 vears. .. . .
The ability to fix the CLRR ahead of Loan signature for the French and the Italian
packages is now much mqre liberal, so that a certain amount of hedging against
an adverse rate movement is possible at no cost.

These concessions by the ECAs are largely unprecedented. The finance package
finally achieved has greatly pushed out the boundaries of ECA defence financing
and is probably unique.

The terms now achieved with the ECAs and the improvements in margins and
fees negotiated with the banks have substantially improved the financing in terms
of cash flow, exchange risks as well as producing submmtiaI savings for the
borrower amounting to approximately USS ID l.p9 million
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! UExecutive Summary

'Ail the banks have n~w·p'r~vide~\e~·-·~~~~.t~,·\vhi~h 'h~ve b~~n ri~~oti~ted and
agreed by the Finance Negotiation Team. It now remains to formally sign these
tenn sheets to acknowledge acceptance of their terms. Signature of the Tenn.
Sheets would usually be regarded as a commitment to proceed to loan signature
unless a caveat were included in the Term Sheets making them subject to contract
signature. However in that case the banks would be unlikely to proceed with the
preparation of the Loans and risk the associated costs.

. .
Realistically therefore formal signature of the Teml Sheets should be withheld
until such time as a decision to purchase has been finalised; Tn the meantime,
although not legally binding, an initialling of the 'few Sheets \.••.ould be advisable
to ensure that the positive tenns agreed are made final.

Once the purchasing decision is made, certain matters of detail will need to be
discussed with the ECAs and procedures formalised so that Loan documents can
be prepnred.

The procedures for drawing down payments from the loans will need fuller
discussion since this is new in eve!)' case. Additionnlly the borrower has to make
a number of choices on cel1ain options under the EC A loans.

White and Case will need to be full)' briefed on all these issues and it can be
anticipated that these matters will take as much as 4 weeks to resolve. Thereafter
a further 2 to 3 months will be required to finalise documents and achieve loan
signings. .

Once the Loans are signed and Conditions Precedent are completed, payments
tinder the contracts can commence from next Financial Year. Under some ECA
loans there are options to borrow in a.,yariety of currencies including Gold and
these are ongoing decisions which will need to be made at each drawdown if
those options are selected at the outset. It is important therefore that exchange
rate movements are continually monitored so that a proper judgement can be
made.

In respect of the UK Loan, Barclays hnve offered to provide this service free of
charge and this offer could prove helpful and should therefore be seriously
considered.

The remaining risks associated with this project are as follows and have been
dealt with as shown below:

• Escalntion during the manufacturing period will continue to accrue during
manufacture. However it has been possible to agree extra ECA Loan
amounts to cover such escalation so that at least future funding at.
preferential terms is secured.

• The adverse movement ofCIR Rates prior to Loan signing is a possibility, so
CIR Rates have been fixed with the ECAs for a period of 120 days to
mitigate short-tenn CIRR movements.

.• The adverse movements of interest rates throughout the borrowing per.iod are
largely covered by the use of CIRRs, which hold steady throughout the Loan
period.

o Exchange rate movements throughout the borrowing period are largely
uncovered since hedoino exchanoe rates on amounts borrowed under the'=' :::J ,:, •



ECA Loans is impractical. Some risk has of course been avoided by .the use
ofZAR for the local supply.
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Original Finance Options

Table I outlines the current contract prices expressed in USS and ZAR. These
prices are based on the current prices supplied by the Suppliers, with an
allowance for escalation for one year as the prices are all based on 1998 values.
Thereafter an estimate of escalation during the manufacturing period has been
added to produce a Financing amount. The possible South African supply is also
shown together with the percentage of the contract that this represents.

Statutoi)' costs are not included.

Table 1: Re .•..ised Tender prices and am'ount to be finan'Ce'd excluding
Statutory Costs

Revised tender Future Financing Possible SA as% of
Equipment price In US$ m escalation amount in Converted supply total cost

;c:.'>.::}Jpplier) (m) in US$ US$ into ZAR m (ZARm) (%)

'. Corvettes (GFC) EUR543 557 25 582 3.640 207 5.68%

CombalsOife EUR 382 391 37 428 2,680 1.636 61.17%

EUR 925 9~8 62 1,010 6,320 1,843 29.18%

EUR 748 ?CS 57 822 5.139 384 7.48%

USS307 307 12 319 1.991 497 24.97%

£73 117 10 127 791 129 16.31%

USS2198 2.198 292 2,490 15.555 1.730 11.12%

~~~.
.' - ~~.;

Each package includes an element of equipment and/or services that is supplied
from South Africa by local sub contractors. These percentages vary from 5% to
61% of cOniract value.

The original finance offers provided finance for 100% for each contract in the
form of foreign currency offshore loans consisting of:

(a) Export Finance officially supported by the Export Credit Agency of the
supplying countr), (ECA Loans), and

Cb) Foreign Commercial Credits at nonnal market rates and tenns (Commercial
Loans).

The ECA L~ans co\'ered up to 85% ofthe"imported value of each contract. In
some cases further ECA funding was offered up to a maximum of 15% of the
imported value, to assist in the financing of the South African supply. In every
case the Export Credit Agency insisted that the borrower pay 15% of the
imported element from its own resources.

This 15% was included in the do\vn payments' required under the contracts and
the Commercial Loans covered these sums.



Original Finance Optio'n? ?

ASSESSMENT OF
ALTERNATIVE SOURCES

OF FINANCE

~\los( e,,:,ortine c0un:ries oDt~~,e Z:'i EXDO;' Fin.:;.~-e'sc:~rrl'~'·usb~'~'c.•..:!r(:l1rt'e;

i~om a:":'E~;po; Credit A!:c~c\ (EC A) c:r k'~r:$ fruin an Exim bo.:ik ;0~n;),~1e ~hei:
exponers ro of/er rir.:i:1ce to F~usr'.-:;:tkt: 0'. c:se::.s buyers, These schemes 'usu::.i!y
in\'olvc ~o\'ernr.1e~i SU?t',1;t ~::jp:0vi.:k p:,yme:H terr::s. which go beyond
r:orm:!1mJrket terms at :mracii\'e bterest r.=.:<:s. \\hich are usually belo\\
Z!rplic~:-'!e cc.mn',erci:!! borr'o\\ i::g r~:es. p:~~!culrdyfor emerging market·
borro\\ ers.

b order to :!.\·oi':::!credil race. OECD cour.:des rc::.:-he'::; "Consensus" tn::.:. bys
down ce:1ain p:l:amete~s on r.:3:-ters such a: bte:e:s~ rat;:. repayment period. 5[:1:1
pLI:nt of :-ep:lyrn-e:H.·p=iC;:~lt~g.~etf ~~e [c:lde:- pri:e c(I\'e:-::d etc. L=nder [he
C(Jn5c~:.:!S. the r:::tXi:iiUr!1 per..:t:'nt=~;e of cO-. er ;5 Hmire~ to 85°'0 of rhe cxporre~
gi')cld·s~:-\"jc~s=~:-.j \\"I"le:--e EC.-.\. HTi:;:s all,)'-,,,. i: is ~!so p'-"\~5ib'e to fi!l~nce n further
~1:1H.1ua:(If U;' :":1 : 5~to 0: i~t~ t~\~:CI::~j\·~Iu~ ~:l f{:s;lect C':"' k~~(tIor fo:-::=gn
g(lod:; ·s::-:'.-iCl'$,

lr: El:rI.1p~the £('-\$ Cl.' n0: pro·•.i':e h.1ans t:",erns:-l\ es b.:i enable banks 10 extend
this n:~~:-,:eby s~~p(\:-:ing the~i .\\o:::t ~uara:-.:ees."The 1-e\O~J of the guaian:eoe vades

. frO;]l 100:0 to 2.~"ut S(J~o of the t1:;::.nced r:::10U:1[.· .

l;1teies~ Oil Exp,,;"; fj::::!nce IO:::is C:;:-. be fixe.:! z: what is known as a Commercial
1!H::r~s:Referer::~ R:!,e (CIRR·I. which is ,,;; artiflcbliy d:ori\"f'd rate set by the
OECD e:!ch nw:::h l!d i:-,dudes the kndin; b:!i!ks' n:a~fin, Once sdect(-c this
/,;1>::\\ill hold th:,'t1~::(\;I! ~he ii:'·~t:i:l{, ('·(the ;0;1;;, Flo:!::::g rates can nlst' b:, used

, \\ iIh r:I::~fins \":l::' ir~g llCCNd:;:;; iC' !he risk (If the [CA ':::id the !ev'e! of cover
" .Jrro\"fJc· ..•.

Defence cqLi!pi!;~nl is sj:'ecific::ny exclude": .fro;:! the C(",:~s",nsusrules nlthouf;h
EC.'\5 ~~i1~r~lf~~se c~~alil 0:"'t:l~ CO:lSen51";S ~L:id~Iin~s. as Cl b~tsis for their
Sll?rOii for Slid: i:>uS::less.

>- A bOIT(\wcr WOt:!.:! rWi be a:,!e iO access this amour:: of financing in eny (\:her
market on st:ch f::\'C't:rable 1::ir.1S. In the cu::ent ma:-ket conditions the cost of
long d:Hed Lnding in the i::iemational cepi:a! markeis would be pro:libi:i\'e,

•. Credit lines i:iade n\'ailabl:: t-\ ilii\':He sectC': tinanci:!l institutions to South
Africa w(\uld be unaffectd. ;i;ce the comr.l.:'.cia! list.: of lending to South
Afri~a is brg::!)' b,xne by :;,e ECAs, As a resuit. ex?ort credits represent nn
ir:Jpoii3,n~ means 0: divers:fyi;;g fllndir.g s(l::~ces. Tt:: scale of the project is
so 11:-~erh:'.: ~tie::l:'l:i:lgt/~\ ;i:1::":icC [his i:l a;;-" o;tr.~::\"~ilnb!e cl1pir.:d rnnrkecs
would h::w e,'\lrer;;ely-nefari\"e cO:1seq'.!enc;s for t::e G9\'emment's existing
and future bQ~ro\\ i:Jg,
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!",'''..' "''''J' :: >- The interest,tate charged" tcnh'e·Govem:.'11ent\~'ouldnot reflect the.risk :~,l"'::~:'.• "'r '< ,"

pr.?fIilumthat the private sectqr would charge for lending to South Africa; . ,.. , ".- .'; ,.:,
since the lending ban.t.:sreceive guarantees from their own government.

>- Finally, the fmancing under consideration should not directly impact on the
Government's future borrowing costs, as interest rates on export credits are
determined in acco:dance with OEeD consensus arrangements

lr:temationa! Commerci.:ll Loans are much more expensive and the periods are
much shorter th~n ECA LO:1:1s. The\" utilise scarce cred:~ lines, which could h3\"e
a significant i:1~pacton SQuth Afric~'s future' borrowing ability. They also
represent !O:lg-teilil fo,,::£o excha:1ge exp,:-sure for the G;:. ••..e.rnrne.nt.and for.these
rC~SQns they \\'cre- dec:m;-j ur:desir=tble for these packa~es ..

The graph beb\\ iIlus:r:::es t:ie benefit of csing ECA Leans llS C'pposed to r3ising
funds in,ernati='n~ll;; in t:i~ Mrm:ll way, Ti".e USS CIRF~prodded under an EC:\
credi., current!~ fixed ri; 6.8":'=;., will hold for the totaI1::'-yca: lo::mhoriz~n
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OFFERED

In order to minimise the cO!i51derable forei£n e,chanfe risks of the financing i:l
foreign currency it would be optimal to ma~ch the dor.:estic/foreign exchange mix

, offunding with the c[Jpi:al expenditure. Howe\"er, in certain circumstances there
is likely to be n serious funding capacity cons;raint if c~i,he $o:.Jth African costs
were to be fu:odtd at on:e w cover all tne Rand CO!1tra~lcOStS (excluding
m:utoi) costs), this wo:.,dd re-=Ju:re the D~part::lent0; ;in:lnce to issue at least
ZAR 4.58 billion in one ye~;.
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in th'is event,-there would be a "shock" to domestic interestratesi'which is '
desc'til?ed in a,separate paper, The issuance of Gilts to fi.:nd do\\'n -p'aY"rn'ei'1td~~::<:::;::::"
impracticable. . " • .

The Rand domesti:: market could, however. provide an efficient source of
funding for the Rand ca?ital expendirure of the progra;::me so long as the
disbursements c(\l.!!d be I7l ace over a reasonable period c·f tim e.

This market has exp:mded significantly Q\'er the p~st r.\ c·years but nonetheless
remains amino: erb;trage drhen market l:sed by most (.:"the AAA rated
borrowers. There are no a.:!\'£::::ages[0 the Govemmenc b offeiing this product to
Elliope,in in\"·es~Qrs in t~I:5 f(\~·n~i.

I:-.tem,uion:l! b~"\::csr:re r;:pi:1!iy r~payable in Oi:e lur::r S·.lfl1·,('''' Ihe f:nalmaxurity
date. This can creJ:e :'h::::1F;" in a COl.!l1t:-;.·s external c:':: ser\'ice profile, As a
result. h is ne.:eS$::'::. to ::!ke a,:co;.Jnt of ti':~ G·.wernm-er.:'sex isting debt sen';ce
profil~ ~$ I',ell :':5 tl':: Gc,..ei,,:7:ent' s furore bsui:1g req:::-tme:as when co~sjdering
n::cessing t:le ir::::rn:::iOi:~dJ::.,~:\d markets.

in\'CSIO;S often f,·c..:s 0:-, :?e.:::ic maruricits \1 ith the res,;:: ti;~:a bond issue can
be a rel~Lhel.\· i:~:1~xib1~c=:: :"ilnnJgcnH:i.: instru~1ei:~. ::~~dnn: paiticuJarly suired
tl) tirianci:1g :l r-:~")je~~c:· ~:::5::.r~.
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3EST CASE

Optimum Financing Strategy

7;-
! .]

After examining the packages on offer it was clear that the most desirable
borrowing strategy (the Best Case) for the Government would be to
>- match the Rand financing to Rand costs
>- maximise ECA cover for the foreign exchange costs
>- avoid commercial financing to the maximum extent possible.

extend the use of CIR Rates to the German packages
,.. .obtain the currency and interest rate options on offer from ECGD from the

French, Germans and the Italians
•.. reduce all bank margins and fees
,.. reduce ECA premium charges where they appeared out of line
>- allow the ECA premium to be paid in instalments.

To avoid an adverse impact on the local ZAR market and to mect budgetary
constraints it was also important that downpayments be kept to a minimum and
that the imported element of down payments be funded from ECA Loans. The
ZAR commitments could then be funded over time in accordance with the
contractual payment tenns.

It was recognised that if these objectives were to be achieved very significant
concessions would be needed fronl the EC As. since the Best Case would require
them to move signiticantly beyond the tem1S on offer and breach Consensus
rules. This raised particular difticulties since defence contracts traditionally
recei'v'e worse treatment than other expoits.

The ECA offers varied between countries and it was felt that strategically there
was scope for selecting the best features from each package so as to obtain
common terms, givin2 the maximum benefit to the South African Government.- -. , .

. Thereafter efforts would be nlade to improve the"packages to the extent that they
evcntually matched the Best Case scenario.

To achieve this result ECAs. banks and exporters were approached during
contract negotiations so that the maximum competitive leverage could be applied.

We understand that no arrangements have been negotiated for the provision by
the suppliers to the buyer of contract guarantees such as advance payment bonds,
performance bonds and retention bonds. In nonnal circumstances, it is most
advisable that these be sought from the suppliers although they may incur
additional COSts. .
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COMPARISON OF
ORIGINAL OFFERS WITH
NEGOTIATED OUTCOME

Comparison of Original Of~ers with Negotiated Outcome

..'.'".'. .:...:::.;':.:::::.!"'"'' ;.,.....:..:.,..!·.r:'.",;~,,·:t:··:~··,,:{.::;,.[.:~.'·:··:·1,·7·';~::.f"" " ..:..,...;.

This strategy was ehtiteI~Y-Sliccessful ahd the Department of Financewas able to
eventually achieve the Best Case. ' ':. . ..

The new fmance arrangements reflect th is and the current cover by the ECAs is
as follows:

• the foreign exchange component of the 15% downpayment can now be
financed from the ECA Loans

• . the down payments reqtiire~ by the ECAs have been negotiated down to a
very low level

• the Rand portion of the costs can no,,\' be financed in Rand in accordance
with the supply schedule ofthe programmes

• the ECAs are now covering the whole' of the foreign exchange component,
hence commercial loans are not required

The Best Case scenario now achieved represents a non-standard package, some
of the tems of which have not before been granted.

• it avoids some potentially serious problems with respect to Government's
overall borrowing strategy in the international and domestic markets

• the foreign exchange risk is reduced by the use ofZAR to replace the
Commercial Loans

• it improves the cash flow implication for Government
• costs have been lowered.

In achieving the Best Case the follO\I\.ing concessions were obtained from the
Exp,ort Credit Agencies and banks: .:

• All ofthem have now agreed to:
>- extend ECA cover to 100% of the imported value
•. allow down payments for the imported value to be drawn from the ECA loan
•. allow payment of their premium by instalments
•.. allow a choice of currencies within the loan
>- lower margins and/or fees

• eOF ACE have agreed to
•.. allow 10 year repayments for missiles
•.. allow pre payment without breakage costs
>- allow floating rates during dra\vdown with an option to fix at CIRR at first

repayment

• SACE have agreed to
allow floating rates during drawdown and CIRR from first
repayment

>- reduce their premium in line with other Agencies

• HERMES have agreed to
>- allow erR Rates for 13% of the contract value with will avoid floating rate

risks on that amount throughout the life of the loans.

• The ECGD has agreed to allow a securitised option, which achieves savings
of some 40 b.p. by allowing the Loans to be securitised at the CIR Rate
minus 40 b.p. rather than basing the option on floating rates.



Comparison of Original Offers witb ~eg~ti:fe~ lSome

All in all the final fmance packages represent an excellent outcome which breaks
previous barriers in all lending countries for Export Finance and most certainly
for defence contracts. Very substantial savings in"terms of costs and risk have
resulted.

A detailed comparison of the original finance offers and the negotiated terms are
shown in Appendix 1.

SAVINGS An estimate of the cash savings component of the overall benefits achieved is as
follows:

Savings on Packages expressed in USS Millions

Corvettes Subs MH LUH Hawk! Gripen Total
Tranches 1/213

Premium 2.15 2.15

CIR Rate 11.62 11.62 2.36 62.22 87.82
Marain 2.55 2.90 1.50 6.95
Arrangement 0.34 0.36 0.20 0.90
Fee
Commitment \.la 1.29 0.53 " 2.92
Fee
Bank Ex enses 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.35
Legal Fees Capped Capped Capped Capped Capped Cap

The main assumptions underpinning the calculations are:
~ all finance contracts will be signed on 30 Novembe~ 1999
>- disbursements will be on the basis of the delivery schedules proposed by the

suppliers in their offers and commencing 1st April 2000
the currency of the loans has been assumed to be US dollars where a choice
has been made available and the conversion rates are ZAR 6.25 to I USS and
ZAR 6.40 to 1 Euro

~ wherever available interest rates have been chosen to be fixed at CIRR for the
E8A guaranteed loans

>- 75% of the UK package will be funded using the securitised option at elRR
minus 40 b~p. "
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Risks and Risk Management

RISKS AND RISK.
MANAGEMENT

(; .. 0 ..
....,..' ; t) 0

There are certain financial risks, which continue to be ~ssociated with this
project, some of which will be eliminated when contracts and loans are signed.
They are as follows:.

Because of the long manufacturing period the suppliers have protected
th~mselves against rising costs by the use of escalation formulae using the
appropriate cost indices for the industry and country concerned. "

These formulae allow the contract price to keep in line with inflation and
will represent additional costs to the purchaser.

Little can be done to mitigate this but in order to ensure that funding will be
available to meet these extra costs as they arise, the ECAs have agreed to
allow increases to the ECA Loans based on best estimates of the escalation.
This at least allows the loans to be fully funded on advantageous terms.

crR Rates are reviewed each month and follow Treasury Rates for the
currency concerned. Once signing is reached the rates will be fixed and will
operate for the whole loan period. However ECAs allowCIRRs to be fixed
prior to Loan signature for an extra cost of 20 b.p. per annum. These 'rate
holds' last for only 120 days after which time new rates are applied.

crRRs have been moving upwazd lately and it was therefore deemed prudent
to take the benefit of a fix ing." ""

ECGD offer by far the best system of fixing CIRRs as they allow the lowest
rate of the 120 day period to be selected. They also move the 120 period
forward on a rolling basis so that the borrower can always choose the lowest
rate of the 120 days prior to signing.

During the negotiations the Italian ECA eventually agreed to match the UK
system. The French system allows for a choice of the CIRR at fixing date or
signature date, whilst the Germans insist on the rate at fixing date.

The German scheme makes the use of CIRRs difficult and this puts them at a
disadvantage compared to the other schemes. In this case they eventually
agreed to CIRR for 13% ofthe Loan value so that their finance arrangements
present far greater risks than the others.

• The adverse mOvements of intere~t rates throughout the borrow"in·gperiod
Because of the nature of CIRRs movements during the loan period do not
occur.

All loans except the German loan allo.\' for the borrower to ,elect to use
floating rates during delivery and to move to CIRR at first repayment. In this
way lower floating rates can be taken advantage of until Loan repayment.
The risk of rates rising during that period can be covered by the use of fixed
market rates for sums drawn.

Unfortunately this option has to be selected at loan signature and then followed
throughout the drawdown period.
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CLOSING AND

MANAGING' THE LOANS

Lo~n Closure and Management

:::~-~:;.:'..'. .,.. .... : ".' (;.:..'.8~·'
All the banks have now provided term sheets and these now need to be 'fo~~lI~ !..
agreed and signed to secure the terms negotiated. Signature of the Term Sheets
normally marks the commencement of the preparation of documentation as
signature usually indicated a commitment by the borrowe~ to proceed,

Without signature the banks will be unlikely to proceed with the preparation of
the Loans and risk the associated costs.

Therefore the formal signature of the Term SheetS should be withheld until a
. decision to purchase has been finalised. Meanwhile the sheets could be initialled

to indicate to the banks that terms have been agreed should the finance eventuallv
be required. This should allow them to hold the finance open at the agreed terms:

Once the purchasing decision is made certain matters of detail will need to be
discussed with the ECAs and procedures formalised so that Loan documents can
be prepared.

White and Case will need to be fully briefed on all issues as preparation for
documentation gathers pace.

It can be anticipated that these preliminary matters will take as much as 4 weeks
to resolve. Thereafter a further 2 to 3 months will be required to finalise
documents and achieve' loan signing's.

Once the Loans are signed and Conditions Precedent are completed payments
under the contracts can commence from next Financial Year.

The borrower will need to make ongoiig decisions concerning the advisa~ility of
using the various interest rate and currency options that have been agreed by the·
ECAs.

In the case of the UK a decision will need to be made at the outset concerning
securitisation of the loans. Although this offers substantial cost savings of some
40 b.p. the rate and currency options would fall away since they are mutually
exclusive to securitisation.

I f the Rate and currency options are selected then ongoing decisions which will
need to be made at each draw down date. It would then be very important to
monitor exchange rate movements on a continual basis so that proper
judgements can be made.

In respect ofthe UK Loan, Barclays have offered to provide this service free of
charge and this offer could prove helpful and should therefore beserious'y
considered. .
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Comparison of Finance.Terms

, U.K. Italy Germany France
• -ri.
,:"

("','1 BEFORE NOW BEFORE NOW BEFORE NOW BEFORE NOW
.,Undcrwri\lritr.: Fully underwrilten, but Fully undcrwrillon Not commilted, but Fully undcl\vrillcn, Financing proposal Fully underwritten, but Financing proposal subject Fully underwritten, and

~r·;·" subject to ECGD and ECGD apprtlval will be subject to clOdSACE & subject amongst other subjecllo IiERMES to COFACE approval COFACE approval held
~';j1: support in place SACE & Simest Simcs[ Jpproval in things 10HERMES approval
~··i:-.
~; ... support place support and successful, ~.t; syndication 10 olher- .:.-....

) :'~::jH:.~ banks priono loan
.,.. :~:.,.

sionino.. f ~~ •••

Start Poh1t'8f Cre'dit Mean delivery date, Mean delivery dale, 60 months from loan Oelivp.ry l'fogriltll Delivery dale of each Ol~livery dale of e<lch Delivery date of each Delivery date of each
(SPC}~ ": dependent on each dependent Oil coch signing i:l now over 8·\ vessel vessel combat suite combat suite

t..•.!l individual contract . individual cOlllrocl :nonlhs and SPC is
- ~.~~~~.' .·:l linked 10menn
" r,li ;:, . delivery al 60.,

months
Eligible goods and 85% of contract value 100% 01Ul, export 70% of conlract value 100% of Italian 85% of German export 100% of German 100% of French goods & 100% of Frencll export
services .,'. value being B0% 01 corresponding 10 export value value export v~:lue services value
(percentao~r contract v!llue 100% of Italian goods
covered' > and services
Loan Horizon Max. 20 years for BAe Max. 20 yellrs for Max. 18 years Min, 15 years Max. 15 years Max. lD years Mal(. 16 years Max. 16 years

: "1: and 15 years lor GKN . BAc and 15 years (grace period
ior GI<N gmnled in case

i .:;'i mean delivery date
.. occurs bc!on~

.:' month 60)
CIRR Yes for UK conlent Yes, exceptlor Yes Yes 100% No Yes.lor EURO 108.65' Yes Yes 100%

80% Lynx, 94% Hawk, Swedish elomc:nlol million lor eacl)..
35% Gripen Gripen ·80% Lynx. conlmcli: ~.. "'l .• - - 94% Hawk

Rate Hold· Lowest of previous lowest oi previous now, contract lowesl oi previous noCIRR now or loan signing Choice of now or conlract Choice of now or contract
" . 120 days 120 days signature or loan 120 days (m(lx. 120 days hold· date dale~ ..l.,: sianalure. 1oA10raStlrvation leer~......

,ate Held' , Yes aI6.48% yes no yes aI6.84%· illcr. no no (nollonnCJlly no yes '1.89%p.a. [or EUR
I,.:. of 20bp reserv<llion approved yel) and 6,lJ4% for US$
!~,;.. lee
, .....-.

lavld bltd v9b':1"' .
\',,~:,,;

NarburU':Oitton Read
~ '}~ })~~{'t ;',



Appendix I~ ... .

U.K. Italy Germany France
~I..

, .
BEFORE NOW BEFORE NOW BEFORE NOW BEFORE NOW" I,i,

Downpayri:l~i1ts , No 2% of contracl vt.llue No Yes No Yes No Yes 5% of conlracllo
from Loan' required to make make loan effective,..

ECA 10<lneffective -~:'.:~.!

remainder IinMcedr.'·

FloatinQ R'ates Yes Yp.s No .{p~ Yes '(liS No Yes .'
Currency o~ Loans GBP, US$ and DEM , GBP, US$and . US$ u"· US$ U$$. G8P <1lidE\JHO US$ andEUR US$, GBP and EURO,,:,~

: :,:.•.. EURO
Gold Finance Yes Ycs Not offered N.)tollcled ' Yes - DOssible Noloflercd Yes Yes
Sccurilisation Yes '(pos Nololfered No ; Nololfered No Not offered No
Rcpayinen:tiP,~riod 10 years 10 years 10 years 10 years 10 years 10 years 10 years 10 years, also for

- 5 years ammunition arnmunilion
Interest Payments Semi-annual Semi-annual Semi-annual Semi-annual Semi-annual Somi-annual Semi-annual Semi-annual
Interest .i Yes· up 10first 4 Yes ..up 10 !irsl4 not offered Yes lip (0 SPC not offered Yes liP to SPC Yes up to SPC Yes up to SPC,.,.
Capitalisation years vcar"
Semi Pure.Cov.er Yes y~!S No 'Y"\$ No No No '(cs
Pro-payment cost None, if on an interest Nono, il all <11\ None, If on an interest Nl)nc. I1 (In all not mentioned n')llllcnliollcd Yes in accordance with No. in lIccorU,:lnCCwith

dale for GBP and inlBrtJsl dalll tor C date 1II1r:[ll:;lllalll funding procedures of the funding proceclurus of
US$" but yes for DEM ~ncJ US$ bul ~'es for ' Treasury NATEXIS.
&SEK' EURO and SEt<

ECA Premium 3.00% of Loan & 5.:.1U%01Loan vJlue 5.65% of Loan value .\.G5% of Loan 6.5% but likely to 6.695% 01Loan value 4.84% • 3 yr construction 4.84% - 3 yr construction
Interest for Hawk for Marine vnhlH reduce for Corvelles 5.03% - 4 yr construction 5.03"10 - 4 yr conslruclion
Trainers Hclicopters 6.94% 01Loan value 5.22% - 5 yr construction 5.22% - 5 yr construction

", .~~ 3.2% of Loan & 4.73% ofloilll value for Submarines 5.41 % - 6 yr construction 5.41 % - 6 yr construction
Interest for Maritime for Hawk and

" ~ , Helicopters 5.1 % of loan value
.' • wO •••,. lorGripcn

:·IH~·
! i:: .~

,
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Comparison of Finance Tcfms

U.K. Italy Germany France

·..~,' BEFORE NOW BEFORE NOW BEFORE NOW BEFORE NOW, :n :

" ECA ~rcml~m, I Hawk Trainers: Hawk Trainers: 0.93% p.a. O.u7%p.a. 0.88% p.a. for CorvclIcs: 0.659%p.a. 0.62% p.a. 0.02% p.a.
expressed ,m'% p:a. 0.5048% p.a. 0.5048% p.a. COIvelles Submarines:

Marine Helicoplers: Marine Helicoplers:
.. 0.72% p.a. for subs 0.6111%p.a. (wilhoul

0.5283% p.a. 0.5283% p.a: pm-shipment cover
Clodmulli-eurreocy
pplionl ..

ECA Premium Yes Yl1~; No Nu . No NI) No Nu
(included bi contract
amount) . .
ECA Premium usually 85% yes 85% 70% financed 100% (providt)t! usually 85% 100% 100% 100%
(Percentage provided il is in Ih~llllu.! prHlldulIl j:;

financed) conlracl amounl included in the
, contract rllnounll

Premium!n:; No Yes 85% in 1/41y No Yos 85% pro rala. No Yes 100% (in 5 No Yes, 100% pro rata 10
instalments inslClhllflllls In dr;lwings instalmenls ill 20% c1rawdown. · ..' \1i'lchl....
Escalation In Loan No Yes No Fixed prh;e No Yes No Yes- _ .•..,. r.onlracl
Escalation Premium Yes. bul10% ot !'ItA Payable up fronl, bul Payable up fronl, buI
Dcrcr~al ·;C e:<lra"premium relUlldable refundable

· ~ oavable UD fronl
MulU-Currency Yes Yes No Yes No Yes, al every 2nd No Yes
Option drawdown with min.

Amounl of EURO 20
mio

Pricing: · .
Margin:
if floating: :'. 0.45% p.a. 0.45% p.a. 0.75% p.a. " 0.50% p.a. 0.50% p.a. 0.45%p.a. 0.60% p.a. 0.45% p.a.
if fixed . ,.r. , 0.45% p.a. 0.50% p.a. 0.45% p.a. 0.60% p.a. 0.45% p.a.
if securitiscd 0.175% p.a. above -OAO%p.a. from nla

I fioaling rale CIRR
for gold ...~:.~".. 0.75% 0.50% p.a. ,

, .:~!..:.
:"h:
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Comparison ofFinanl;e Terms

U.K. Italy Germany France

BEFORE NOW BEFORE NOW BEFORE NOW BEFORE NOW
ArrangemenU O.15%ftaton 0.15% flat payable 0.50% flat on facility 0.375% flat (50% 01 0.25% flat on loan 0.20% flat on loan 0.30% lIat 0.25% lIat payable 60
Management Fee . commitment amount 60 days belom'l~1 amount which payable 60 days amount· amount days all er sign'ature or 60.. dr(lwdown aller signature and . days before 1.1 drawdown

.. 0.40% lIal lur the 50% on 1Si Dra\vdo'llll,
securilised op!ion

Commitment Fee Nil Nil 0.25% p.a. on 015% p.a. Yil:lrS 1-2 0.25% p.a. on 0.20% p.n. on 0.30% p.a. on undrawn 0.20% ri:a. on undrawn
undrawn amountl (GO days !Jraccl undrawn amount undrawn alllount . amount payable in alllount pnyable hal(·
payable semi- O.20':op.3. years 2-5 payable quarterly in payable hal(.yearlyin advance yearly in arrears (60 days

.. annually in arrears O.25%p.a. YC3r6 on arrears arrears (90 days grace)
undrawn anwunl grace) for CIHR
payable half-yearly in funds 0.375% p.a.
,1rrtW~

Agency Fee £15,000 p.a. during f:15,OOOp.a. during US$15.000 p.a. USS 15,000 p.a. US$ 2,500 per bank USS 2.500 fJcr banl:. nla nla
drawdown period. drawdown pc~riod, payable annually on payllble annually nn per annum, payable per annum, payable
£10,000 p.a. 1:10,000 p.~I. each anniversary of ead1 nnniversar/ 01 within 30 days of loan wilhin 30 days of loan
thereafter, payable on Ihereafler, payable loan signature loan signalure signature and annually signature nnd
date of loan signature on dale 01 loan ; thereafter annually Ihereafter
and annually signnlure and
thereafter annuall'/lhereaf!er

Legal Fees to be borne by the Capped (amOunllo to be borne by the Capped (US$130~OOO to be borne by Cap EURO 25,000 10 be borne by borrower Cup US$ 50,000
borrower be decidedl borrower olus VATl borrower per conlrClC(

Out of pocket fees to be borne by none to be borne by none to be borne by none 10 be borne by borrower none
borrower borrower borrower
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Appendix H: Reports by independent analysts on three NIP
steel projects
- Warburg OHlonRead (London)
- Locker & Associates (New York).•.
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~ vva['ourg UlliOn llead Warburg Oillon Read

30 1 Finsbury Avenue
0.; "'. PJIn2 0 London EC2M 2PP

..' -..•• .,. . . . ···nt'F44-171-567-8000··
. , : . '.' ~ , .' ': .. -..,..,...: " .- F.ax:l"4+'17j-56B~800_ , "'" . _ .

. ; ~.~~:- .~~: ';': ~:~:.~;.-.. ~.~.;·::'---.T~ieX'9:37011.WQR· : :~:::::.~ .~::..•.
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Yasuhi.ro Yamaguchi
Tel: +44-171-56B-4249 (direct)
Fax: +44-171-568-4971 (dep't)

e-mail: yasuhiro.yamaguchi@wdr.com

Stephen Gelb, Esq.,
88 Lancaster Avenue
Craigha;I.1.Park
Johannesburg 2196
Fax: +27-11-447-7621

Before I start the assessment of individual projects, I have been
thinking over a more fundamental question,' ie whether South Africa
needs another steel plant. To be honest, my answer is "no",
regardless the nature of projects, becaus~ of the structural
overcapacity problem in the country: The brief report below
su~~arises a quick overview of the South African steels market. The
points covered in the report includes:

1) Production
2) Consumption
3).Exports
4). Imports
5) Recent situation

('OOot) Production Consumption Exports Imports
1986 8,895 5,077 3,164 133
198.7 8,991 5,233 2,636 174
1988 8,837 5,748 2,145 206
1989 9,337 6,029 1,842 257
1990 8,619 5,525 2,948 201
1991 9,358 5,070 3,571 188
1992 9,061 4,431 4,103 235
1993 8,726 4,764 3,751 229
1994 8,525 5,110 4,179 333
·1995 8,741 5,320 3,353 I 295
1996 7,999 4,894 3,753 . 361
1997 8,311 5,452 2,773 287·
Average 8,783 5,221 3,185 242
Peak 9,358 6,029 4,179 I 361
Trough 7,999 4,431 1,842 I 133

As shown above, between 1986 'and 1997, crude steel production in
South Africa fluctuated between 8rnt and 9.4mt. Output in 1998 was
7.7mt, even lower than the previous bottom in 1996. So, overall,
production has not shown any growth. Key producers in South Africa
include Iscor, Highveld Steel & Vanadium, Scaw Metals, Devsteel, Cape
Town Iron & stee.l, USCO, and Middleburg Steel & A~loys~.

mailto:yasuhiro.yamaguchi@wdr.com


"".:::-;::'"::.·:.:~IB.:.qontrast,steel consumption 'in"South Africa. has been static at
,~. ~ _ '" :,'arouI).q.5mt ;/-O.5mt per annum, S:~~e 3-4mt lower tha'n production. The
.._.~ ...~ ._.o!,\ly_~x~cept~on was 1989, \-lhendemand .re9,ched 6mt, but not in recent

years.

In South Africa, Steel demand per capita is 95-105kg p.a .• It is a
third of Western Europe, and at similar levels to Eastern Europe,
CIS, and Bra~il. Unless the economy matures to the levels of Western
Europe, or the country sees a jump in population, total steel ·demand
is expected to show only a small rise, at best, over the medium term ..

Due to excess production, South Africa has been constantly exporting
3-4mt of steel products since the mid-1980s. Given that the
neighpouring countries have very limited steel demand, exports are
targeted to further regions, such as Asia and the US.

In the steel industry, exports are generally least profitable. High
transportation costs shave off margins in the. first place.
Furthermore, in order to facilitate quick sale in a large quantity,
exports are mostly of commodity-grade products, instead of highly
sophist~cated value-added products •

.. i Also; because of the severe overcapacity problem in South Africa, we
think local steel prices are not likely to reach the levels of more
attractive (structurally under-supplied) markets, such as the US or
the Nordic countries. In the feasibility study, this aspect will be
very important - in the oversupplied market like South Africa, a
significant discount to the international steel price should be
applied, or conversely, high transport costs should be assumed for
exports. .

A very low level of steel imports into South Africa (around 5% of
total consumption) suggests that the market is fully saturated with
local supplies, and there is no niche market that can be only covered
by foreign imports or new projects. In other words, Iscor, Highveld,
Columbus, and other South African mills have already taken up
virtually all the domestic business, and yet there is a massive
surpl~s in the market that has to be exported for less profits.

Between January and May of this year, steel pr9duction in South
Africa declined by 24% compared with a year before. On the other
.hand, world output declined only by 6% YTD, and in May it was only
down 2% on a global basis. Clearly, South Africa is among the worse
hit in the world, and the only countries that· are even worse than
South Africa are Eastern European countries due to the war in Kosovo ..
In sum, the South African steel industry faces one of the most
serious overcapacity problems in the world, and as a result, it
suffers from very low capacity utilisation rates. Furthermore, we
think steel prices in the domestic market is constantly under
pressure, and the situation will not see a major improvement until
the supply/demand balance is structurally rectified, either by
capacity closure or sustainable growth in steel consumption.
Based on this observation, any kind of new investment into the steel
making facility should be carefully considered, and to secure the
business, long-term sales arrangements, for both volume and prices,
as well as exploitation of cost advantages, including raw materials
and l~bour, should be prepared.

If you would like'me to look into the individual projects, on this.
industry background, for' a possible investment, please let me know.



Locker Associates, Inc.
225 Broadway, Suite 2625 New York, NY 10007 Tel: 212-962-2980 Fax: 212-608-3077. .

Confidential Draft #2

Initial Independent Assessment of
Three Steel Industry Projects

Submitted for Consideration Under the
National Industrial Participation Programme

Prepared for
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IBAcKGROUND·':.>,·· ';' ~:.

Locker Associates was retaiJ:1edby th.e Dev.elopment Bank of Southern Africa to perform an
initial independent assessment of the three steel industry projects submitted for consideration
under the National Industrial Participation Programme. The three projects include a
galvanizing/cold rolled sheet mill sponsored by Thyssen Krupp, a specialty bar/wire mill
sponsored by Danieli and a stainless steel sheet mill sponsored by Ferrostaal.

Locker Associates is an economic consulting firm that specializes in providing due diligence on
steel and steel-related projects for corporate, government and union clients. In order to -
conduct its assessment of the three industry projects, Locker Associates worked in close
collaboration with Metal Strategies, Inc., a firm specializing in steel products and m?rkets, and
E & E Corporation, a firm that specializes in steel technology and engineering.

The three proposals provided to Locker Associates outline the basic parameters of each
project, butdo not provide the depth of detail that one would find in a business plan for such
projects, such as a detailed breakdown of equipment specifications, capital costs, product mix
by volume and price, operating costs. target markets and customers, etc. Given these
limitations, we are unable to provide an unqualified opinion on the projects. Instead, this report
constitutes an initial independent assessment.

IMAJOR FINDINGS

1. The galvanizing line and cold rolling mill proposal is the lowest risk project. It will produce a
high quality product for a clearly defined domestic market with strong growth prospects . .The
three phase nature of the project is appropriate and helps to minimize overall project risk. In
addition, the project poses little threat to existing South African producers and, if completed
through phase 3, links up with the country's principal producer of flat-rolled products. Finally,
the project has the potential to spawn sigl)ificant downstream processing operations and
thereby create additional jobs.

2. The specialty bar and wire mill also has the potential to be a commercially feasible project
with moderate risk. The potential export markets for the proposed products .are favorable due
to' the con.tinued growth in SBa (special bar.quality) usage, espeCially in the automotive an'd
industrial equipment industries. The opportunity· for the proposed mill to displace imports is .
limited, however, since South Africa imports only modest volumes of bar and rod; this will make
it difficult to achieve the short-term plan objective of 40% domestic sales. In addition, the plan's
operating costs appear unrealistically low. Finally, the project has some potential to spawn
downstream processing operations that could create additional jobs.

3. The 800,000 tonne stainless flat rolled mill, though potentially viable in the long-run, has a
high degree of near-term risk. The project does target a rapidly growing world market, but the
plant's finished steel output would represent about 8% of total world stainless flat rolled output,
a level sufficient to negatively impact world prices. The project's export dependence also'
makes it vulnerable to exchange rate risk and growing trade barriers erected in many nations in. .' ..... .
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R~eclltiveSummary

thewake of the Asian crisis. Finally, South Africa already has a new and roughly similar-sized
plant, Columbus Stainless, which itself is heavily dependent (>80%) on -exports. As a result, we
believe the project will be very difficult to finance unless the sponsors are able to negotiate
long-term (3 to 5 years) off-take agreements for a substantial portion (25% to 60%) of the
plant's output to mitigate the above-mentioned risks.

4. The sponsors of all the three projects are European steel producers, traders and equipment
manufacturers with excellent reputations in their respective fields: As a result, we are conOfident °

that the sponsors have the technical wherewithal to build and operate the proposed projects. In
some cases, a sponsor may also have an interest in purchasing some of the output from its
proposed project (either for direct resale or for further processing), which would be beneficial to
the project's success, but no such market relationships are noted in the proposals.

5. The recent worldwide financial problems encountered by many steel firms have made- the
investment community wary of undertaking new steel investments. The soft market for
international project finance could further increase financing costs given perceived country and
political risk in South Africa and all of Southern Africa. Under these current market conditions,
financing for any new steel project will be expensive and somewhat difficult to obtain. Thus,
from what we know, we believe that the assumed interest rates on the three projects, which
range from about 6% to 8%, appear too low.

ISCOPE

° The objective was tClperform an independent review of the fullowing assumptions for each
proposal: ° 0 00 0

• Planned shipment volumes and product mix
o Domestic and export mix
• Planned product pricing and margins
• Potential impact to domestic industry capacity (existing, new and planned)
• Potential impact on world export markets
• Technological competitiveness of the equipment
• Capital cost and working capital assumptions
• Labor force staffing levels and skill requirements for production and
• managerial personnel
• Relative operating cost position with regard to similar mills around the world
• Potential for raising financing for th~ project, especially that required from foreign

sources
• DebUequity ratios in comparison to other steel projects of this type
e South African vs. foreign financing ratio comparison
• Sponsor's equity contribution vs. others
• Potential for domestic sourcing of capital equipment requirements



The work scope was performed by Locker Associates. Metal Strategies and E & E Corporation.
Collectively. the project team has in depth knowledge of stainless steel products, markets
technology and operations, as well as construction costs and timetables, training requirements
and operating costs. .

The methodology involved a detailed review of each proposal, including key market, operating
and capital cost, and technology assumptions. The consultant team compared this information
to comparable public and confidential information within their own proprietary databanks.

The consultant team then interviewed other industry experts. including former and current
managers of similar operations with specific knowledge to current staffing trends, training .
requirements, current quality trends, and equipment preference.

Locker Associates assumes full responsibility for the report, which represents the consultant
. team's best judgment based on available information as of the report date. Projections of
future performance necessarily involve numerous SUbjective considerations, all of which are
subject to uncertainty. Locker Ass'ociates cannot be held liable for any losses arising as a
result of decisions based on information.or opinions expressed in this report.

Unless otherwise noted, all prices and costs are expressed in US dollars (US$) and all weights
are expressed in metric tonnes (tonnes).



IMAJOR FINDINGS

The proposed galvanizing line and cold rolling mill, in conjunction with the upgrade of
the Iscor-Vanderbijlpark hot strip mill, 'appea'rs to be the most feasible of the three'
projects. We base this conclusion on the following strengths and weaknesses:

1. The project has the greatest commercial feasibility potential given:
• the expected growt!? in demand for its product lines;
• the project scale is appropriate relative to domestic market size and expected growth;
• Mercedes and related domestic and international automotive customer connections;
• the opportunity for import substitution, including indirect steel imports (e.g. steel

containing goods such as autos & auto parts, appliances, etc.);
• the project poses little thieat to existing domestic producers and, in fact, links up with

S. Africa's main "producer of flat rolled products (/scor) in phase 3; and
• the potential to export some product given favorable global demand trends.

2. The proposed plan assumes auto industry demand for cold rolled galvanized reaching up to
400,000 tonnes by 2000 due to new auto production facilities built by Mercedes and BMW. We
are unable to verify this important assumption.

3., The ~hree-phase nature of the project helps to minimize overall project risk. The galvanizing
line (phase 1) can stand alone andits feedstock can be sourced from the entire world market., .
If successful, the galvanizing project can be enhanced via upstream integration with phase 2
and phase 3projects.

4. Hot dip coating quality is continuing to improve to the extent that it is replacing higher cost
electrogalvanizing in many applications. Moreover, the quality and sizes that can be produced
on the proposed line can be applied to multiple markets thus minimizing the risk involved with a

.r ' '~,one-market application.
i '

5. The US$161 million capital cost for phase 1(galvanizing line) is reasonable and consistent .
with other similar facilities. No capital cost estimates were provided for phase 2 (cold mill). '

6. Estimated HOG conversion costs of $80 per tonne are at the high end of the expected
range of $32 - $84 per tonne., Substandard labor productivity could account for a small part of
the difference, but does not ,explain the wide discrepancy. Other factors couldinclude a high ,.'
percentage of galvalume production, which is a higher cost, higher margin product than
galvanized sheet, or a high zinc coating weight, but there is insufficient data provided to confirm
these possibilities.

7. The project would not have a meaningful negative impact on competitors since no South
African steel companies currently manufacture galvanized steel of sufficient quality to meet auto
industry needs. Moreover, assuming completion of phase 3, the project will be complementary
to, rather than a competitor of, South Africa's major flat roll producer.
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8. The project would have only a modest initial impact on South African supply industries since
the high quality hot rolled sheet feedstock would be sourced mainly from abroad. Completion of
the project through ph$se 3, however, could lead to a more significant favorable impact on
these industries since it would enable the project to source its hot rolled feedstock from Iscor,
thereby boosting demand for South African produced steel and the requisite inputs.

9. Gi\:en the apparent market and cost feasibility of the project, we believe that financing will
.. be obtainable. We note, however, that raising the equity share to above the estimated 20%

would make it easier to attract debt capital.

10. As a stand-alone project, this total project is suitable for non-steel personnel to be trained
as operators. The workforce can be trained on the galvanizing and perhaps the cold roffing
processes in a short period of time. The proposal, however, does not appear to include any

. m0l!ey for training. .

IPROJECT DESCRIPTION

The German Frigate Consortium proposes to construct a greenfield cold rolled and galvanizing
line project, in conjunction with the upgrade of the Iscor-Vanderbijlpark horstrip mill which will
ultimately supply the·feedstock. The project sponsors include Thyssen Reinstahl, Blohm+Vos
AG, and Howaldswerke-Oeutsche Werft AG. Thyssen is the largest flat rolled steel producer in
Europe and the third largest producer in the world. We understand that the proposed
greenfield project consists of the following three phases:

Phase 1 consists of constructing a hot-dipped galyanizing -(HOG) plant to provide the neces'sary
surface treatment for outer and inner automotive body parts (class 1 material). This facility will
have an annual capacity of 300,000 tonnes with the capability to apply appropriate zinc coatings
on material from 0.4 to 1.5mm thick and 900 to 150 mm wide.

Phase 2 will consist of construction of a plant to cold roll (CR) class 1 sheet to provide
feedstock to the galvanizing plant. This plant will consist of a push-pull pickling line with a
capacity of 300,000 tonnes per year that can handle product from 1.8 to 3.0 mm thick and 900
.to 1650 mm wide. Following the pickling line will be four and five stand tandem rolling mills to
roll the sheets within the proper gauge and flatness ranges for the galvanizing line. For further
processing, the plant will be equipped with batch-annealing furnaces and a four-high temper
mill to allow for the sheet to be suited for all specifications.
. .

Phase 3 will be'a study to determine the necessary modernization to upgrade the ISCOR flat
. rolled pro.cesses to enable them to produce class 1 HR product suitable' for' cold rolling arid

galvani;;::ing at the proposed mill.

We further un'derstand that all 270,000 tonnes of planned output of the proposed mill would be
sold in the domestic market, mainly to the automotive sector. The current market for cold rolled
is 400,000 tonnes while the market for galvanized is 100,000 tonnes, but both are expected to
grow significantly with the expansion of automotive production facilities including those operated
by Mercedes Benz SA and possibly others. The project sponsors cite statements by these and
other related companies that they could "double the export of cars and automotive parts" i~
automotive quality sheet steels were available in sufficient quantities from within South Afnca.
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Due to the phase-in strategy, the Phase-1 HO galvanizing line will'be dependent upon imported
automotive quality eR sheet, presumably from current major suppliers such as British Steel and
Nippon Steel. With the completion of the cold mill in Phase 2, the import dependence will shift
to hot'rolled until the Phase-3 upgrade of the Iscor-Vanderbijlpark hot strip mill is completed .

. IMARKET SIZE AND. ,PROFITABILITY
"1

World Market
The world market for cold rolled (CR) and hot-dipped galvanized (HOG) products is about 100
million tonnes each. In developed countries, the automotive sector accounts for about 15% to
20% of trade-sale consumption of CR and about 40% to 45% of HOG consumption.

In the last several years, improvements in HOG coating technology have allowed this product to

(
,~!,.;.:.:?iSplace costly electrogalvanizing products in the auto sector (EG carries a significant 25%

. 'r>rice premium over HOG). As such, few new EG lines are being built. Based on these trends,
L- we ~~lieve that the project sponsor's selection of a HOG line is 'a wise choice.

Production of the average car requires the purchase of approximately 0.8 tonnes of steel, 80%
of which is in the form of sheet steel, of which 50% to 60% is in the form of cold rolled (CR) or
hot dip galvanized (HOG) sheet. Therefore, approximately 0.4 tonnes of CR and HOG are
consumed in the production of one automobile.

World production of autos, trucks and buses in the period 1995-98 ranged from 50 to 55 million
units. Output in the three major regions - North America; Western Europe and Asia -- is about

.evenly split at about 30%.' All other regions inclUding South Africa i3ccount 'for the remaining
share of world automotive output. .

With respect to automotive export opportunities for Mercedes and BMW from South Africa, we
note the following:

• Japan exported approximately 4.5 million autos in, 1997 and 1998, of which 31% went to
North America, 28% to Western Europe and 13% to Asia.

• Germany, Italy and France exported 3.0 million, 0.7 million and 2.7 million units over the
same period, respectively, although much of this remained within Europe. .

In 1997, BMW produced 672,000 cars, accounting for 1.7% of the 39.2 million cars produced
worldwide. Mercedes produced 1.1 million units (63% cars and 37% commercial vehicles),'
accounting for 2.0% of the world's output of cars and commercial vehicles combined.

South African Market
Our latest available data from the National Association of Automobile Manufacturers of South
Africa shows new vehicle sales in South Africa for 1997 at 366,820 units, including 65%
passenger cars/trucks, 19% light commercial vehicles and 16% medium and heavy commercial
vehicles. We estimate tha.t the production of these cars (including significant import volumes)'
required the purchase and consumption of approximately 150,000 tonne of CR and HOG steel.

Of the 354,000 reported passenger and light vehicle sales in South Africa in 1997, we note' the
following volumes by maker:
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• Toyota
• Sa'mcor
• Delta
• Volkswagon
., Nissan

'. Mercedes
• BMW
• Daewoo
• All Otber. 5,000

95,000
58,000
,57.000
55,000
33,000
28,000
13,000
8.000

Products, Prices and Margins
Domestic steel prices in South Africa are set at parity with imports on a delivered basis.
Essentially. domestic prices are determined by the natural level of protection and not by formal
tariff barriers or quotas (the import tariff on all steel sheet products is only 5%).

However, transport ($50-$60/tonne ocean transport, plus $5-$7/tonne port charges, plus $25-
$30/tonne internal shipping costs) and other natural barriers including a 10% penalty for the up
to 4-month order-to-deliver time. can add over 50% to Europe.an fob export prices by the time
the steel product is delivered in the Johannesburg/Pretoria area.

As can be seen in the following chart, the U.S. spot price for distributor-quality (class 2) CR
sheet is· currently $420/tonne. The price over the past ten years has averaged $520/tonne with
a standard deviation of $44/tonne.

~
..Q

~ 550·

400 .

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~$?$~~~~~~~~#~~~~~~~~~~~
The following chart shows regional pricing variation for class 2 CR sheet at the start of 1999.
We note that prices have since increased by approximately 5% in most regions.
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C";'-;", The European spot export price for class 2 eR sheet averaged $416/tonne over the 10-year
period 1988-98. The average price for 1998 was $378/tonne, while the current price is just
under $330/tonne. As indicated above, domestic steel prices in South Africa would be set
roughly at parity with this price after adding in customs, insurance and freight charges.

As can be seen in the following chart, the U.S. spot price for distributor-quality (class 2) HOG
sheet is currently $450/tonne. The price over the past ten years has averaged $623/tonne with
a standard deviation of $75/tonne.

"-
US Galvaniz~d Sheet Spot Price

400 •

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~###~~##~############

The following chart shows regional pricing variation for class 2 HOG sheet at the start of 1999.
We note that prices have since increased by approximately 5% in most regions.
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The European spot export price for class i HOG sheet averaged $525ftonne over the 10-year
period 1988-98. The average price for 1998 was $534/tonne, while the current price is
$415ftonne.

The following chart shows the pricing spread between class 2 HOG and eR sheet in the U.S.
spot market over the peri09 January 1980 to 01-1999. As can'be seen.· the spread has'
averaged approximately S120ftonne over the period. However,· with the exception ota brief
surge in 1998, the spread has averaged closer to only $55/tonne since 1993.
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The following table illustrates the price differential in the U.S. between class 1 CR (which is
typically sold under one-year fixed price contracts to major customers) and class 2 CR (which is
sold on the spot market): .

625 $!tllnne • yearly aV!lra!!l

425
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999p

"-We estimate the price gap between class 1 and class 2 galvanized sheet to be extremely close
to the gap illustrated above' for class 1 and class 2 CR sheet -- on average about $100 per
tonne.

Operating Cost Position
We reviewed the galvanizing line operating costs contained in the proposal (no data were
provided on the cold mill) and conclude that the stated costs, as shown in the table below, are
achievable.( .

US$ltonne Galvanizing Line Cold Mill
Material cost $406 Not available
Total operating cost 485 Not available
Conversion cost· 80 Not available

World class conversion cost $32 $55
RanQe of conversion cost $32 -84 $55 - 135

Specifically, the material cost assumption of $406 per tonne is above the European export price
of class 2 CR coil noted above (after adding in customs, insurance and freight charges), but
slightly below what we would expect for class 1 eR -- which represents the feedstock for the
proposed mill.
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Estimated HDG conversion costs of $80 per tonne compare to an expected range .of $32 - $84
per tonne for world class producers in the U.S. (We believe that comparisons to U.S. mills
provide a representative measure because, despite higher hourly labor costs, US
minimill/boutique operations are among the lowest cost producers in the world.) Substandar.d
labor productivity could account for a small part of the relatively high cost, but does not explain
the wid~ discrepancy.

Product mix has a profound effect on costs. A high percentage of galvalume production, for
example, which is a higher cost, higher margin product than galvanized sheet, would lead to a
higher expected cost as would a high zinc coating weight (zinc costs account for over 50% of
conversion co·sts). The proposal we were provided does not include detailed information
regarding the projected mix of products to be produced. Therefore the above must be used with
caution. Before making an investment, mix information should be secured and the above
analysis should be redone using that information.

,Potential Impact on SA Mills, .
_ The project would not have a meaningful negative impact on competitors since no South

African steel companies currently manufacture galvanized steel of sufficient quality (class 1) to
meet auto industry needs. Moreover, assuming completion of phase 3 the project will be
complementary to, rather than a competitor of, South Africa's major flat roll producer.

IFINANCIAL ISSUES

"-Potential For Raising Financing .
As 'regards financing, the recent worldwide' financial problems encountered by many steel
industry firms has made the investment community wary of undertaking new steel projects. As
a result financing will probably be expensive and somewhat difficult to obtain.

Capital Requirements
We have conducted a review of the projects estimates of the capital cost and the construction

,.,;-> schedule for the proposed galvanize and cold mill facilities. Based upon this review, and on our
'·"'-in depth knowledge and familiarity with similar projects, we conclude that the projects are in-line

with other current similar projects. Again we caution that we do not have access to exact
equipment specifications and can only review the capital cost on a total project cost basis.

At $161 million, the total investment requirement for the hot dip line galvanizing is in-line with
our expectations. This equates to about $537 per annual tonne of installed capacity. In North
America, the majority of ~he sample 'clusters around $440 per annual tonne of installed c~pacity.
for automotive quality product but capital"costs tend to be low in theU.S. due to the highly
developed infrastructure base. The capital cost for the proposed project is highly consi~tent
with similar projects in Europe. As a result, we believe the estimated capital costs for the
proposed project are reasonable, especially given the high quality product that will be produced.

This type of top-down comparison provides only a general guideline but.is useful to establish .
reasonableness. Also be aware that one would expect a range of investment requirements as
shown due to differences in anticipated products (width, gauge, coating weight), handling
equipment, percentage of leased equipment, etc. All of these factors have a significant impact
on capital requirements.
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Normally, to cross-check the top-down approach discussed above, we enter line item
information into capital forecast models and compare capital requirements on a bottom up
basis. For instance, the consultant team knows from many years of engineering experience
that there are certain guidelines for the key components within any given capital requirement.
This knowledge provides us the ability to estimate what we would expect for broad categories of
the investment requirement. ·For example, buildings can be broken into key components such
as pilfngs, foundations, roofing, electrical systems, etc. .. ..

Additionally, it is customary to examine in some detail major components included in the
investment requirements. For example, speaking with key suppliers to verify the price and
capabilities of key equipment components. This can be verified by randomly selecting other
equipment items and comparing them to the costs in other projects with which the consultant
team has been involved over the past few years. There was not sufficient information provided,
however, to perform this analysis for the proposed mill. .

(.'; '.Reinvestment Assumption
The ·financial forecast does not include an annual reinvestment assumption. This would be a
minimum of $500,000 per year -- for base maintaining/stay in business type capital
expenditures only. It does not include discretionary capital expenditures that might be identified
at some future date. We assume that any such discretionary expenditures would be project
financed.

Construction Schedule
The project s'chedule we reviewed indicates a total project construction time of 36 months. It is
certainly possible to have the facility up and operating in that time frame. It appears, however,
that" the line is operating at 100 % of capacity immediately upon start-up. That is a highly
unlikely scenario. . ..

Debt/Equity and Other Financing Ratios
Financing information is only provided for phase 1. Key ratios are summarized below:

Comment
Typical projects range from
65 to 80% debt. The 80%
debt target will increase the
difficult of financin
This varies widely. We
have observed ranges from
10 to 50% of total capital.
Higher percentages of RSA
equity will be a positive
from the perspective of
raisin ca ita!.
We believe this is a
reasonable ex ectation

80% debt
20% equity

40%ofDebt
20%. of Equity

Interest Rate Assumptions
The proposal assumes an interest rate on debt capital of 7.47%. From what we know about
current interest rates for steel transactions and the availability of international project finance,
this appears very low. Our contacts in the investment community indicated rates upwards of



12:0%. They indicated that government involvement could reduce the rates', but the reported
rates still appear low." ."

/INPUT SOURCING

Supply Sourcing and Impact on SA Industries
The project would have only a modest initial impact on South African supply industries since the
high quality hot rolled sheet feedstock would be sourced mainly from abroad. Completion of
the project through phase 3, however, would lead to a more significant favorable impact on
these industries since it would enable the project to source its hot rolled feedstock from Iscor,
thereby boosting demand for South African produced steel and the requisite inputs.

Potential for Domestic Equipment Sourcing
South African possesses a good manufacturing capability. With this in mind, the vendors
estimate of the amount equipment that can be sourced internally appears reasonable, but
shoyld be confirmed. "

. Labor Force Staffing and Training Requirements
The galvanize line proposal calls for a total work force of 130 people. "This is equivalent to 0.87
man hours per tonne. State-of-the-art North American plants are operating similar facilities at
levels of 0.44 man hours per tonne. From and operating cost standpoint this difference will
result in a cost penalty of $ 3.90 ([0.87- 0.44] x $9/hour) per tonne. "

The cold "mill proposal calls for a total "force of 100 people. Thi~ is equivalent to 0.87 mall hours
per MT. State of the art North American plants are operating similar facilities at levels. of 0.44 .
man hours per MT. From an operating cost standpoint this difference will result in a cost
penalty of $ 3.90 ([0.87- 0.44] x $9/hour).

The educational and experience level requirements that are discussed in the proposal are
reasonable for traditional operations, but highly successful players in the steel business go far
beyond traditional training. An associate that has trained steel plant employees in South Africa
reports that workers are highly motivated learners with a very good work ethic. Based upon this
we would encourage a total business training"approach as outlined in the sample training
program. We note, however, that the proposal does not appear to include money for training.

See Appendix A for an example of a current training program for new employees. Note the
extent of the business information they are expected to learn (they are tested and the results
affect retaining employment as well a promotional opportunities).
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Technological Competitiveness Of Equipment
Thyssen Krupp is a world,leader in steel and we have no reason to doubt that the equipment is
technologically competitive with similar equipr:nent anywhere in the world. However, there is
insufficient detailed information regarding component specification and capability to
categorically attest that all of the equipment components are world c1a~s. , It does appear,
however, that all items of equipment required to operate the line and product are included.

Production Capability
Annual production capability is calculated by using the hours the line is actually operating per
year times an average production rate across the entire product mix. The proposal does not
provide this information but the tonnage levels discussed in the proposal certainly appear .
reasonable. They are:

Facility
Galvanizin
Pickier/cold mill

Annual Ca acit
300,000 tonnes
300,000 tonnes

Note that there is always. the risk of product mix changes that would reduce capacity. Lighter
gauges require more production time per unit of volume resulting in lower absolute tonnage
than achievable with heavier gauges. But, it should be recognized that the profit margin
relationship should be similar over the normal range of product. Thus, even if volume is
affected, profitability should remain fairly constant.

'ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS REQUIRED FOR AN UNQUALIFIED ANALYSIS

("'
\

Phase 1: Hot dip galvanize line
• Detailed description of each major item of equipment, e.g" pot, welder, materials

handling equipment, motor sizes, etc.
• Breakdown of costs for purchase and installation of equipment
• Line specifications including product, material physical parameters, coil size, & line

speed
• Staffing by equipment component
• Performance parameters and manufactures warranties performance guarantees
• Range of coating thickness
• Detailed product mix·
• Extent of process control system-hardware, reporting capabilities, contral,etc.
• Assumed specification for the exposed and unexposed auto included in the mix
• Does the investment include the initial complement of spares? if so what are the

major items

Phase 2: Pickle line/cold mill
• Detailed description of each major item of equipment
• Line specifications including product specifications, material physical parameters, coil

specifications, and line speed specifications for all units
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• Does the investment include the initial complement of spares, if so what are the major
items .

o Actual requirements of finished product including surface condition, hardness,
physical dimensions flatness, etc. .

• Detailed product mix
• Performance parameters and manl.!factures warranties /performance guarantees'
• No. of stands, roll sizes, and capacities of the tandem and temper mills
• Capacity and cycle time of the annealing furnaces
•• Capacity and accuracy of the slitting machine including length tolerances, width

tolerallces, number of cuts, etc.
• What level of testing is supplied (sonic, visual, physical, etc.) Are the results being

monitored and plotted for record keeping?
• Extent of process control system-hardware, reporting capabilities, control, etc.
• Staffing levels of all of the individual units of the Pickling Line .
o Breakdown of costs for purchase and installation of equipment
• Will the galvanize line and the cold mill share cOl1)monmanagement?

Phase 3: (SCOR hot mill modernization
•• What are ISCOR's present capabilities?
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5. Business Plan
• Equipment
• Workforce
• Location

r-
I, J. Safety Policy

L- • Engineered Safeguards
• Administrative Safeguards
• Personnel Awareness

8. Major Customers
• Light Gauge Customers
• Ultralight Gauge Customers

9. Major Competitors
• Light Gauge Competitors
• U1tralight Gauge Competitors

10. Location
• Manpower
• Transportation
• Suppliers and Customers

11. Start-Up Training Schedule
• Site Specific Safety "
• Safety General Construction
• Safety General Industry
• Confined Space
• Hazardous materials
o First Aid
• Quality Systems
• Control Plans
o Introduction to SPC (Statistical Process Control)
• Measurement Systems Analysis

t ,. ••
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APPENDIX A: TRAINING CURRICULUM (continued)
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The DanieH specialty steel minimill comprises a direct current, eccentric bottom tapping, electric
arc furnace (DC/EST .EAF) designed to produce 250,000 metric tonnes of finished product. We
understand the plant's planned output mix of bar and rod to be as follows:

Specialty*
Forging, Low Alloy
Stainless
Total

100,000 tonnes
100,000 tonnes
50,000 tonnes

2501000 tonnes

MARKET SI:l"E AND PROFITABILITY

World Market
, The potential export markets for the proposed SBa bar mill are favorable due to the continue.d
growth in SBa usage1especially in the automotive and industrial equipment industries, and the
modest size of the mill relative to world demand:

It The world market for engineered bar and rod is an estimated 60 MT to 70 MT. As
such, the proposed plant's 200,000 tonnes output of carbon and alloy SBQ would
account for an estimated 0.3% worldwide SBa market share. .

o The world market for stainless bar and rod is approximately 2.0 MT divided on a
roughly equal basis between bar and rod.. As such, the-proposed plant's 50,000 tonnes .
output would rel?resent a worldwide market share on the order of 2.5%.

SBO products are those which require higher quality and greater detailed product specifications
in respect to size, shape and chemistry, as they are geared for specific and often demanding
end-use applications. Carbon products represent 70% of the total, with alloy produ.cts .
accounting for the remainfng 30%.

,,~'~"'" t The automotive sector is the largest end-market for SBQ. representing approximately one-third
of all demand, and half or more of the total output of higher quality producers. In fact, over 40%
of SBa demand is derived from the auto, truck and agricultural vehicle markets alone.
Moreover, automotive and industrial equipment manufacturers and their first-tier component
suppliers that require high quality SBa steel products for critical applications account for about
60% of the world SBO market. The other major buyers of SBQ include service centers, other
rion-<;lutomo~ive OEMs,. independent .cold finishe~s,' and forgers. . ..

Most of the remainder of SBa applications are in the broad category of industry machinery and
equipment. This includes applications such as fasteners, bearings, off-highway vehicles, the oil
and gas sector, and miscellaneous forgings. The following table presents our estimate of SBO .
applications by initial purchaser and/or end-market:

. '.~. "
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Estimated North AmericaJW: Europe
ssa Bar ~nd Rod Consumption by End Market

Percent Share of Total
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Automotive 25%
Auto After Market 5%
Independent Cold FinishinQ 15%
Service Centers 15%
Foraers 14%
Off-Hiahwav Vehicles 5%
Searinas 3%
Cold Headina (Fasteners) 15%
Other 3%
Total 100%

C'
L- The following tables highlight the estimated SBa ~arket by grade and bar share:

SS ar et >y ra e
Carbon ~60%
Alloy ~30%
Leaded 7%-10%

ssa arket IY ar Share
Rounds ·75% -80%
Other-1 15% -20%
Flats 3%-5%

1- Rounded corner squares, ingots, hexagons, and
other shapes.

The ssa market can be segmented in numerous other ways including by such measures as
quality, product size dimension, end-market application, steel casting method, etc. In respect to
quality, there are numerous measures used inclUding the standards mandated by auto/auto-
parts makers, bearing manufacturers, and other critical application users inclUding ISo-9000,
OS-gOOO·and Pre-Production Approval Process (PPAP, the highest, safety-based automotive
standard).

Generally, the steel casting method employed and, the associated semifinished-to-finished,
. production reduction ratio is rel.atedto many product quality standards. How,ever, over the past

ten years, customer shifts from bloom and ingot have increased billet access to nearly 70% of
the market including the following:

• 100% for cold headin'g
• 60% to 75% for seNice centers, off-highway and other
• 40% to 60% for automotive, forging, and cold finishing

. The proposal implies that the plant will operate in the highest quality end of the market
spectrum, but will also be able to supply all quality sectors. Our estimates of quality-related.
shares by bar product and grade are presented in the following table:
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One explanation for this discrepancy could be that the proposed mill plans to produce a high
percentage of ferritic grades, which are less expensive to produce and sell for much lower
prices: Ferritic grade~ of stainless rod and bar are suitable for cold heading uses, such as for
producing various typ~s of fasteners, This is an attractive, relatively unsophisticated product
market. Unfortunately, the proposal does not provide sufficient detail with regard to product
characteristics to confirm this finding. '

At the assumed prices, the proposed SSQ mill will be'·competitive on world export markets and
will have a significant advantage in the domestic SA market relative to imports, which must pay
substantial fr~ight charges. .

Domestic prices in South Africa are set at parity with imports on a delivered basis. Essentially,
domestic prices for steel in South Africa are determined by the natural level of protection and
not by formal tariff barriers or quotas (the import tariff on all steel long products is only 5%).

However, transport ($5.0-$60Itonne ocean transport, plus $5-$7/tonne port charges, plus $25-
S30/tonne internal shipping costs) and other natural barriers including a 10% penalty for the up
to 4-month order-to-deliver time, can add over 50% to European fob export prices by the time
the steel product is delivered in the Johannesburg/Pretoria area.

(US$ Per Tonne, 2000-05)
Product Price, ; ... ,

, ,

Standard CTL Bar ~
Carbon, $425-$475

, Allov $550-$600
Stainless· $2,100-$2,400

Processed CTL Bar
Carbon $500-$525
Alloy $725-$800
Stainless· $2,400-2,700

Conversion Fees $90-$100

Weighted AYera~e $625-$675
Average Excl. Stainless $600

In' comparison to' the 'above numbers"the following table shows actual and estimated average ,
hot rolled carbon and alloy SBQ bar selling prices for some of the major Western European and
North American competitors in 1997 and 1998. The prices reflect the different mix of carbon
and alloy grades as well as different mix of product types (for example, extremely high priced
bearing steels in the some cases) for each producer. Only one of these producers has
stainless in their mix (about 40,000 tonnes).

Average SeQ Selling Prices
Selected Western European and North American Producers

(US$ Per Tonne)
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Corn
Corn
Corn
Corn
Corn
Corn
Corn
Corn
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$435
$495
$645
$495
$495
$535
$495
$860
$715
$495
$495

,,"-co_/General SBQ Market Pricing Trends
../lid-year 1999 spot S8Q prices were down 20% from recent peak levels in 1995, while contract

( prices for the 1999 model year were reportedly off 5% to n'o, depending on product category.
- Meaningful price improvements are not likely in the near-term given the combined impact of

moderating industrial equipment demand, import pressures and increasing domestic capacity.
However, as the chart below indicates, and until the impact of the Asia financial crisis, S8Q
spot prices were on a clear iD-year up-trend since the market bottomed out in 1985. This
came as a result of a sharp and sustained increase in demand, capacity closures and a
moderate level of newly commissioned capacity, and higher scrap and alloy prices.
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Generaffy Stable Net Metal Margin. As the chart below indicates, U.S. metal margins (S8Q
spot prices as reported by Purchasing Magazine less

o
the delivered price of No.1 Heavy Melting

Scrap as reported by American Metal Market) have been generally stable over the past 12 . .
years since early 1987, despite a full recession period (1990-92) and a sharp and sustained run'
up in scrap prices in the periods 1987-89 and 1993-97. We expect this trend to continue for the
industry as a whole on an annual average basis throughout the forecast period.
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SBQ prices generally move in concert with changes in the prices of ferrous scrap. Between
1988 and 1998, hot rolled ssa prices have averaged $543/tonne and reached a high and low
of $616/tonne and $473/tonne, respectively. Margins over materials have averaged $417/tonne
and reached a high and low of S468/tonne and $358/tonne, respectively. Similarly for cold
finished, prices have averaged S761/tonne over the same period and reached a high and low of
$862/tonne and $6621tonne, respectively. Margins have averaged $635/tonne and reached a
high'and low of $714/tonne and S547/tonne, respectively, . . ".

Operating Cost Position
Estimated production costs for the proposed mill of $234 per tonne for grades 2 and 3 are very
low relative to other world class SSO producers, and do not appear achievable. Moreover, we
would expect a roughly $30 cost premium for grade 2 vs. grade 3 products, a factor which the
proposal fails to take into account.

.The SBO cost curve for hot rolled manufacturing costs (including SG&A and excluding
depreciation and interest) ranges for $400 to $560 per tonne based largely on comparable
U.S.-based mills. We believe this provides a representative measure because despite higher
labor costs, US minimill/boutique operations are among the lowest cost producers in the world.

As illustrated in the table below, the major reasons for the reported cost advantage are th~ very .
low cost of (1) materials and (2) rolling mill conversion. We do not believe that these low costs.
are achievable. Specifically with regard to materials, the proposal cites scrap costs of $75 per
tonne. While we understand that scrap prices are currently unusually low in South Africa due to
inventory build-up, South Africa is a net scrap importer and thus prices would typically tend to .
be at least as high as those in the U.S., which is a net scrap exporter. Going forward, we would
expect scrap prices in South Africa to average in the $110 to $140 per tonne range.

Estimated billet casting costs are also below North American standard, but are within an
achievable range. The table below compares the proposed mill costs to a composite average
of the three lowest cost North Amerfcan producers.
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We estimat~ that increasing grade 2 and 3 production costst~'$330 '~~;'t;'~'~;:'~hic't~c'is'still
aggressive, would have the effect of reducing the IRR by over 5%. Note that the proposal
states an IRR before tax, VAT and duty of 20.7%.

SSQ Manufacturina Cost Comparison (Grades 2 and 3)
US$ftonneproduced Composite NA Proposed Mill Comments

Meltshop:
Scrap $158 . Not stated
Base allovs/recarb 35 Not stated

Total materials 193 $98 Estimated material costs are
unreasonablv low

Conversion to billet 97 81
Rolling mill conversion cost 86 38 Without additional

documentation we do not'
believe that this cost is
achievable

Total operatinq cost 376 217
SG&A 24 17
Total cost

. $400 $234

The $1080 cost for steel grade 1 products (stainless) appears reasonably within range
depending on the steel grades produced. Since no detail is provided, we are making that
judgment based on the margin. Efficient producers in a good steel climate make 15 -20%
operating margins. Given the advantage of Chrome and other key alloys the estimate is
acceptable on an order of magnitud~ basis.. . ."". ' .

Potential Impact on SA Mills
The proposed SBQ mill poses risk to some existing SA producers. Since SA imports of bar and
rod products are low, there is little room for import displacement in the domestic market. Thus,
domestic sales from the proposed mill would be largely competing with other domestic
producers, especially with regard to carbon and alloy products. Growth in domestic demand,'

.-' however, would help mitigate this risk. Moreover, the proposed mill will also have strong export
opportunities which should further moderate its impact on other domestic producers.
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Potential For Raising Financing
As regards financing, the recent worldwide financial problems encountered by many steel
industry firms have made the investment community wary of undertaking new steel projects.
Thus financing has become expensive and somewhat difficult to obtain.

As detailed below, the estimated capital cost of $228 million for this project appear somewhat
high, which could also make the project more difficult to finance. The proposal assumes that
the project will be financed 40% with equity and 60% with debt. This represents an above
average equity contribution compared to other recent steel projects, which should make it
easier to attract debt capital once equity investors have been secure~.

Finally, there is no information provided with regard to either the sponsor's equity contribution or
the breakdown between South African and foreign financing sources.

Capital Requirements
- The investment requirement for the specialty bar and rod mill total $228 million excluding

working capital of $25 million. This appears somewhat high for a facility of this size and type.
The investment requirement equates to about $910 per annual tonne of installed capacity. In
North America, the most recent SBa facility built was Qualitech. It is a matter of public record
that their investment was in the range of about $530 per annual tonne of capacity, but this was
for a higher volume, simpler facility that is not capable of producing stainless products. Even
after adjusting for such differences. however, we believe that the capital cost appear high by
roughly 10% (about $20 - $25 million), ..•.

This top-down comparison provide's only a general guideline but is useful to estahlish .
reasonableness. Also be aware that one would expect a range of investment requirements as
shown due to differences in anticipated products, handling equipment, percentage of leased
equipment, etc. All of these factors have a significant impact on capital requirements.

Normally. to cross-check a top down approach, it is necessary to enter line item information into
. ~apital forecast models and compare capital requirements on a bottom up basis. For instance,
Jur team knows from many years of engineering experience that there are certain guidelines for
the key components within any given capital requirement. This knowledge provides us with the
ability to estimate what we would expect for broad categories of the investment requirement.
For example buildings can be broken into key components such as pilings, foundations, roofing,
electrical systems. etc.

Additionally, it is customary to examine in some detail major components included in the
investment requirem~nts. For example. we talk with key 'suppliers to verify the price and
capabilities of key equipment components. Then we randomly select other equipment items and
compared them to the costs in other projects with which the consultant team has been involved.
over.the past few years. There was not sufficientinformation provided, however, to perform
this analysis for the proposed SSQ mill. .

, ::-=<t:'~?!-~':!'~:':'
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Construction sc.lieduie
The project calls for a 3D-month schedule from start to finish. This is achievable but there is no
time included for financing and agreement negotiation. In our experience this.phase normally
takes about six months. Thus on an overall basis we recommend assuming 36 months.

Civil work is planned for 10 months which might be ambitious but.it could be accelerated without
penalizing the rest of the project. Finally, hot testing and performance testing are e<;!ch
scheduled for two weeks. With proper preliminary training and with a strong management team
and well trained and motivated employees it is achievable.

Reinvestment Assumption
The financial forecast does not appear to include a reinvestment assumption. In our
experience, we generally' expect about 2% of equipment cost for base maintaining/stay in
business type capital expenditures only. It does not include discretionary capital expenditures
that might be identified at some future date. We assume that any such discretionary
expenditures would be project financed.

,,~..
(
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Debt/Equity Ratio and Other Financing Ratios
Key ratios are summarized below:

Ratio Proposed Project Comments
DebUEquity ratio 60% debt Typical projects range

40% equity from 65% to 80% debt
RSNForeign Capital Source Not disclosed We have observed

r~mges from 10 to 50% .
.Higher RSA percentages
will be a positive from the
perspective of raising
capital.

IRR 20.7% We believe this is
(Pre tax, VAT, and duty) optimistic based on the

preliminary information
available

Interest Rate Assumptions
The proposal assumes an interest rate on debt capital of 6.0%. From what we know about
current interest rates for steel tra.nsactions and the availability of international project finance,
this appears very low. Forexample, private debt financing of a very recent merger of two large
U.S. SSQ producers was issued at an interest rate of 14.5% (plus warrants), at a time when
banks charge their U.S.-based prime rate borrowers about 8.25%; and even less for investment
grade borrowers. Our contacts in the investment community indicated international project
finance rates upwards of 12.0%. They indicated that government involvement could reduce the
rates, but the reported rates still appear low. .
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The 800,090 tonne stainless flat rolled mill, though potentially viable, appears to have a
high degree of risk. We base this conclusion on the following strengths and weaknesses: .

1. In our opinion, the success of the proposed mill will require the following key components:
• ability to produce vel)' thin gauge hot rolled sheet «2mm);
•• operating cost advantage;
o long-term off-take agreements for a significant share of the output; and
• reliable, long-term contracts for nickel and scrap.

e proposal fails to provide sufficient documentation to evaluate the first two, however, and makes
no reference whatsoever to the latter two. (A representative of Ferrostaal did raise the
pos~ibjfity of long-term. nickel and scrap contracts during a telephone conversation.)

. 2. If the mill is able to achieve the specified hot rolled gauges (2 mm) at a low cost, it would
give it a significant competitive advantage over other conventional stainless sheet producers.

3. The project targets a rapidly growing world market for stainless steel, but, at an 800;000
tonne annual shipping level, the plant's annual production would represent about 8% of total
worldstainless flat rolled output, a level sufficient to negatively impact world prices. The

. negative impact to the world marketplace (especially prices) ol'-so much greenfield capacity
brought on line in one single stage has been very significant in the most recent cases of
Columbus Stainless and Yieh United in Taiwan. .

4. Because of the imbalance between the efficient scale of new stainless steel plants and the
potential impact on regional and world markets, most new capacity is added through incremental
expansion. Greenfield capacity is most often installed in reverse order (cold rolling complexes,
then hot mills, then melt shops and casters) in stages over several years or decades.

5. The world stainless flat rolfed market - while expected to continue to grow at the 5% to 7%
per year rate - has entered into a new era of intense international competition, excess capacity
and lower prices and margins. Prior to the early 1990s, the world stainless market tended to
act as a loose oligopoly, characterized by relatively disciplined production and pricing practices
by the limited number of key producers in the U.S., Western Europe and Japan. New market .
entrants in these countries as well as Asia, South America and Africa have changed the l!7Wket
dynamics significantly and, we think, perm·anently.· .

6. The project may have merit in that it appears to be designed to target the market for hot
band for re-rolling by other intemational stainless steel mills as well as the small but growing
market for hot roll stainless coils for consumption The former market is currently quite
substantial in that a relatively large number of world sta.inless steelmakers operate with limited
or no hot rolling capacity and are thus dependent on other companies to supply hot bands or tcr
toll roll slabs into hot band.
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7. This re-roll market for stainless hot band ls-in transition due to the Asia crisis, merge/and'
acquisition link-ups which lock in re-roll flows (KTN, AK Steel-Armco, for example), and the
commercialization of direc(strip casting (KTN, Nippon Steel and elseWhere). Without a long-
term off-take agreement with specific rerallers, therefore, we believe that the project sti/l entails .
high risk giv~n its very Jarge size.

8. The project's export dependence also makes it vulnerable to exchange rate risk and
growing trade barriers. Protectionist measures are increasing around the world partly as a
result of the economic difficulties in Asia, Latin American and the former USSR. This has
resulted in the imposition of new or higher import quotas, minimum import pricing floors,
antidumping ;;md countervailing duties, and rising port tariffs in the U.S. and elsewhere.

9. South Africa already has a new and roughly similar-sized plant in Columbus Stainless,
which itself is heavily dependent (over 80%) on exports. The South African market for stainless
flat rol/ed of al/ types is only on the order of 100,000 tonnes - 15% of the planned capacity of

(
- ··,'\·,:".fhepropose~ plant. Approximately 90% of the South African market is supplied by Columbus

. and 10% by Imports, mostly of products not made by Columbus. Thus, the proposal .
L- assumption that the proposed mill will sell 10% of its production (80,000 tonnes beginning in

year 3) into the domestic market appears unrealistic.

10. The availability of chrome is partly offset by the lack of sufficient indigenous scrap and
nickel supplies in South Africa. For example, Columbus Stainless must import significant
volumes of nickel froin Russia. The use of high volumes ofscrap, as opposed to virgin nickel
ore, results in significant cost savings for producers in regions where scrap is more readily
available such as North America, Japan, and Western Europe.

"-
11. Another potential m'arket entrant, Iscar, realiz'ed that it was much more difficLilt than
origina/ly anticipated to convert its Pretoria Works to the production of stainless slabs and
subsequently and indefinitely idled the facilities. However, we understand that Iscor has
tentative plans to restart Pretoria operations once market conditions begin to improve,
particularly in Asia.

12. We believe that the IRR and operating rate assumptions may be difficult to fully achieve
", ,··..·''Jaseq on historical experience of major international stainless steelmakers over the past

decade.

'13. With respect to financing prospects, we think any steel project will face difficult financial
market conditions for at least the next several years, given the banking experience and troubled
greenfield steel track record over the last several years, especially with the Asia crisis. Given
our interpretation of the nature of the project - large-scale project with significant· dependenr;;e .
on hot band sales to converters or re-rollers - it is likely that financial backers will want a
significant off-take volume (25% to as high as 60% in some cases) over a significant time
period (3 to 5 years). South Africa has a new and roughly similar-sized plant in Columbus
Stainless and there has been at least one other project of this type on the drawing board for
some time now.

14. The estimated capital cost offhe project is reasonable and consistent with expectations
based on our knowledge of similar projects.
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Approximately one-third of the market for all stainless and 40% for light flat rolled stainless is in
the form of non-nickel bearing material- ferritics and martensitics (400 and 200 series.
respectively). Grades 409, and to a lesser extent 430, are dominant froin a usage standpoint.
accounting for well over half of all consumption. The primary applications are for automotive
exhaust systems, consumer goods anq construction.

The balance of the market is comprised of nickel bearing .stainless or austenitic stain.less. The
primary grades are 304 and 316. 'These products are primarily used in more extreme corrosion
applications such as piping, sto'rage tanks and reaction vessels in petro-chemical plants.

Worldwide market growth has been averaging a consistent 5% to 7% year, with developed
countries and regions averaging 3% to 5% growth and developing countries averaging 5% to
>10% growth. This is much faster than the 1% to 3% experienced and anticipated for carbon
.steel. Worldwide average growth. therefore, represents between 500,000 tonnes and 700.000
;onnes of new demand each year.

. .
While this may seem like a lot - almost equivalent to a new plant each year the size of that
being proposed - it is not quite so large when viewed a regional basis. If one divides the world
into six regions - North America. South America, Africa-Middle East, Western Europe. Eastern
Europe and Asia/Pacific - a share of this growth would represent only about 100,000 tonnes
per region per year. .

In addition, there are a large number of stainless capacity expansion projects underway. As the
following graph illustrates. there is well over 1 million tonnes of new capacity coming on-line in
Asia alone -- even after taking into account over 1.2 million tonnes of capacity additions that
have been postponed or canceled in the wake of the Asian crisis.
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Status of 38 S't~linJess Flat Roll Capital Expansion ProjectS
ClOltllnnes in Asia (outside Japan), 1998

, • , I

OK Feasibility Uncertain Postponed
Source: Steel and MetalsMarketResearch (1998); LAestimates

,'- ~nd-use customers for stainless steel tend to be relatively small, even in advanced areas such
as North America and Western El,.lrope, making it costly and difficult for producers to sell

L- directly to end-users. As s.uch, distributors play a major role in this market, accounting for 50%
to 75% of more of initial mill sales on a worldwide basis.

South African Market
The South African market for stainless flat rolled of all types is only on the order of 120,000
tonnes - 15% of the planned capacity of the proposed plant. Approximately 90% of the South
African market is supplied by Columbus and 10% by imports, mostly of products not made by
Columbus Stainless. Thus, the proposal assumption that the proposed mill will 5e1/10% of its
output (80,000 tonnes beginning in year 3) into the domestic m'arket appears unrealistic. .

Columbus itself accounts for 5% of total worldwide stainless flat rolled output and relies on
international export sales for over 80% of its total shipment and sales volume. Together,
Columbus and the proposed new plant would represent nearly 15% of world stainless flat rolled
production. In comparison, South Africa accounted for less than 1% of world crude steel
production (carbon, alloy and stainless combined) in 1998.

;";:~:"'<

)ur view is that an export strategy - while important - become highly risky once dependence
~pon world export markets rises above the 33% to 50% level for developing country producers

! for some of the following reasons:

spot export prices are significantly lower than domestic prices due to factors such as
freight cost absorption, and unfavorable delivery time and customer service logistics.

Exporters are often 'the swing supply in any regional market. As such, they are always
vulnerable to displacement by domestic plant expansions.

Protectionist measures are increasing around the world partly as a result of the
economic difficulties in Asia, Latin American and the former USSR. This has resulted in
the imposition of new or higher import quotas, minimum import pricing floors, .
antidumping and countervailing duties, and rising port tariffs in the U.S. and elsewhere.

However, one important exception or modifying factor to this general rule is in the case of.
steelmakers with a significant converterlre-roller customer based such as Columbus Stainless
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and, .by.o~r intE;rpretation, the proposed Ferrostaar proje_ct. The fact that the Ferrostaal project
also rntenas to produce a very thin gauge hot roll provides it with an additional advantage for
this market, since this pr9duct would lower the conversion costs of its rerolle.r customers.

Finally, countries with indigenous steelmaking raw materials - such as South Africa and
Australia for example - are not often the homes of major steel sectors primarily because of the

, lack of development of home and regional erid-using markets (auto, appliance', retail and
consumer goods, etc.). We think South African producers should be cautious at over":
estimating the impact of this factor. The availability of chrome, for example, is partly offset by
the lack of sufficient indigenous scrap and nickel supplies in South Africa. For example,
Columbus Stainless must import significant volumes of nickel from Russia. The use of high
volumes of scrap, as opposed to virgin nickel ore, results in significant cost savings for,
producers in regions where scrap is more readily available such as N. America, Japan, and W.
Europe.

" Products, Prices and Margins
The proposal we were given did not provide a breakout of capacity or planned output and sales
by p~oduct form (slab, hot rolled band, hot rolled coil :....sheet or plate gauges, or cold rolled
coil). The proposal data did indicate an undetermined volume and share of output in the form
of very thin gauge hot rolled as a substitute for certain cold rolled stainless flat material and also,
to supply the cold rolling mills to save rolling work. This strategy, which is analogous to that of
several new carbon sheet minimills in the U.S., is compelling and would provide the proposed
mill with a meaningful competitive advantage. The proposal, however, provides no evidence
that such fine gauge hot roll «2 mm) is achievable.

Based on the price assu_mptions provided, and our discussioni with the project sponsor, we
have concluded'that a very significant share of total shipments will be in the form of hot band
black for the international trade and conversion markets. The plan, however, did provide detail
on shipments by grade (austenitic vs. ferritic). Given these limitations, it is difficult for us to
determine the validity of ~he pricing and margin assumptions. Our comments, therefore, are
based more on general regional and world export pricing trends and realities.

" After excluding raw material surcharges, domestic producer realized prices for 304 cold rolled in
all major market developed country market fell into a relatively tight band of between $2,200
and $2,650 per tonne since the mid-1980s. Realized 'prices for stainless 304 cold rolled sheet
on the world spot export market are currently about $1,750/tonne including freight and duties
($100 to $150/tonne) which must be absorbed by the seller.

Prices for the most common 409 ferritic cold rolled sheet are currently on the order of $800 to
$900 per tonne, including freight and c;luties. These current marKet prices represent the low
range of possibilities over the business cycle. Moreover, they are about one-third below the'
cycle peak levels last attained in the late-1993 to early-1995 period. The chart below shows
recent movement in the price of 304 cold rolled sheet by major world regional market.

We think the future pricing ban,d will be 5% to 10% lower than was the case in the past. As
stated earlier, the world stainless flat rolled market - while expected to continue to grow at th~
5% to 7% per year rate - has entered into a new era of intense international competition,
excess cap~city and lower p~ices and 'margins.
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c:. -'riar to the early 1990s, the world stainless market tended to act as a loose oligopoly,
l..-- chara~terized by relatively disciplined production and pricing practices by the limited number of

key producers in the U.S., Western Europe and Japan. New market entrants fn these countries
as well as Asia, South America and Africa have changed the market dynamics significantly and,
we think, permanently. Conversion margins - market prices less the cost of scrap ·and alloys -
have trended down sharply in all major regions since 1995. The following chart shows the
movement of conversion margins over the past ten years.
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Finally, operating margins (pre-tax and interest operating profits including depredation as a· .
percent of sales revenues) for efficient producers in North America (J&L Specialty) and
Western Europe (Acerinox of Spain and Outokumpu of Finland) tend to average about 10% to
15% over the cycle including 15% to 25% at the top of the cycle and 0% to 7.5% at the bottom
of the cycle. We think a South African producer, especially one totally dependent upon exports,
would be hard pressed to realized better results.

Operating Cost Position
Although the proposal states that the new mill will enjoy "operating cost advantages vis-a.:.vis
not c"ontinuously conventional stainless flat operations [that] are substantial," it fails to provide
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any detailed operating cost breakdown. Thus. no operating cost analysis or comparison to
other producers is possible.

As an alternative. we examined the expectations for gross profit from operati~ns (from
projected income statements on pages 96 to 99). These documents show gross margins
growing from 13 - 19% to a steady state of 35 - 36%. Consultant databases indicate that
efficient producers typically realize margins of 10- 20% during business cycle peaks. 0 - 10% .
at the bottom and 10 - 15% on average. On this basis it is difficult to accept sustainable
margins of 35 - 36%. It also appears that this margin is based on the assumption that the
project permanently operates ano sells at a rate equivalent to 100% of capacity. This is not a
reasonable e~pectationfor any facility. much less a start-up operation that accounts for about
8% of world demand.

Assuming that the plant operates at gross margin of 20%. a more reasonable expectation. then
we estimate the IRR in the base case of 24.5% would decline to about 14%. roughly equal to

"'that used in the proposal's pessim.istic case.

- The following pie graph illustrates the estimated operating cost breakdown for a typical
produce'r of grade 304 (austenitic) sheet:
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With rega"rd to raw materials, Ferrostaal indicated to the consultant team (by telephone) that it
has had discussions with leading providers that will lead to long-term contracts for scrap and
nickel (at. 10% below LME prices). No formal evidence of these arrangements. however. was
provided in the proposal. .

As shown in the ·folloWing table -~ which is based on 1995 data - South African stainless mills
enjoy a cost advantage relative to Western mills due to lower labor and material costs:
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. . Grade 304 Slain"less Cost Structure Comparison •
US$jtlnne South Africa vs. Western Producer, 1995
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Source: Bear, Steams; LA estimates

. Potentia/Impact on SAMills
The proposed mill could have a very significant negative impact on Columbus Steel, a major
South African producer of stainless sheet. Columblis, which recently expanded its capacity

- from about 200,000 tonnes to over 500,000 tonnes, exports the bulk of its production while also
supplying 90% of domestic market needs. The addition of a second, very large South African

.stainless sheet producer (a) will put the two mills in direct competition with each other hi the
domestic market (Columbus currently supplies 90% of this 120,000 tonne market, while the
Ferrostaal plan [unrealistically] assumes domestic sales of about 80,000 tonnes 3 years
following start-up) and (b) could precipitate retaliatory trade barriers from countries inundated
with stainless sheet exported from South Africa.

Potential For Raising Financing
The recent worldwide financial problems encountered by many steel industry firms have made
the investment community wary of undertaking new steel projects. Thus, it will probably be
expensive and somewhat difficult to obtain. This will be especially true in this case since this

- /:""'?roject is so large vis-a-vis world demand for stainless. We believe that any expectation of a
, .Iew entrant quickly gaining this type of market share (about 8% of world demand) will be

probably be treated with some skepticism.

Capital Requirements
The investment requirement, excluding capitalized interest and working capital, for the
proposed stainless steel facility totals $990 million. This equates to about $1,240 per annual
tonne of installed capacity, which is roughly in line with other recent stainless projects Details"
of the two most recent stainless complexes built are shown in the following table:'

Capital Cost Finishing Capacity Cost per annual
Facility (US$millions) . (000 tonnes) tonne of capacity

Proposed Project $990 .800 $1,240
(S. Africa)
Columbus Stainless >$1,000 600 1,670
(S. Africa 1994-96)
Yieh United (Taiwan 1995) $750 600 1,250
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This type of top-down comparison to other current similar projects provides only a general
guideline but is useful to establish reasonableness. In this case, we would preliminarily
conclude. the capital cost estimate constitutes a reasonable expectation. Th.ere are differences
but one would expect a range of investment requirements as shown due to differences in'
anticipated products, handling equipment, etc. All of these factors have a significant impact on
capital requirements.

Normally, to cross.:check a top down approach, it is necessary to enter line item information into
capital forecast models and compare capital requireni~nts on a bottom up basis. For instance,
our team knows from many years of engineering experience that there are certain guidelines for
the key components within any given capital requirement. This knowledge provides us with the
ability to estimate what we would expect for broad categories of the investment requirement.
For example buildings can be broken into key components such as pilings, foundations, roofing,
electrical systems, etc.

(-'- Additionally, it is customary to examine in some detail major components included in the
'.. investment requirements. For ex.ample, we talk with key suppliers to verify the price and

Gapabilities of key equipment components. Then we randomly select other equipment items an.d
compared them to the costs in other projects with which the consultant team has been involved
.over the past few years. There was not sufficient information provided, however; to perform
this analysis for the proposed stainless mill. .'

Construction time frame
The following schedule -- which is for the hot mill only (no information was provided for the
other facilities) -- is consistent with what should be expected for a facility of this type given a
strong management team and well trained and motivated employees. .

Key Milestones
Studies, engineering and analysis
Financing and agreement finalization
Construction phase to cold start
Corn missIoning
start up phases through full production

6 months
6 months
3 years,
1 month
3 years

Reinvestment Assumption
The financial forecast does not appear to include a reinvestment assumption. In our
experience, we generally expect about 2% of equipment cost for base maint~ining/stay in
business type capital expenditures only. It does not include discretionary capital expenditures
that might be identified at some future date. We assume that any such discretionary
expenditures would be project financed.

Debt/Equity and Other Financing Ratios
Key ratios are summarized below:

··:.t.::· ~',~:.. '.''-
." . '. -.. "
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Ratio
Debt/Equity

Comments
Typical projects are ranging from 65
to 80% debt; estimated interest cost
of 8% appears low. Ferrostaal
indicates a willingness to invest $100
million of equity, while the additional
$200 million would be rais'ed from'
unidentified SA and forei n artners.

50%/50%
24.4%

Interest Rate Assumptions
.:,..:~.:Theproposal assumes an interest rate on debt capital of 8,0%. From what we know about
. current interest rates for steel transactions and the availability of international project finance,
_ this appears very low: Our contacts in the investmel!t community indicated rates upwards of

12.0%. They indicated that government involvement could reduce the rates, but "the reported
rates still ;:1ppear low.

IINPUT SOURCING

Supply Spurcing and Impact on SA Industries
South Africa, together with Zimbabwe, is home to 95% oftheVvorld's known chromium
reserves, and the' proposed project will benefit from the local availability of chrome.' The lack of
sufficient indigenous scrap and nickel supplies hi South Africa, however, is a negative factor.
For example, Columbus Stainless must import significant volumes of nickel, which accou'nts for
about 65% of raw material costs, from Russia. As noted previously, Ferrostaal indicated that it
has had discussions with leading providers that will lead to long-term contracts for scrap and
nickel (at 10% below LME prices), but provided no formal evidence of these arrangements in its

,.,,:,,.proposal.

Potential for Domestic Equipment Sourcing
South African possesses a good manufacturing capability. With this in mind, the vendors
estimate of the amount equipment that can be sourced internally appears reasonable, but
should be confirmed.

Labor Force Staffing arid Training Requirements '.' ..' .
The stainless proposal calls for a total force of 4,000 people. This is eqUivalent to 10 man hours
per tonne. Efficient European and Japanese producers are producing with about 8 man hours
per tonne. The lower productivity of the proposed mill results in a cost penalty of $18 per tonn.e.

The educational and experience level requirements that are discussed in the proposal appear
to be reasonable. There is $21 million allocated for training, which equates to m9re than one
month training for each 'of the operating personnel.

TEC·H·Nb'Co.(fY;; .-
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Technological Comp'efitiveness of Equipmfmt
Because of the reputation of the principals, we have no reason to .doubt that the equipment is
technologically competitive. But the reader should be aware that there is insufficient detailed
information regarding component specifications and capability to unequivocally attest that all
equipmeht components are world class or that they will be capable of producing the very light
gauge hot rolled sheet that would give this mill a competitive advantage. It does appear,
however, that all items of equipment required to operate the facility and to produce the targeted
products (with the possible exception of very light gauge hot rolled sheet) are included. .

We further note that the proposed project does not utilize the most advanced technology,
known as direct strip casting, for producing stainless sheet. There are currently two or three
mills under construction that will use this new technology, which results in significantly lower
production costs .. Direct strip casting, however, is not considered a proven technology and thus
involves added risk with regard to both production and market acceptance of the finished
product.

('
Production Capability
Wit~ the exception of the hot mill furnaces, there is insufficient information available to verify
production capability. Given information provided about the hot mill furnaces we believe
capacity is adequate.

IAQDITIONAL QUESTIONS REQUIREDFORAN UNQUAJ:-iFI~P.:ANAkYSI$.J:~·t.~~::.~':.

Ferrostaal provided some "additional material" in resp9n.se to the following request, but, for the
most part, the new information failed to go beyond what was aiready contained in the original.
proposal: .

• Specifications for all units included in the projects including the Electric Arc Furnaces,
Casters, ADD units, LF units, VOD units, Mills, etc.

• Clearly stated assumptions of raw materials inputs ... they are stated in the current
documentation but it is unclear where the alloys are displayed in the costs

o Material requirements for all units including chemical specifications, physical specifications,
etc. that pertain to each unit or operation

o Does the investment include the ini~ial complement of spares, if so what are the major items

• Extent of process control system for each unit-hardware, reporting capabilities, level of
control, etc .

• Cl Operating parameters of all equipment such as speeds, productivity, costs, energy
consumption, control statistics, etc.
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• What level of testing is being supplied? Sonic, physical, non-destructive, etc. In the mills is
their constant flatness and thickness monitoring, control, and reporting?

• Requirements of the finished products

•. Operating Cost/Selling Value

All key assumptions, as normally stated in business plans, are required. Examples are
all input qualities and prices, e.g. direct and indirect labor, scrap, alloys, fluxes, electric
rates, fuel costs, ramp up schedules, yields, productivity, delay expectations, etc.,
product mix, selling values by producUwidth/gauge?

Ramp up cost trend: in the following table observe that the operating cost declines as
capacity utilization increases. Is this strictly due to period cost absorption or is it

. effected by yield and other efficiency factors? This information should be provided.
Additionally how much maintenance is implicit in these numbers?

Ram U Cost Trend
Capacity

YEAR Utilization %
1 60
2 85
3. 100

Operating Cost
er Ton

$862
775

.•. 708

• Working Capital- Key assumptions? (normally working capital is about 16-18 % of the
investment, but there is insufficient information in the proposal to confirm.)

.. ' .....'. :" .
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Project name: . .. - ~" ,"' . Dimieli $pecial'Steel Milr:" ....... '" - "-" ..... ," .

Defence package: AQusta Light Utility Helicopters
Generic risks Risk level Comments ,
1. IP penalty already priced into Moderate Not quantifiable, but some discounting of

procurements oriQinal penalty may have occurred
2. Project still in early stage of High . Project is still at pre-feaslbility stage;

development proiect analysis is weak·
3. Project not ~ad9jtionaJ' Moderate. Not easily quantifiable

4. Imported goods not offset by Moderate According to the business plan, an
foreign capital estimated 75-80% of the investment is

imported, while only 40% of funding is
foreign. Recent negotiations suggest
foreion fundinQ will match imports.

Project~specific risks .
1. Planning not rigorously executed High Planning is very brief; Danieli has not

complied with basic requests for financial
information

2. Financing not committed High Large p~oject, no firm commitments from
Danieli or other partners

3. Crowding out equity & loan Moderate About $55m and $137m will be sought on
markets to high the domestic equity and debt markets in

the construction phase
4. Price & cost assumptions not High Little analysis of pricing and costing

reliable scenarios; no sensitivity analysis
5. Significant import content High Imports run at 75-80% of capital costs;

unspecified portion of operatino costs
6. Tax treatment not accurate High IncorreCi.t1yassumed a 100% tax holiday for
.. 8 years; thereafter calculation is very rouoh

7. . Uncertainty re. sales forecasts' High .No sales agreements in place; little market
analysis undertaken or provided

a. Potentia/ timing problems Moderate Considerable work is still to be done before
the proiect is bankable

9. Technology constraints Low to Although exact product mix is still to be
moderate specified, Danieli has considerable

experience
10. Other risks Moderate The value of the plant far exceeds the NIP

to high credit obligations of Agusta under the full
LUH package; consequently this increases
the risk that this NIP project will not happen
and could be substituted by other, smaller
projects

Overall confidence index 6.0 Moderate assurance overall; key
(0.0-10.0) uncertainties relate to the poor planning,

high import content and lower foreign .
funding, to much Lincommitted finance,' .
little evidence of sales commitments; also, .
project is much larger than Agusta's NIP
oblioations



c~·· DC 235

.. ProjecfrHfifie:···· -.
GKN West!and/Cheo Plastics mouldinq

Defence package: Maritime Helicopters
Generic risks Risk level Comments ..
1. IP penalty already priced into Moderate I Not quantifiable, but some discounting of

procurements oriqinal penaltv may have occurred
2. Project still in early stage of Moderate A fair amount of analysis and planning has

development to high been done, but all still atpre-feasibility'
staqe

3. Project not "additional" Moderate Not easily quantifiable

4. Imported goodsnot offset by Low I Zero imports of capital equipment and
foreiqn capital operating costs

Project-specific risks

1. Planning not rigorously executed Moderate I Planning is reasonable and fairly prudent •

2. Financing not committed Low I GKN Chep has committed 100% of capital
. investment throuoh its local subsidiary

3. Crowding out equity & loan Low A total capital investment of R21Omwill be
markets made over 7 years, 50% of which from

foreion equity and 50% from local debt
4. Price & cost assumptions not Moderate This is a new product in South Africa and

reliable to high so pricing and costing are forecasts without
a local baseline

5. Significant import content Low No imports in either capital or operating
flows

6. Tax treatment not accurate Low Tax taken into account; calculations
performed by local subsidiary

7. Uncertainty re. sales forecasts

·1

High A new ~roduct so the market's demand is
still to be proven; positive indications from.
2 of 4 major retailers

8: Potential timing problems

I
Low to Process is controlled largely within the

moderate Chep group' so delays should be
manaqeable

9. Technology constraints I Low to I Chep has a proven technology available;
moderate possible risks relate to its local deployment

Overall confidence index 7.0 Reasonable assurance overall especially
(0.0 -10.0) as financing is fully committed; key risk

relates to the unproven local market and
uncertainty of demand

---------------------------,-:--------:P::-a-g-e~8::--of::-9:-: '-';; ....::;~.:~~.:i~:;:):
.Risk weighting of NIP projects: Confidential J'~'.'":
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Risl< weighting for projects still to be specified
~l;'As' noted earlier, negotiations with suppliers suggest that NIP commitments will increase

from the levels originally proposed by suppliers, to a level where capital investments
approximately match the cost of the arms packages. This is roughly double the amount of
investment proposed in several of the arms packages, and considerably more for others.

22. No projects have been tabled yet by the suppliers to make up this additional. commitment,
and so the modelling exercise will assume these projects reflect the average structure of
the economy in terms of import and export propensities, labour intensities, an.d so on.

23. For these projects, a lower confidence weighting is clearly required, to reflect the high
level of uncertainty about these future projects. For purposes of the modelling exercise, a
confidence index of 5.5 has been used for these as-yet-unspecified projects, except in the
case of the Hawk package where a lower value of 4.0 has been used in view of the lower
certainty around those proposals.

Risk weighting for NIP procurement projects
24. In addition to the investment projects described above. there are also procurement

projects included in the NIP proposals. These are essentially export-focused projects in
which existing local capacity will be taken up through the placement of orders from foreign
companies.

2q. The procurement projects are expected to run for different periods: some will cease once
the 7 year NIP commitment period has run its course, while others will be sustainable and
can be expected to continue running until the end of the 10 year modelling period.

26. There is higher certainty 'regarding these projects than those requiring capital investment
and so a confidence index of 8.0 has been applied to these projects .

..•.
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AFFORDABILlTY ASSESSMENT OF DEFENCE SPECIAL
PACKAGE PROCUREMENTS

, ,

1. The Department of Defence (000) is engaged in a procurement process for a
number of strategic military equipment packages involving government-to-
government contracts. In order to assist Cabinet decision-making regarding these'
procurements, the Department of Finance (OoF) has undertaken an assessment of
the affordability of th~ proposed packages, with a view jo establishing the fiscal
consequences of the packages and .the overall budgetary parameters within which
the procur~ments can take place. '

2. The assessment has included input from the Department of Defence and Armscor. A
financial model was developed which projects'the Defence budget over a 20 year
period, using inputs provided by 000 for critical. assumptions such as the proportion
of the budget to be spent on personnel, operating a'nd capital costs. The basic inputs
and assumptions in the model \overescrutinised by 000 and Armscor. "

3. The special packages refer to proposals which have b€en received for e_ach of the
following six product categories: " " .•.•."

•• Corvettes
co Submarines
•• Maritime helicopters
•• Light utility helicopters
•• Advanced light fighter aircraft
•• Lead in fighter trainer aircraft.

4. Preferred suppliers have been· tentatively identified through a tender process, the
resurts of which remain confide;')lial. A seventh product category for which tenders
were sought, namely 'main battle tanxs', has since been temporarily shelved by DoD
because it \vas extremely costly and of a lower priority relative to the other six
product categories.·' "

; \i.-'!.v....d- '. "

5, This n-1en~dum addresses the foHowing items:

•• ~~eyassumptions on which the assessment is based;
• the affordability of the proposed procurements in relation to the national budget

and fiscal policy targets;
• the least-cost funding strategies for the South African government;
•• the financial and economic risks associated with the potential procurements;
• conclusions; and
• recommendations.
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6, Two qualifiers are important

• First, thts--m.em 11 um focuses specifically on affordability issues - it does not
address the military or other benefits of the proposed procurements. It should
also be stressed that it is not possible to translate the potential'economic benefits
associated INith the counter-trade or industrial participation components of the
packages into robust assumptions insofar' as their impact on thefiscus is
concerned. In other \vords, while such benefits may be vielNsd as merits of the
procurements it would be imprudent to assume that they will necessarily make
the packages any more affordable than they v/oold otherwise be. In addition it
should be noted that, even with successful counter-trade aareements the

1- defence projects INill have a substantiallnegative impact on the cu~rentacco~nt of
the balance of payments over a long period of time, which increases both interesf
and exchange rate risks to government.

o Second, the subjecl matter of this document is exclusively the pro::urement of the
strategic packages. Other matiers concerning the Defence budge: - such as the'
request for an additional R144.1m to fund various 'marginal costs' for the
1999/00 year - are being dealt 'with by State E1Cpenditure and Vii!! be the subject
of a separate submission compiled by that Department. .

8. In order to also provide a more favourable scenario from DoD's perspective, an
'optimistic case' has also been considered, in 'Nhich there is 1% per annum real
gro\'rth in the Defence budget from 2001/02 onwards. Over the 17 year period from
2001/02 to 2017118, this amounts to compound grol,vth of 20% in rea! terms or 142%
in nominal terms. This v/ould £eem to imply a shift in government policy, as the
Defenc.e budget has been cut through the MTEF period.

7, For purposes of assessing affordability of the packages. \-vHhin existing budget
parameters, it is assumed that the Defence budget \~i11increase in line with the
.Medium Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF) for the' period t'!.:~OO2{91. Tbi~ ~l; ~~)
includes the additional budget allocation announced in November 1998qR398m() as) ,- {,.~

- well as provision for improvement in conditions of service «(CS). For1ne pe-nocf1rom ...z,' I I
2001/02 onwards, the Defence bUdget is assumed to remain constant in real terms, ;ZV.o'L'':;-<'C.
i.e. to increase in line with the GO? inflation rate. This assumpkm relates to a t.J(_,.).~,
scenario called' the 'base case', --t£-...•...

/):::?5·'·-
/' .•.• ,. ~,.'"It'..·.-,nJ-:·".-- .,

. .

9. Assumotions for GDP. arowth the.·GDP inflation rate and the cos: of government
borrowing a~e as stated in the 'Medium Term Budget Policy St2tement 1998'
(MTBPS) for the period 1998/93 to 2000101. Thereafter the relevant parameters are
assumed to remain the same as for 2000101, except for GOP g:o'Nth, which is
assumed to be a constant 3% per annum (i.e. lower than the 4% t2~getfor 2001/02
in the MTBPS) and the tax-to-GDP ratio 'Nhich ultimately declines to 25%.

10. The long term US inflation rate is assumed to be 1%, and the USS!Rand exchange
rate is consequently assumed to depreciate according to the infi2tion differential
petv'ieen South .AJricaand the US. .



Macro variable
1199,8/99 I 1999/00 I 2000/01 I 2001102 I 2002/03I /,/ onwards

Defence budget: base case 10357 10487 10987 . 11~26 +~% pa
Defence budget: optimistic case 10357 10487 10987 11 541 +5%.pa
GDP growth 0.2% 2.00/0. 3.0% 4.0% 3.0%
GDP inflation 8% 6% 5% 4% 4%
Cost of borrowing 16% 14% 13% '~~12% 12%
SA Rand/USS exchanQe rate 5.87 6.16 6.41 6.60 +3% pa

I Cl Co I. 0 q ,...

/ L: tp) it cJ -; (
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Table i: Macroeconomic assumptions (Rm nOf1)inal) //

12. In respect of 8:1y additional borro'.v:ngs 'N~!ich might be taken out to finance
expenditure over and. above the existing bUdget, it is assu;n~d that government
bonds will be issued at, the rate ruling during the relevant year. Upon maturity, loans
are expected to be re-financed at the rate ruling at that time, and therefore' the
principal amounts of debt are not retired but are to be 'added to government debt.
The average loan term is taken to be 10 years.

.0' •
•: •.••••..1..(

13. For these incremental borrowings, it has been assumed'that interest costs ,;vill be
met from within the existing bUdget, so as to avoid a 'debt trap' scenario in which
loans are taken out to finance interest on other loans.

14. The internal structure of the Defence budget is assul1;Jed to adjust towards DaD's
tWget split between. personnel costs, operating expenses and capital. expenditure. H'
is' assumed that there will be a steady adjustment from the 58:33:S'~atio applicable

• for 1998/99, to its 42:30:28 target level over six years to 2004/0p. .After this, no
further adjustments are assumed to occur. This is a slightly slower reduction in the
personnel component than the "best case" desired by 000, but seems to be more
realistic given prevailing circumstances.

15. Provision is made for price escalation on the dollar-denominated contracts with
foreign suppliers in viev'! of the long time periods between quotation of prices and
delivery/payment for products. This is a cautious assumption and is made because
the terms of each contract a(e still to be negotiated \ovith suppliers. In the base
scenario, price escalation has been set equal to the US inflation rate (1% per
annum.) .

16. Assumptions. regardlng 'normal' capita! expenditure - .that is, items for. which
cammitme;')tsh2ve already beeil"made, and planned investment in ·comina years -
hElVe been bas:;d on DaD estimates fOi 20 years. The remaining ba!an~e in the'
Defence budget after accounting for personnel, operating and normal capital
expenditure, is available for special packages,

17. The scheduling of payments for the special packages is based on a DaD preferred
scenario, not that which the supplieis have submitted as part of their bids (which are
less favourable to Defence.) The risks associated with this assumption are
discLlssed latei.



18. Based on the' above assumptions, the approximate breakdown in the Defence
budget for the next 20 years is as shown in Table 2 belO\N for lhe 'base case'. The
figures for 'normal' capex were provided by 000 and include a real increase in later
years once proposedcapex on packages is reduced. .

Table 2: Projected Defence bUdget breakdown for.the base caSl;, 1998/99 to
2017/18 (Rm nominal)

98/991 99/00 I 00/01 I 01/021 02/031 03/041 04/051 05/06 I. 05/07 I 07108 NPV
. 10 yrs

Personnel costs 5.755 5.60'; 5,772 5,702 5,617 5,516 5,395 5.6i4 5.839 _ 6.072 31,191
Operating costs 3,345 3.352" • 3,550 3,534 3,703 3,7e2 3,855 '4,OiO 4.171 4.337 20.173

····'.,;ormal· capax 1,24a 1,530 1,655 2,045 1.733 1,800 1,~79 1,961 2.035 2,111 9,471
c'ackage'capex • 7 0' I 0 46 821 1,261 1,720 1,782 1,856 1,937 3,750 .
rotal budget 10,357 I 10,437 I 10,9S7 ·11,426 11,S84 I 12,359 I 12.853 13,367 I 13,902 I 14,458 64,589

08/09 .1 09/10 110/11 11.1/12 11211.3 113/14 114/15 /15/16 116/17 /17/18 NPV
20 yrs

Personnel costs 6,315 . 6,568 6,831 7.104 7,333 7,684 7,991 8,31 i 8,643 8,989 <!4,335
Operating costs 4,511 4,691 4,679 5,074 5,277 5,483 5,708 r: O~- 6,174 6.420 29,550v ••.••••O

'Normal' capax 2,206 2,324 2,4~3 2,851 3,033 3,530 3,695 ~,O';; 5,725 5.992 15.195
'Package' capax 2,004 2,054 2,111 1,885 1,893 1,592 1,631 .1,452 34 0 6,727
Total budqel 15.036 I 15,638 15.253 I 15,914 I 17.591 I 18.294 I 19,026 I 19.727 I 20,578 I 21,402 95,8o·g

"

19. The highlighted figures for 'Package' capax represent the envelope .within 'vvhich the
Department of Defence procurements can proceed without impacting negatively on
the national budget and existing fiscal deficit targets. In other "'lords, within the DaD

. budget, these amounts represent the affordability limit for procurement of the
proposed special packages.

20. The available funds can also be expressed as a Net Present Value (NPV); this has
been done in Table 6, paragraph 32 below.

21. The Defence budgetary envelope (as per Table 2) is compared wi~h the cost of the
special packages i.1 Tpble 3 below.



I S8/99 1_99/00 I 00/01 I 01/02 1.02/03 I 03/04 I 04/05 .1 05/06 I 06/07 197/08 I NPV
10 yrs

Desired capax I 0 0 l,4S~ I 2,2721 2,6€3 2,841 I 2,59~ I 2,6i ~ i ~,39~ 3,,150 I 9,192
Available to 000 7 0 t.~ 821 1,261 1,720 l,7C2 ,1,656 1,937 3,750.0
(Shortfall)/surolus - / 7 0 (1,480) I (2,225).1 (1,842) (1,581) I (a74) I - (835; I (539) (1.213) I (5.442)
% Defence budget I - I . I 13.5% I 19.5% I 15.5% I 12.8% I 6.8% I 6.2~1I 3.9% 8.4% I -

( .vJ),-
, °1A'il!.l; v

. .. / -\ It,l .

Table 3: Projected Defence budget shortfall or surplus (Rm nominal)
I

r I 08/09 I 09/10 110/11 111/12 /12/13 I 13f14 .114/15 /15/16 116/17 117/18 I NPV
I 20 yrs

Desired capex I 3,533 I 2,545 I 3.7571 3.0751 2.3551 2.2741 1,1831 1.6131 1.250 g / 13.751
Available to 000 2.004 2.054 2.111 1.885 1,893 1,592 1.631 1,4~2 34

.
6,727

(Shortfallj/surplus I (1.529) I (792) I (1,647) I (1.190) I (453) I (581) I ~4a I (121) I (I.2~5) 0-' (7,025)
% Defence budget I 10.2% I 5.1% I 10.1% I 7,0% I 2.6% I 3.7% I - I O.6~SI 6.2% . I .

-22. The difference between I available funds and the cost of the special packages
.exceeds 12% of the projected defence -budget until 2003/04. There are three
potential 'Nays in \ovhichthis could be made up:

i) Retain the budget constraint for Defence, in which case DoD ••.•'ould need to
reduce the quantum spent on the proposed procurements.

ii) Relax the budget cor.straint on Defence bu.t:retaln it for government as a whole,
by reallocating budgeted expenditure from other depq(Lments to Defence.

iii)" Relax the budg~t -~onstrafnt, increase the Defence budgl;t' to fund the
expenditure on the packages, and finance the incremental c9sts through
borrowings. .,.r. -

Option (i): Maintain overa/t Defence budget end reduce expenditure on special
packages .

23. The first option v/HI require significant cuts to proposed expenditure on special
packages in order to remain •...'1ithin the. Department's existing budget allocation. As
shown in Table 3, the shortfall of available funds compared to the cost of the
packages is significant, particularly in the next decade. Although some restructuring
within the Defence budget could i:lcrea.se the funds avaHable for speciai packages, it
will be impossible to release sufficient funds to make tile packages affordable.

24. In consicl?ring the 'optimistic cas:< the Defence bWdgetwas increas:d in real terms
by 1% per annum, from 2001/02 onwards. In this case, the funds available for
special packages iiiGrease somewhat, and the shortfall will decrease. The cash flow
projections under this scenario are shmvn in Tab!e 4 below.
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Table 4: Projected Dele) e bud LShOrllall or surplus with a 1% DoD budget
inc~ase Irt 2001102 (Rm nominal)

l"

198/99 r 99100 I O.~/O1 I 01l~~ ,I 02/03. I =/. I 04/05 I 05/06 I 06/07 I 07/08 I NPV
10 yrs

Desired capex I ~I. 0.1 1,480 I 2,27.2 I 2,6531 2,8.41 2,594/ 2,618/ '2,39.5 3,150 I' 9,192
Available ta DaD o . ,'''''- O. . ·ifJ7 . 872 1,353 . ·1,865 . 1,973" 2,096 2,229 4.143
(Sharlfall)/surplus "I 71 o I (l,489J.·:1 C2..&15) I (1.7S1) I (1,483) (725) I (5~4) I (300) (921) I (5.049)
% Defence. budget I - I . I 13.5% I 19.1% I 14.8% I 11.7% 5.4% I ~.6.%.J .2-0%", ..5.9S'; I ~

., 08/09 109/10 110/11 '111/12 112/13 /13/14 /14/15 115/16116/17 /17/18 I

3,5331 2,845 3.757 3,0751 2,3551 2,2741 1.1831 1,613 1.280 0 I
2,353 2,454 . 2,537 2,433 2,517 2.300 2,427 2.334 1,028 Q

(1,18,:» I (332) I (1,170) I (6A2) I 152 25/ 1,245 I 771 I (252) _ 0 I
7.2% I 2.2%. • 6.5% 3.4% I - I - - I - I 1.0% • I

NPV
20 rs
13,751
6.0S7

(5.66~)

25: In this scenario. the shortfall decreases some\~hat - especialiy in the later years -
although the fundamental situation does not change from the main scenario. The
benefits accrue. mainly in.the later years as opposed to earlier on: the net present
value (in 1998 Rands) of the shortfall over 10 years is cut from R5,442 million in the'
'base case' to R5,049 million in the 'optimistic case' and, over 20 years, from
R7,025 million to R5,654 million respectively.

26. Even the optimistic scenario does not make the special packages much more
affordable; furthermore, it· v/ould entail a shift in goveinment policy. regarding real
levels of spending on defence. Substantial cuts in the procurements would still'be

_ required in order to remain '-Nithinthe Defence budget. •.: .

Option (ii): Increase Defence expenditure through restructuring of the national budget

27. The second option above entails re-allocating funds from other·"btJdg.et .Hems to
Defence. This re-allocation v/ould represent approximately 0.7% of the total
government budget and 2.3% of the national share of the budget for the four years
from 2000/01. This can be expressed as a percentage of certain other national
department budgets (based on .the 1998 MTEF figures), for the fiscal year 2000/01:

• 41 % of the Housing budget.
• 10% of the SP.PS budget
o 24% of the Health budget: (national department only.)

28..Likewise, expressed in relation to the government's projected expenditure on the four
main capital infrastructure subsidy programmes (see the Department of Finance
document, 1993 Medium term expenditure review: Infrastructure Investment), the
Defence shortfall for 2000/01 equals the following approximate percentages:

150% of the Consolidated Municipal Infrastructure Programme (DCD)
o 47% of the housing subsidy programme (Housing)

122% of the Community Water Supply and Sanitation Programme (DWAF)
28% of the combined budgets for the above programmes.
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29. The additional amounts required by Defence to pay for the proposed procurements
are clearly very substantial. To fund the packages by restructuring the national
budget would require bUdget cuts for other departments amounting to a fundamental
change in government's existing budgetary frams\vork.

Option (Hi): Increase Defence expenditure t~roLlgh gover,!ment borrowing

30. If the shortfall for package procurement \-vere to be funded thrQu.9h additional
government borrowing, this \"!ould lead to additional expenditure and interest costs
as projected in Table 5 belm'!.

;.- '~hortfall)/s urplus
Iteresl on debt

~ .Icrease in exp
as % ofGDP
as % of national
govt exp

Table 5: Impact of borrowing to finance special packages (Rm nominal)

~ 98/99 199/00 I 00101 I 01/02 I 02/03 I 03/04 I 04/05 I 05/06 0610.7 1_07108",

71 0 \. (1,<:30) I (2.225) I (1.842) (1,581) (B7';)· (335) I (539) (1.213)
o o· • (192) (459) . (6aC) (870) (975) (1,075) (1,140) (1,286)

I 7 I 0 I (1,672) I (2.635) I (2.523) (2.451) (1.e49) (1,911) (1,679) I (2.499) I

1
-I -, 0.2% 0.3% I 0.3% I 0.3% I 0.2% I 0.2%' 0.1% ., 0.2% I• - 2.3% 3.5% 3.1 % 2.8% 2.0% 2.0% 1.7% 2.4%

NPV
10 yrs
(5,442)
(2.83 i)
(a.273)

I 08/09 I 09/10 110/11 111/12 /12/13 I!3/14 /14/15 115/16 /16/17 /17118 NPV
20 yrs

(Shortfall)/surplus ., (1,529) I (792) I (1,647) I (1,190) I (463) I (o81) I 448 (121) I (1,246)
{2.191~ I (7,025)

lnteiest on debt (1,<:59) (1.564) (1.747) (1,890) (1.945) (2.027) (2.027) (2.041) (2.191) (6.080)
Increase in exo I (2.SeS) I (2.356) (3,393) I (3.0i9) I (2AOB) I (2.708) I ('l.579) (2.162) I (3,437) I (2.191) I (13,104)
as % ofGDP

I
-0.2%1 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% I 0.1% ,. 0.1% 0:1% I 0.1%" 0.1% 0.1% .

as % of nationa/ 2.7% 2.0% 2.8% 2.4% 1.7% 1.8% 1.0% 1.3~. 1.9% 1.0% -
govt exp r •

31. This option would involve an increase in the deficit as a percentage of GDP by 0.2%
for 2000/01 and by 0.3% for the three years following. From 2004/05, the incremental
effect is +0.2% for all but one of the next 8 years, and -J:"0.1% in the remaining years.
Thus under current macro assumptions, the budget deficit for 2000/01 would be
3.2% of GDP, as opposed to the revised target of 3.0% - which in itself is now
expected to be achieved a yeai laler than outlined originally in GEAR. From 2001/02,
the deficit v/ou!d be 3.3% as opposed to 3.0%. It should be noted that these
cafculations do not take account of the risks· to government of the rising debt:GDP
ratio and escalation'of interest costs.

32. The above sceriaiios can be sumrilarissd in Net Present ValLie tSims - ih other
\o'lords, by discounting future nominal cash flows back into 1998 Rands (using a
nominal discount rate set equal to lhe average interest rate on government bonds).
Table 6 below summarises, in NPV terms, the available funds wj~hin the existing
Department of Defence budget, the desired capital expenditure on the packages, the
resulting shortfall, the interest cost of financing the shollia!l through government
borrowings, and the resulting tolal increase in government expenditure. This is done
for 5, 10, 15 and 20 year periods.
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5 years 10 years I 15 years

I
20 years

(1995/9~ to (1998/99 to (1993/5910 (1398/9910
2002/03) 2007/08) 2012113) 2017/18)

Available funds I 472 I. 3,750 . 6,008
I-

6,727
Desired capital expend 3,809 9,192 12,790 13,751
Shortfall I (3,337) (5,442) (6,782) I (7,025)
Interest on extra debt (773) (2,831) . (4,735) .,' • ,..•• (&,080)
Total increase in govt exp I (4,110) (8,273) I (11,518) I (13,104)

33. It is clear from the above table. that the ~hortfall in available funds is most acute in
the first five years, where available funds represent only 12% of desired capital.
expenditure. This ratio increases in later years, to 41%,47% and 49% over the 10,
15 and 20 year periods .respectively_ However, there remains a significant shortfall
throughout the period., , ~ .

34. In addition to the above cash flows, the government's liabilities \NiII increase by the
.. amount of additional borrQl,ving because of the roll-over of that debt. The additional

publj~ debt \-'IiIIbe 'as follows (nominal Rands):

Year 5:
Year 10:
Year 15:
Year 20:

R5,547 million
R10,590 million
R16,210 million
R18,258 million ..

Off-budget fU'nding approaches

35. Aside from the conventional on-budget funding approach outlined above,
government could also utilise off-budget funding methods to finance the proposed
procurements. In particular, government could make use of commercial project
finance facilities, provided either by the suppliers' consortia or by other local and
international lending institutions. The suppliers' proposals all included funding
packages offered by commercial financial institutions in their countries.

36. In general, these financing options are likely to carry additional costs to the
government compared to the Gonventional funding strategy of issuing government
bonds, because of the higher risk rating attached to such loans. This higher risk
ordinarily translates into a premium which adds to the borrov'ling cost. I~ addition,
foreign supplier credits c;:arrya significant foreign exchange risk. .

37. There are several fiscal and economic risks 'vvhich apply to the special packages and
I,vhich must be accounted for in the proposed procurement decision. It has not yet
been possible for the Department of Finance to assess these risks'in any detail, but
in order to enhance informed decision-making they should be mentioned:



a) The time period over which Defence proposes to pay for the packages is very
long, with starting dates ranging from 2000101 to 2003/04, and delivery periods
ranging from.6 to 13 years. Giv~n this, there could be escalation of the quoted
prices for the packages and this could have a material impact on budgets and

. affordability. In the scenario modelled above, escalationof 1% per annum (in US
$. prices) has been included. This is an issue for negotiation with suppliers.

b) There is a significant risk that the proposed personnel reductions~will not be
achieved as quickly as assumed in the Defence budget model. Once contracts
have been entered into for specific packages, the costs of non-compliance or re-
negotiation are likely to be prohibitive. Thus if personnel costs are not reduced as
quickly as expected, there 'Nill be strong pressure to Increase the Defence.
budget further in view of the contractual commitments for special packages.

c) Interest rate risk·applies to the scenario in which incremental capital costs are
financed by the -So~th African governm·ent. Higher than expected interest rates

.. during the years in which additional finance is required, will increase the net cost
to the government of the packages.

d) Foreign exchange risk applies to all scenarios since the packages are all being·
sourced internationally and are denominated in US Dollar terms. Thus the
government's potential liability could increase if the SA Rand devalues beyond
expectations. Hedging this risk may be possible, but this will probably increase
the net cost of the packages. ••.

e) Operating· costs ·of p~ckages include provision .for small .cost increases
associated with the additional capital equipment. However, there..is the risk that
incremental operating costs will be greater than expected, leading to further
pressure on the Defence budget. In other words, taking a life cycle costing
approach, the incremel)tal effect could be greater than anticipated.

f) Whilst the focus of this assessment is on the fiscal affordabi!ity oi the proposed
packages, great 'weight has been given in the decision-making process thus far
to the benefits associated v:iththe proposed procurements. These benefits take
the form of defence and non-defence industrial participation (IP) projects which,
in many cases. are projected by suppliers to far outweigh the financial costs of
the packages. Given the "difficulty of qua,1tifying and tying down these IP
components, there is a risk that they will not materialise to the extent or in the
manner proposed by the suppliers and their governments.

g) The cash flm'.' projections have been based on DoD's desired payment schedule.
These are not the same as those submitted by the preferred suppliers. If Defence
is unable to negotiate similar terms to those assumed, the affoidability problem
will be aggravated in the earlier years.

(. r- .
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"38. The basic conclusions to emerge fromthe above analysis are as follows:

a) The differences between the total costs of the combined packagesand the funds
available to 000 in their budget are very substantial. While this difference
narro~vs over time, it is particularly severe· in the first 6 years of the proposed
procurements. Although certain cQ.st reductions might be ~ealised throuqh
negotiations with suppliers. it is not conceivable that the difference could be
nanowed to the point where Defence could pay for these procurementswithin
anything like its current budget

b) Defence could afford the proposed packages only if its budget were veri
substantially expalJded. This could occur in one of two ways: by restructuring the; _.'
~..o.cfLoL by altering the deficit target and expandinggovernment

..P.QJI:9wing4The fo'rmer option would involve a v~ry substantial reorientation by
'. government from redistributive and infrastructure investment policiesto "policies;

'vl/hich emphasise expenditure on military capabilitias. The latter option would
jeopardise the reasonably securefiscal position which governmenthas been able
to maintain and would amount to a"significant shift in macro-economicstrategy:'
The consequences for South Africa's economic and fiscal position would
in~vitably be problematic. .

c) The various 'off-budget' funding mechanisms which have been proposed do not
address the basic affordability constraint. Whileth'es~ mech.anisffismay allow
government initially to borrow outside of its bUdget, th'ecosts uHi!l1atelyhave to
be borne by the fiscus. Moreover, such borrowings will inev~ablycome at a
premium to the sovereign rate. In the long run, then, such fundingmechanisms
will aggravate the affordability problem rather than ameliorate it.

In addition to affordability problems,entering into these procUfementswill involve·
substantial risks for government. Some of these risks - such as escalation
provisions - may be successfully addressed during negotiationswith suppliers;
others - such as the rate at which the DoD can reduce its personnel - are
extrinsic to the supplier-p\Jrchaser relationship. The scope and magnitude of
these risks suggest that it is important that government adopt a morerather than
a less prudent approach to"the proposed procurements. .

39. It is understood that 000 will shortly approach Cabinet in order to seekapproval for
a list of preferred tenderers in order that these can be annouilced and that
negotiations with the suppliers can begin.



a) Given the affordability constraints outlined above, the issue confronting Cabinet
is far more fundamental than a simple choice between contending suppliers. In
effect, l?abi.net is being asked to make a decision about what type of military
capability South Africa should have, what this should cost, and how these goals
and 'costs measure .up against government's socio-economic priorities and its
macro-economic· and fiscal position. In assisting DoF with' preparing this
document, the 000 have expres'sed the view that this matter should be
addressed through a comprehensive review of the government's defence
capabilities in \Nhich defence policy and bUdgetary. imperatives are reconciled.

b) A Cabinet decision to' approve a list of preferred tendere.s and to allow
negotiations to begin would, in' effect, signal that it is committed to defence-
expenditures in the region of the aggregate amount of the proposed
procurements. Oncq negotiations have begun it will become increasingly difficult .'
for government to !;Jack out of the negotiation and procurement process without.
losing credibility with International governments and the industry. .

c) The procurement process has already extended for over 12 months. Speculation
in the media is rife and pressure is rising fOf government to announce some sort
of decision.

a) It can agree to the Hst of preferred bidders and auth,.orise the commencement of
. negotiations. The effect of this 'would be to comni}t government to military
expenditure in the balipark oflhe tendered prices. Such expemiiture could only
be funded through a major restructuring of the national bydget and/or a
significant shift in macro-economic strategy and fiscal targets which would impact
negatively on investor confidence and gro'l.rth prospects. This option does not
appear t9 be advisable. At the least, such a decision should only follow a revie~v
of the type suggested in paragraph 40 (a). .

b) Cabinet could instruct DaD that the procurements should proceed only on the
basis of ""hat is affordable. This would entail DoD cutting back substantially on .
the strategic packages and .ensuring that it enters into negotiations only for those
packages that it can afford given a reasonable assumption about the size of the
Defence budget over the foreseeable future. Two possible ass:..!:nplions have
been suggested in this document: the 'base case' (0% real growt:. irom 2001/02)
and the 'optimistic' case' (1% real grovlt" from 2001/02: onwa~d~o or 20% real
gro ..•.ith over the procurement period). The advantage of thiS approach is that it
need involve only a minor delay in the procurement process. A disadvantage is
that insufficient attention may be given to the budgetary and po!i::: issues that a
thorough review would examine in depth. Nevertheless, this 2~pears to be a
viable route forward.

/~.--
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. .
breakdowns for 11 NATO countries, ofwhi'ch.bnlY 3 :....the US; the' UK arid Turkey": are'
close to the 42:30:28 target. No motivatipn is given as to why NATO members are good

comparators for this purpose, nor why of the NATO group~ the US, UK and Turkey provide a

better comparator setthan say Greece, Germany and Spain, which might suggest a 65:20:15 I ..cd
breakdown. In other 'words, the target ratio seems entirely arbitrary, even though the relatively )....~'~l"" \ 6

. ~..' .

high proportion for capital expenditure in the chosen ratio would favour the DSPs.

(c) It should also be made clear in the document that until government as a who.le .puts in

place the appropriate policy and legal mechanisms for an EIR, no individual department can

begin to implement it. In other words, part of the DoD budgetary risk lies else'where in /

government. On the other hand, the link between the ErR and the affordability ofthe DSPs

provides an incentive to DoD and other relevant government departments to act in ways

which might facilitate the EIR's emergence.

(d) The document mentions that operating costs ofthe weapons have not been taken into

account in the DoD budget (6.3.5), but seems to downplay the fiscal risk presented by this

gap. Maintenance costs are not even mentioned. Recent work done for the DoF (MTEF
, , " ,

, Infrastructure Review 1998) has underlined the significance of this risk" in that estimates of

necessary rehabilitation costs in relation to existing infrastructure installations far outweigh

available funds for capital spending on new installations in a number of areas. This point has

been highlighted in the media in the wake ofthe 1999 Budget, so that it is extremely

surprising that the issue has been passed over so lightly in the present context -The DoD

and/or the suppliers should be urgently requested to provide data on both op.er.atingand 1..9. S .

expected main'tenance costs over the 20-year horizon, and these should be added into the

analysis, presumably as part of general DoD expenditure (as opposed to the SDA account).

Without this ii-lformation, the fiscal impact analysis (and therefore the work of the Finance

Negotiation Workgroup) clearly remains incomplete.

Ca)3.2.2 presents a particular 'base case' scenario for real (inflation-adjusted) DaD spending.

While some set of assumptions is necessary, the particular pattern of spending growth is

necessarily arbitrary, with no justification offered for the assumptions made. Under these

circumstances, it might be more useful to present more than one pattern ofDoD spending

growth, to allow affordability to be assessed against the alternatives. For example, in addition
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..... ,."; 1% suhsequently, an app'roach'whiCfiprovide"d'for 'say <2% for'4'year(fo'Howed by 3% to~'4'..

years, and then 2% could also be assessed. It is possible that additional scenarios to the one

spelled out have i~ fact been t~sted, but the document does not report this.

(b) 3.2.3 suggests that a real increase in DaD spending will lead·to 'a shift in the stmcture of
.' .

the national budget', by which is understood a shift in the composition of spending, or the

allocations across departments. This conclusion does not follow. All departme'l'l'ts"COOtcl'have

real expenditure growth as long as total government expenditure grows in real terms,. which in . ./ ( c• ..-'\ \ Il." l •..••.lq r.<: \1''' >'.'
turn is possible even with it constant deficit (as a share of GDP) as long as GDP growth is ? \ . r.f f ~

.,.~\.. ",,, ~~..
positive. In fact the growth and deficit assumptions spelled out in this document may imply . ,,' .:,.

,0/"" r. \
that DoD drops as a share of government spending, at least from 2005/6 on. /.

The important point here is that it is essential to spell out the implicit assumptions about the

other components of overall spending. In particular, it would be important to clarify the

assumptions about debt service (interest payments). Given the constant 3% deficit strategy

spelled out in Table 11, the implicit assumption appears to be that debt levels and therefo~e

debt service payments will drop2 - this is generally the explicit purpose of such a fiscal

strategy ..If debt service payments do in fact drop, while the deficit remainscoristant;~ther

than itself dropping, then additional funds are available for expenditure on goods and

services. The tradeoffs amongst departments could then be substantially reduced or even

eliminated.

Tables 12 and 13 do attempt to spell out assumptions about other spending..components. But t>-•• ! .; j"JI. t!.••y.

these tables only compare the rise in DoD spending with constant real spending levels~'

other items. It is not clear whether GDP is included amongst the items here which remain

constant in real terms, but if so, this obviously contradicts the earlier assumption in Table 5 of

positive real GDP growth. If GDP is assumed to be growing, it would possibly be more USefl.l:l/..
to compare the higher DoD allocations\.vith the othe~ ite~s kept constant as a share ofGDP, \).;0 ••..••

or constant as a share of total government spending (in both cases, therefore, growing in real

Rand terms).

(c) The assumptions for GDP growth and for inflation (presented in Table 5) are

unsatisfactory. The initial GDP assumptions (for the MTEF horizon of 1999/2000 to 2001/2)

2 One cannot firmly conclude this, because debt service payments depend also 01;1 interestrates, and the
document fails to spell out the interest rate scenario that is assumed. .'
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cannot raise the GpP grmvth rate, what is its purpose? The inflation assumptions seem

excessively optimistic through the entire horizon. and equally artificial. As already argued •.a

macroeconomic model could be used to gen~rate more useful growth estimates which would

take into account the impact of these policies themselves. In other words', the net fiscal i~pact

could be estimated as part of the economic analysis. Less satisfactorily, the d'ireeHiscal

impact could be assessed using macroeconomic data generated by a model without taking

the DSP/IP process into account, but merely setting out considered assumptions about the

global environment.

As suggested above. it is always helpful to' present more than one scenario so that the

l .sensitivity of the conclusions to the assumptions can be evaluated. The gro~vth and inflation

assumptions SllOUldbe tested in this way.

Ca)Chapter 4 presents a picture of a substantial 'funding gap' between the DoD package

budget, on one hand. and the 'package costs', on the other, with the underlying data shown in

Table 9. The 'package costs' data ,:!sed to deriv~ this conclusion are discussed below. the

point to be made her~ is that the DoD 'package budget' data presented in''f-able 9 (row 1)

bears no discernible relation to Table 6's 'Projected defence budget data', at least for the

years beyond the current MTEF period, from 2002/3 on. For example, in Table 6 projects a

total budget ofR12 774 million in 2002/3, of which 22% is allocated to capital expenditure.

This works out to R 2810 million approximately. Yet Table 9 reflects an amount of R1350

million as DoD pa~kage budget for 2002/3. For subsequ~nt years, similar calculations on,
. .. .

Table 6 data also yield amounts different from Table 9. It is possible, though unlikely on the

face of it, that there are other DoD capex projects which would absorb the difference between

R2810 million and ~1350 million in 2002/3 (and similarly in later years). But this document

requires an absolutely clear derivation of the 'funding gap' argument, including a

demonstration of how the 'DoD package budget' data in Table 9 are derived.3

3 It is also worth noting that applying the '% DaD budget' data in Table 9 (row 4) to the 'FundL,g gap' I
numbers in row 3, does not reproduce the "DaD [total] budget] data in Table 6. ' l k~~~~S ,I, , .;)

( f2':lW,elt• '\,,.). I



, :":'~{~)}h:? 'package costs' data presel}ted in Table 9-is takeq. ftom~T~Qle 8, and refers tQ"the . '::"f:'~";":.. r •••.•..•.

aC.1l!alpayments to b~ madeto'lenders as perthe'base'ca~e' financing scenario presented in ,. ~ ' .

chapter 5 and Figure 11 in particular. It would be useful to have the data presented in table 8

broken down in greater detail so that the package costs could be related to the cost estimates

in Table 7, and to the drawdown payments to suppliers in Figure 13 (which are presumably

relat~d to the delivery schedules). This !llight help to shed light on the issue of the impact on

the budget deficit, addressed immediately below.

(c) It is worth underlining that it is the payments data which is llsed to present the picture of

the 'funding gap', and this is appropriate since the DoD budget must finance the actual

payments to be made. Since there is a clear relationship between the ~xpenditure data for the.

DaD and other departments, that is, total government expenditure, and the budget deficit, it is

difficult to understand why one set of data- in Table 8.- is used for calculating the 'funding .

. gap', but a different set- in Figure 13 - is used for calculat~ng the deficit impact in chapter 6,

Table 11. The data used for the latter are 'drawdown payments from financiers to suppliers',

as illustrated in Figure 13. This approach, spelled out in chapter 6.1 of the main document,

~three separate relationships, between the DaD (SA government) and the suppliers,

bet\.veen the financiers and the suppliers, and between the DaD (SA government) and the
. , .

financiers. It ~lso does not clearly. distinguish between assets and lil!biIities.

\Vhen a piece of equipm ent is delivered by the supplier to the DoD, it becomes an asset of the

DaD. Though the document implies (in 6.1.3) that the DoD liability is the drawdown payment

to the supplier, in fact the associated DoD liability is a debt to the financier~ This debt must be-added to total government debt, though it should be clearly distinguished from general

governrne.nt debt raised to finance the general revenue shortfall reflected in·the budget deficit. .

The distinction from general government debt is that the asset corresponding to this debt is

held by the project financier, is non-marketable, and represents a stream offuture payments

. specified in the loan agreement negotiated with the financier at the outset ofthe programme.

There is' no liability' from the DoD to the suppli~r: the li~bility corres~~ndingto th~ debt:to th~

supplier is to the account ofthefina.ncier.

The stream of payments from DoD to the financier must be included in budgeted DoD

expenditure for the full length ofthe stream, and therefore contributes to total budgeted

government expenditure in each year, and to the corresponding budget deficit. It is hard to see

how the asset value relates to the deficit, or how the payments from thefinanciers to the

suppliers impact upon the budget deficit. The large increase in the 1999/~OOObudget deficit

shown in Table 11, from 3.2% to 4.7%, results from the 15% down payment to be made to the
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.. ': $u:pp.lier~..But this payment is to be 111ade9Y th~ financiers, not by the DaD, an'd is' therefore >- v.r.. ~; ~u~,~~".
. .not a DoD liabi1itY:If is' iirecisely becau.5'itthis '(and 'subsequenifpayments' required by 'the . t"j..:l·~;....;..'".::::.

suppliers are so large, that the liabilities incurred by DaD to the suppliers are exchanged for

liabilities to the financiers, resulting in a more manageable stream of payments, but at a cost

(R30.9 bn in financing costs according to Table lOand WDR, page 22). The role of the

fi"nancier in the financial intermediation process is precisely to manage the disparity between

the short maturity ofthe debt to the supplier with the iong maturitY of the payments by the

purchaser (the DaD).

1'-,-..

Therefore, the increase in the 19~9/00 b~dget deficit should be calculated not on the basis of,

an additional liability ofR8851 billion falling due, as per Table 11, but on the basis of an
. .

additional payment ofRl572 billion, as per Table 8. On a GDP estimate ofR708 400 billion

(Table 5), the latter results in an additional deficit ofO.22%·ofGDP for FYI999/2000, as

opposed to an additional deficit of more than 1.2% as Table 11 implies. Calculations for later

years should similarly use the data in Table 8, so that the biggest impact on the level oftotal

expenditure, and thus ceteris paribus on the deficit, is between 2004/5 and 2015/6. This is in

contrast to Table 11, which shows a significant impact on the deficit only up until 2003/4,

after which there is negligible impact. Strangely, the interpretation here seems to be more
"consistent with the argument expressed in Appendix C, sections 3,4 and 5, in particular 3.3. . . . . .

and 4.3, than the conclusions drawn in section 6 of Appendix C, and repeated in chapter 6 of

the main document.

(c) It is not clear what the basis is for assuming, in Table 11, a budget d~,'fi'C'it·of,g·~O%beyond

the current MTEF horizon, and then adding the package financing cost for the year to that

amount. This suggests that the revenue and expenditure levels, and their various components,

are already set for these years, which is of course not the case. Since these package financing

payments are to be incorporated into DoD's bu~geted expenditure, they will be incorporated

into total government expenditure,~nd the. deficit will follow from. the comparison with total.

revenue ..In other words, it seems more 'appropriate that Table 11 should show payment

obligations simply as a share ofGDP, as done in the calculations in (b) above. (Of course, the

appropriate expenditure levels - from Table 8 - must be used.) What is not clear in the

document as it stands is that these payments are a 'first charge' on the DoD budget, in the

same way as debt servicing costs are a 'first charge' on the national budget. The government,

on DoD's behalf, will have contracted with the financiers to provide a specified payment

stream, and this obligation will supersede other expenditure plans. It is because of this

obligation that the DSPs could 'crowd out' other DaD items, or a1ternati~ely, other

departments' items.



;"(d) The neXt qli"esti6n "is:wnilt should be i?C1ildedIn the c'frrsfCfuirge' o'ri'the DoD'budget?' "<-, "., •• ,. ,••

The document argues that the interest costs should be for DoD's account, but does not make a

strong case for this option. The reason for the interest costs being incurred is that government

is not able to finance the expenditures directly from revenues. In theory, payments could be

made directly from goyernment to the package suppliers through running a higher deficit inr-O LJo-I-o.~) .

the years in which supplier payment obligations ~reincurred, that is,' by making the

'drawdown payments' identified in Table 11, and government borrowing to,add~to,.general

revenue to finance these payments. Were this financing option to be chosen, the interest

payments would be for the account of general government, rather than the DoD specifically.

The availability ofa cheaper option (via the ECAs), which spreads the payments out over a .

longer term, and which offers preferential rates over general government debt, should not

change the,principle that the interest component is charged to central government, rather than

. to the DoD's budget. The choice offinancing option should be made by Cabinet, ie

government, as a whol~, which should therefore take responsibility for the financing charges.

To assist in this choice, it would be helpful to have a more detailed breakdown of the

financing costs presented in Table 8, so that the amounts involved can be identified clearly. It ~ on < I:'~'l ... ,...' ~
would also be helpful to have soine precedents to show how 'lumpy" investments of this

, '

nature 'have been deait with, in South Africa, ~d in other countries, in terms ofthe allocation •...../.
-. .i .-...,L

of interest charges, and indeed of the overall fiscal accounti~g·appr6ach. \,llf.. \.t'

(e) The discussion throughout this section (iv) is clearly significant for the-a1l0cation of

overall government expenditure between DoD and other departments. It underlines the need

for a much more careful spelling out of the implications of the DSPs for other departments,

than is currently found in Tables 12 and 13 in the document. This was already mentioned in

(iii) (b) above. What is needed is to show the implications f0r o~her departmental budgets of ~-i'f
!~l''-~')

different levels ofDSP adoption - that is, alternative s~enarios for numbers of units ' .ylp.~s

purchased. This analysis sho~ld ~lso ado~t various ass~mptio~s for other ,ci~pa~~tal '

bUdietS:'~ch as con$tant share of GDP, constant share of total government (non-interest)

spending, and even selected scenarios reflecting alternative policy choices for other

departments, or alternative overall policy choices (for example, raising education spending

more than proportionately, while keeping other social service constant). Without a more

detailed appraisal ofthis type, it is hard to know on what basis Cabinet cf'lllldmake a reasoned

(as opposed to arbitrary) decision to set an overall target for DoD expenf

document urges be done (7.3.2). The document suggests this expenditur ~-~ av:t _
~~:\ ~3

~~~~-lu
l!-. ~o...~~ ~lt.~
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. ".... : befor'e"the'Sssessment oftrade-offs, but setting such a limit will detennine the"trade:.offs _ the '- ~I tJ
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This review has not discussed in detail. the financing strategies spelled out in the;WDR .

document and summarised in 'chapte; 5 ofthe do~ument. A sec'ond opinion on the' financing

options should be solicited, either via a detailed review ofthe WDR document-::b¥A.qualified

financial analyst, equipped with appropriate fin.anciat model(s), or by commissioning a I
second report assessing the DSPs' financing implications. It seems rash to rest the approach \

on the views ~f a single organisation (ie WDR), given the overall cost of the exercise. Three .

further points are worth making.

,-t.._ .
(a) As already mentioned above, the various payment streams from both financier to supplier

and from government to financier should be laid out on an annual basis, decomposed as

applicable into principal, jnterest, ECA premium, cost escalators, foreign and local portions of

unit prices, foreign and local taxes, freight and insurance, and project management. This will

then allow a meaningful picture to emerge about these payment flows, which figures 11 and
'. ,.

12 in the main document do not. .

(b) It is helpful to have the exchange rate assumptions spelled out, and it would be similarly

helpful to have the interest rate assumption schedule, which presumably has been used to

calculate the NPV estimates.

(c) The financing strategy as spelled out takes the current macroeconomic strategy of

government as a constant. As pointed out above, it is most unlikely that macroeconomic

strategy will not be forced to adapt and shift over the 20-year time horizon, and the financing

strategy should therefore also be assessed against s~me .alternative approaches to .

macroeconomiC policy, such as one which is less averse to exchange rate depreciation, or

which is less averse to foreign currency debt exposure.

I I. !{.
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· The following list identifies some very specific problems in the document. Though some of
these are minor points, they should be cleaned up, as they affect the credibility of the report
and in some cases complicate its interpretation.

1. Table 3: data is different from National Expenditure Survey Table 22.2: Economic
classification of defenc~ expenditure. . .

2. Tabl~ 6: the DaD spending levels presented cannot be calculated using Table 5's \ -1\.J1 ••..\ l'\,J!

project!ons of inflation added to the assumed spending growth rates spelled out in 3.2.2.

3. Table 7: the escalators are not explicit, and it is not clear ifthey are included here. Table 7
is different from WDR Table 1, though 5.1.2 implies they should be the same. 5.1.2 cites data.
(apparently) taken from WDR Table 1, though the data source is identified as Table 7. It is
possible that the difference between the R26.2 bn tender price and R29.2 bn total funding
requirement referred to in 5.1.2 is the R3.7 bn which is the sum of freight and insuranc.e costs.
identified inTable 7. 5.1.2 says ~ocal costs are R5.2 bn, the· number reported in WDR Table 1.,
while the sum of local costs in Table"7 is R4.7 bn.

~~OGr;~\.~ .
I

4. 5.1.2 refers to 'programme costs', which seems to mean here what is elsewhere identified V
as 'project management costs'.

5. 6.2.5 refers to forward cover from the SA Reserve Bank. Any losses incurred by the SARB
in providing forward cover to government agencies or private agencies are for government's
account, so there is a fiscal impact here which needs to be addr~ssed.

,
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.' . .
6. Figure 13 and Table 11 ostensibly present the same data, but the figure gives 12 data
points, while the table has only 1O..CIn·this connection, a more general irritation is that the
figures are difficult to decipher because ofthe way in which the horizontal axis identifiers are
presented.) .

8. Tables 2, 4 and 6 in Appendix A are difficult to interpret, most particularly the row labelled
'capex on packages'. The relation between these tables and the entries for SpeCial Defence
Account in the National Expenditure Survey published by the DoF with the 1999 Budget is
also unclear. (See also item#I above.)

9. In Table 7, taxes and. excise duties paid domestically need to be made explicit and taken
account of in .assessing net fiscal impa,:t. ...




